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A Socio-Econ.omic Study of Selected Newfoundland Provincial 
£ Campipg · Parks 
Abstract 
Because of the incre~si~g demands. being made on the 
. . . 
Newfoundland Provin.cial Park System. and a lack of data concernin·g 
·I th.e · sc;>ciat and .economic characteristics of those using these 
parks, the writer determined that a study. of selected provincial 
camping parks t' ou~d help to fill ;Orne gaps .in the basie d~ta:. · . 
·base in the sp ere of outdoor recreation in Newfoundland. 
I 
Data was athered from ·the records of the Newfoundland 
• 
1 ian. s Provincial Par~s Service artd -bY I~ of a mail questionnaire : 
survey. __ mple of eleven h~1bre~ parties Provided the 
basis for all f the social data !contained · in this and· much ot · 
I 
t i . the .economic data. 
The thesis commences with a brief demographic and economic 
histo~r. of Newfoundland and is followed by an historical acqount 
-~~the deve~pment of provincial. parks . in .~he provinc~. The 
· . . policy ~ormulation and plan~ing functions of the Provincial 
Parks Service are also briefly discussed. 
A~urve¥ of the pertinent literature 'in the field 'of · 
outdoor ·recreation was done and it was obvious that there·was 




means necessary to ascertain . the economic cpsts and benefits of · 
I 0 r 
0 I 11 
outdoor recreation. '' ~ ::. . 
, I 
Using a m~dl.fied version of the Clawson method, this.,. ~ite-~ .'-l: .. .- · :-.- . ~ 
I , 
' .. d . 
. attempted to· determine such ·soc-ial characteristics ·as ·origin, . : . ,. ··. 
,· • . . J.f' . ... .. : ' 
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. . 
size of party, age. ~ · edu·cat.f:.on, inc.ome, reason for vis~t, mod~ 
' 
pf· travel, and l~ngth of stay. 
. . \ l 
The. economic data was of two types, that ~oncerning the · 1 
I ' 
. . 
erational and maintenance costs of the parks a~d that dealing 
ith the· expenditures of the. sample in their home community 
J . - . ' . . . 
before the excursion, on the way ·· to the parks • while at the I . r . ' ' . ' 
·' larks, on the way ,home from the parks, and ·in· 'their home C<?lllll\Unity 
· jfter the trip. ~ These ·figures ·were then pr?j ec.ted to inclu.de . --~ 
he entire u iverse- of campers in 1970 using N~wfoundland . parks · , 
. . 
n . an attemp to determin~ _ ~verall experiditu~e. 
The ba~ c con~lusion -arrived at w~s that aithougff,.;the 
• 0 • ., • • 
. . 
spending by ampers does make a contribution t:o the econ·omy ·of . 
......_ . 
·the province, it is a small o·ne. 
' . 
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This thesis is s~bmitted . in . partial fulfillment for the' 
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Introduce1on . . 
I • 
Because of an increasinc:{lY.· comprel)ensive eonununieations 
network, more leisure time and a higher standard of living, 
the ~ver-growing popul~tion of North ~erica is partictpating 
in all forms of outdoor recreational activity in greater 
numbers each year. ·Provincial, state an~ .national parks 
• 4 "'t] , 
. 
throughout the continent have recorded tremendous growth . in 
the number of' visitors over. the past twenty years and the 
N~wfoundland Provlncl~l Park system is .no .. e~~e~t1iorl . Since 
. - .. ~ ;, . . 
• the system came into existence, agprox~mately fifteen years 
' ago, there has been' a cont~uous upswing in the number of 
·, . 
visitors who · pass· throtigh the gates of these parks annu~lly. 
. . . 
Thus, as a result of the ever-increasing use of Newf'oundland 
I ' 
Provincial Parks, the writer decided · that a study of the 
.. 
rising utilization of 'these parks and the ef'fects of this 
usage on ·the provincial economy could be useful in determining 
future .trends in the province. 
' -
'!nvestigatibn 
. ' l .. 
Several p~oblems" will be Investigated in' this thesis • . . 
First, ~he social characteristics of ~he c~pers using s~lected · . 
provincial ·camping park~ w~ll be de~ermined~ ' Such· factors as 
age, sex, educational attainment and size . and comp~sition of · 
.. 
. the 'camping party· will· be used as ·cri.teria·. As well, ·. a:n attempt 
~ . . , . . ... . . \ . . . ,• 
. . 
'to identify these campers as to origin, income and mode of travel 
- . ·.. . . . : ~ 
' 
. will ·be ·made. : For purposes· ·of compar~son~ the sample Mas been · . 
- r:; • ... ·' ·. 
. ' 
':t ' 
:, . -· 
\ 
• • ' . 1, , 
·' ' 
. . -~ 
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grouped, according to. ~i"fgin ·, i.e. Newfoundland, mainland 
' 
·canada and the United states. '· 
' The· cost and development and maintenance of the selected 
parks will be ascertained so as to be able to make a comparison 
between these costs and the amount of income the parks generate. 
As well, the contribution of the selected provincial .camping 
parks to the economy of the Province as ~ whole will be shown. 
As will·be demonstrated· later · in the thesis, this contribution 
' ' is much ~ore substantial than the mere collection of fees 
. 
becau.se of the many other· costs involved in a camping trip. 
The · calculation of· this contribution. will include not ~ly the. 
infusion of capital ·for the construction and maintenance of the . 
' . 
selected _parks but spending by the campers ·using these park~ as 
. well. · 
r . 
Justification · 
There are various factors which serve as ju·stification 
for. this particular study~· The most obvious ' ·Of these is the 
fact that so very_ little is known about the kinds of people · 
' ·~ who use the Newfoundland provincial camping parks and the · 
Q 
. amouxits' of money ' spent by these people···~or' their camping 
. ~ .. 
trips. Als~, little plap~in~ has · b~en done by ·the Newfo~ndland 
Provincial Parks· Service using ~ata of . this t~e, simply'.l:>ecause 
such data has not been readily available. , As well,. there exist~ 
,. 
the possibility that studie~ of this nature done in other area~ · .. 
may not be ·applicable to the Newfoundiand ·situation.because this 
province is separ~ted from .mainland canada and also ~ecause of 
' . 
' \ I • 
' • ' 
, . 
.. ' 
. ,. ' 
, ' . ... . ; . . : ·.: ~ . 
' . . . . . 
,• 
., 
.C.,. · • 
·.·. 
. , ... 
. ; 
',· . '· 
3 -
. r' ' 
the distinc.tive distribution o'f Newfoundland's popula"tio~ 
along its .coastline. 
'· 
. 
,. ,.r ... 
· . ( . . 
... ,, 
. :rhe c~n~lusi.f>ns to be drawn( rom this thesis c~uld ' assist· 
/ 








. ' , : 
. 
si.ze a~d facilities of provincial parks. More comprehensive 
. . ~ 
plann~ng is necessary if the Parks Se~vic~ is to obtain a 
• .r'fa ,.. '• I 
sufficien.t all.ocation : o~:}funds to properly develop new parks· 
. . .,.. ... .. 
.,. 
and improve existing ones. This planning would also· assure 
' . . 
... . .• 
that there would be a fa division of the alloca~d fu~~s 
. ' . ' J ' .. 
within the system. , I bel~eve this study Js justified 
because it demons·t~ates tha -the provincial p~rks >~r~ age~ts 
• where~:>¥, new money is contributed to the province's;. economy and 
that ·they also. help in the distributipn' -of wealth,. more evenly 
~ .. ·. . . 
throug~out Newfoundland. Thus, it would appear t~at government 
f • 
would be justified .in increasing it~ investment in Provincial 
Parks development. 
There are ·tw9 main sources of data used in this -thesis • 
. 
· · ~he Newfoundl~nd Provincial P~ks SerViee supplied, all of the 
' · . 
. . 
. . . • . .tl.... . . : .. 
information dealing with the costs Of cohs~ruction and maintenanc~ 
" . 
of the parks, in addition to the data concerning the history 
' .· 
· of vfsitor use. · As well, they explained their plans fdr future 
·park deveiopment in the province • . The Parks Service was ·also · I • 
- -
most co-operative in permi tti.ng me ·to-use its camping perini ts: 
.. 
list to obtain names and addresses for a mail questionnaire. 
f • 
• .. .. • • • • t ' 
Tnis questi~nnaire was the ot~er main source of information ~ 
' . 
. for this st~dy. - Thirty- eight h':lndred _quest,ionnaires were ·iftailed ·;· 
. _, 
to campers who. used o~e or more of the ·twenty-five selected · 
~ <I ' • • ' 
. ' 
: 'I • 
~ ' I .~ • . ' ' ' 
.I 
: A • • ~ ' ' ' • 
. ' .. . •,_; · 
. I , • • • ~ • : • ~ :' • • I ·~ • 
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- . ' 
•,. I : • 1-
4 
camping parks ·duri~g the summer of i970. · of these; apprqxim~tely 
eleven· hundred or 29% were returne'd. The ·answers t(? these 
. questionnaires were coded' key punched and made ready for ~ .... __ ,.
. . 
compat~rization. Computer programs were then devised to read 
'these results according to the various criteria built into the 
. . 
! 
programs. The results were analyzed and incorpor~ted into this 
study. " 
The thesis · is arranged in-·the f~llowing manner. · The 
remainder o'f" this introductory chapter is devoted to a short 
. '\ 
description of Ne~foundiand' s dP-mographic and ec.onomic history 
I 
and a~ historical survey of the development of the Provincial · 
,, . 
Parks Service. '9hapter two contains an .analysis of the current 
pertinent literature in the field -of outdoor -recreation -and also 
· ' ' 
a det4iled accoun~ of; the ~ethodology used in the preparation· 
of the thesis. 
Chap:ter three is a p'rese,ntation . and analy-si·s of the "social" 
' •. ! • \ • I 
data collected by means of the ~ail questionnaire, grouped 
• 
~ccording to point of origin. such data as · size o~ party, ·age 
grouping; . sex, . education~! ' atta~nment, income·, origin, mode . 
. '. 
r . 
·. of travel, r~asons for trips, parks visited and ·length of stay 
will b~ examined"'. 
Chapter four is concerned with "_econo~ic" data obtained 
r • from the Provincial Park~. Service and the · mail .questionnaire. 
. . . , . 
. ~ jD 
Factors ·such ·as capital and operational expenditur~, income 
• . I 
from the sale: of permits, monies spent by the sample in their 
. . . 
. home. communities before and after ~he trip, on the way to. l!lnd .. 
~ ' . 
. ·, "; 
' . ' 
. ' . 
. from ·the park-a and while· stayi'ng at the p~rks "'i~l- be the subjec~·s _1 . • • ·.: ·. 
of analysis. . 
r ' 
' ' I 
r' ~ . 
. ,. ... ' . ~ . . 
, , . 
~ · . 
'\, ' I • : 
' : I 
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Brief Demographic and Economic History· ·. 
After the Island's discovery in the late .fifteenth 
; century, the disp.ersed settlement paJttern of 'the provi~C!!' s 
J . 
population began almost imme~.iately. This pattern developed 
because o~ . the dispo~ition · of fishing stocks and other resources 
... 
.. 
around the :rsland as well as a law which forbade the establishment 
. . 
. . 
of p~rmanen't ' settle~en:ts. It was 1 B 3 2 .before this law was · 
·recinded but by then the disperse~ settlement pattern was so 
- . . 
well entrenched that the repeal of this law made little 
I 
. , I 
difference . to the established trend.' - By this time the established 
,. . 
. ' 
• f I 
settlements . were scattered aio;ng the . prdvince' s coastline with . 
.. It • . 
very littl7 in the '. way of habitati~n in the i~teri~r of the 
province. ~ .. 
. . 
This condition reached- its zenith in the 1900-;-1930·- era 
when there were over .1300 communities spread around the perimeter 
, . . I 
of Newfound land. This . a.r.:rangenient ~as to be of · inunense value .to 
the Provincial Parks Service years ~ater because ;the Parks 
• 
Division wa~ able . to acquire choice :·sites for parks 1without the 
.,, 
' necessity of lan~ ·acquisition costs -because most <:>f the land on 
, which the parks · are ··situated belonged to the .cr~. · · 
The ·popu.lation of ,Newfoundland has shown a . slow but s~eady 
increase .over the years. _ In 1836, , the .year of the first · · 
comprehensive census, the population totall~d 7S,OOO. ~Y the ye·ar . 
.. 
~', I 






of- .the 1966 cens~s-'. the population had climbed · to ·493, 396. 
. . ~ :~ 
- d • 
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Estimates made by . the AP~ show -a steady increase in the 
' 
' . 
. province's population- over the next twenty-five -years, ~ith 
770,000 reside'nts by 1991. (Fig. ' 1.:.1) Starting with the 1951 
.· census, .it can be seen that an average of 44.4% of the total 
population of N~wfou~dla~d fal:ls within t _he. 20-64 year? age 
bracket, this being the grOUIJ most likely to indulge in some .. 
I ---·-
' form of outdoor. recreat1:onal iact!vity. 
- I • 
Most of 'the censuses have shown the population ..of 
. . 
Newfoundland ~o be mainly rural, and not until very reoentty 
has the urban-based population outstripped that of the rural 
.. 
arE!as. In 1961 the population was evenly divided between the 
. . 
rural and urban segments, but by 1966, the urban population 
' . 
comprised ·54% of the 'total. (Fig. 1-2) Like the situation in 
most other·.areas of North America, · this trend toward greater 
, ' . ' 
urbanizati~n will· undoubtedly continue for many years to come. 
I 
This will r'esul t in an even g:t:eater demand by tho'Se living in 
urban region~ in Newfoundland -and mainland North America for 
more outdoo.r rec:reation ·'areas~ especially park~. 
> . . 
Definition of Urban and Rural 
wUrban \ 
. 
1. an incorpo~ated municipality of 1000 and over and hav~nq 
-the · 'legal s'tatus of city, town or village. · 
2. unincorporated places of 1000 papulation and over, · having 
·a : density 'of at least 1000 ·persons per· square mile. · 
. ' . ( ' 
3. - The. urbanized fringe of one or two above if. it has a 
population of ·at leas.t :1.000 and a ,POpulation density of · ' 
1000 p_ersons per square mile~- . . 
. . , 
Rural - All other areas 
. . . ,' 
' ' 
·Source - - -·statistics Canada 
' ' • 
' (' .. ·, ~ , ~ 
. . , .. 
.. :. 
'.' 
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1874 16-1 '374 
- ~ 1901 2.2~,98~ 
' - .' 
I ' 
r I 
. . r: 
" \ '1935·- 289,588 
' 361·.~4'1'6 1951 ' . 
' '• 
· .. 19"61 ~5.7,~53 
' ' 
1966 493,-396 
,J I I I . 
: 1971 J( " 524 GOO 
. ' '' ' X , .. 
estimate 
' ~· 
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As greater urbanization ~~curs; there will be more 
diversification i<fl the composition."of the .labour market. "-
Traditionally, most of Newfoundland·' ·s {abour force wa~ engag~d · 
in the fi~hery, wbrking long hours for little or no money. 
Other Newfoundlanders found employment for a few months of the 
·year as loggers, while still :others worked in a few small 
. . 
mines .. sea ttered throughout the province. Today, ·however, 
Newfoundlanders are employed in many field's, even ~hough ,this·. 
province'~ unemployment rate· is still the .highest_in Canada. 
As of January 1971, the average weekly wage of those 
categories reporting to the provincial Department of Labour 
was $127.11, for an average work week of 44.7 hours. This 
appears~ to he. quite a reasonab-le picture but . it should be '" " 
. I . . . 
borne in mind that this does not represent the true situatioh. 
Many catego~ies . of labour wer~ not reported, among them 
.. 
• 0 ° 
fishermen of whom there are still quite a .number in the labour 
I . • 
• • ' • I 
'force, and if these ·categ6ries were included in the to~al, the 
'' 
· average _weekly income· would be much lower. 
. The tou~ism plant·, of which Provincial Parks is a part, 
. ~ I . 
can be disigned so as to help .alleviate some of Newf oundland's 
. " 
- . 
economic and social p~oblems. This plant has the. capability 
of being a vehiole by which wealth is redistributed' throughout 
the province and new monies are attracted from out&ide sources# 
' . 
As · well~ -~ the tour.ism plant ·Prroyides the means whereby both 
.. 
. residents ~nd non-:-~es~d~nts can re'lax and remove thelllseives from 
/ . I 
the social pressures . 'of everyday life. / 
' . / 
·, . . I 
.. 
' . 
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The provincial parks were e·stablished and. are administ~re~ 
I 




_ ... ,. ...... "~ .· . 
· Chapte~:::A9, Revised Statutes of N~wfoundlanct', 1.952 and the 
amended Act 35 of 1954. The responsibility fqr · them was given 
t:'\ \ 
torthe Forestry Division of the Department of Mines an~ Resources. 
In 1954, ~here were !20 picnic tables set -up on the aonavista, 
:aurin and· Avalon peninsulas. In ·the same year, the first 
I ' > 
., . " . 
provincial park·' was proclaimed.- -This was the Sir Richard Squires', 
Me~orial Park,- situated in the vicini t;Y · o~ the , Big ~alls on the 
Huinber River and was the result of.'the transfer of 3800 acres of 
. . 
.. 
land to the Provincial ·Government by· Bo~aters Pulp and Paper Mills 
I 
Ltd; A forewarning of . the popularity of fu~ure provincial park$ 
was stated concerning' Squires Memori~l Park in the year after 
its opening. "Du'ring the . summer season of 1955, -~orne. hundreds· 
of people visited tpe area each week. During weeke~ds tne · 
.. 
• I 
~ . . 1 
fac.il·ities were inadequate to ·taRe care of the numerous visitor!1." . 
~ 
In 1955 there were also 169 picnic tables situated througho~t the 
. ea·stern region of the province~ Between· 1957· and 1962 .... the af.fairs 
. ' .. 
of provincial pa.:r:ks were· handled by ~ staff -o~ ·two .working within 
. the . crown .Lands Division of the Department of Mines, . AiJric~~:ire. 
and Resources.·_. In .1957, the popul~rity of the ~eager. outdoor . 
. - r • 
recreational facilities, · i.e., . picnic. sites, ·was aommenteq upon 
' . . . . . . . ~ .. . - .. 
·. ' once again. "Careful obser~aiion of the . picnic sites were made 
-.. f . .. . . , • . , ' , .. 
and judging from the large n~ers o~ peo.ple using' the _sltes 
' • , I • I 
. . 
and from the numerous·co~ents received, it is apparent .that . . . 
-. 
, ... ' I . 
. ~ .. 







·t.he service is gre~tly"' ~p~reciated by i;he public in gen~~~l. " 2 
•r~ ... 
In the same year, ~ lan~ ~lassification survey·o~ the Ava1o~ 
P~ninsula was· carried out under the directio1;1 of Dr. W. F ~-·· 
• 0 
"' Summers and recommended among.· other things, ,areas which would ' 
I 
be suitable for the establishmenttpf provincial parks. 
In January of 1958, . final agreement ''was reached betw~el'l 
... , . 
n 
the federal and provincial.governments for the establishment 
. ' . 
I·- "' 
of picnic and overnight camping sites along the route of the 
• 0 .... 
' .• 
n f 
Trans~Canad~ Highway. The· first thirteen sites selected ,were: · ~ 
( 
· Cochrane Pond, Butter Pot, Bellevue Beach, Jack·' s Pond, Square 
Pond, Junction Pond, · Aspen Brook, Ca tama·ra·n Brook, Indian River, 
.., . 
Bonne Bay Big Pond, Bara9,hois 0 Brook, crabbes Brook and Squires · 
Memorial. The picnic 'sites were set up in groups · of 25- 50 and · 
. '· 
· we~e spaced at intervals of approximately fifty miles a~ong 
. the_ ·highway; while the overnight camp sites were apout one 
hundred miles apart. The reasoning behind the . establishment of 
this roadside s~ste.m of parks was, " •••. to provide a measure of 
safety for ~otor~_sts using t_he highway and ·to serve as an 
.rl.:_, . 3 inducement to· tou~m." 
. From 1962 to-1966 the responsibility for provincial parks ,.. 
was vested .in the Wildlife Division of ~he Depart~tte~t of Mines, 
A~ricul tur~ and Resour.ce_s. 
'o 
In 1956 there.were three "regional" 
.. . . - ! 
pa~ks, Butter Pot, Bar~chols and Squires Memorial, five camping 
• > ""C. ";'" .-. • I ' 
. ' 
par~s, Bellevue Be~ch, . Ca tainaran, Gus hue ' s Pond.,_ and ·Notre · Dame, 
~'t?~· 
' ... ...... 
i 957. 
. """i •. 
. r~ . 2 Ibid 
n 
' 13 . • 
~ l9~8. 
-
79. · 3 . Ibid 
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- ' ,· . . " 
as _eight picn~c 1~ar~s, Aspe~ Brook, Blue Po.nds, 
Po~~~ .:-~rabl;>es ·R~~er~ ~ie~wood;.~ ~~d,an River, Jack~s 
. . 
Square Pond, for ~ total of sixte.en. -
. . . . . . ' 
. ~:r";, 1966'. (COme Home·. Ye.a,rl, the ~~rks. became a new separate • 
. d-ivision of the scpne departm~nt. . Presen~ly, Newfoundland's 
pr~vi~cia.l p~~k ~ystem i~()· c~mpdsed ~f ~hirty-six. h~r~~· wi~h a 







_totall-~n~ .•. 4~ _iB00 ' acres,· eight pro~osed reservation~ ~i,, ~~ ~ .· 
·area Of .17#460 aCfeS and tw~ w'ilderness areas COVerin'g an area·. 1,' 
I . ,. 
of l,S2·7,800 aqres. ·(Fig. 1l-3l 'This is ··tremendous gr~wth foJ;:" 
a divi;ion whose only responsibility .during" the early 1950's ll 
I ? ~=·~· 1 , l 
was' a·~ew ·picnic~· tables~ Of the four Atlant~c provinces, only 
. - . ' ,~~ · 
. • 0 '" '"' 
Newfo~ndland· has p~ovinci~l p~rk f~ciliti~~ comparable to 
those f~und . elsewhe.re in Canada. - ~ o~ the basis pf ~icres pe~ • ·~ 
~ ' ~. . ' . . -. . . . . . . .. . 
capfta devoted to provincial parks, . Newfoundland "leads all of 
, .. • • • • # .. ' 
'I . . • .. ,.- . - - . . . "' 
Canada and is third ~fter Quebec~nd British C~lumbia ~n · t~~ ~ 
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. 
4 Atlantlc . Development,Board, Study of T~urism and Recreation 
·. in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland. Part 1', ' .. 
Summary Report. Pr.epired by. -Kates·, Peat, Marwlck · & .co., ,· ·-
Toronto,_ 1968, p. 19. · · .· · · ' 
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: . PARKLANDS Iff NEWFOUNDLAND 
To be used in conjunct.ion-with Figure I-3 -
'--- · 




. · Centr~ 1 W11 derness Area - . .- .1.,600 ,000 . 
b• • . 
C· . 2. 
·. s .. 
' _. ' . 4. 
5. 
























. .( 22. 
. 23. 
. ' 
. . . 
'I) 
Avalon Wi.lderness 'Area 






. .father Duffy.' s Well· 
Gus hue's .'Pond 
' ,. 
Norther-n Bay ~nds 
·Bellevue Beach 
Jack • s Pond · 
.,, 
~) ' 




~ , I • 
' ) 
' . ' I 
N.W •• Gander River 






N.' Hr. to .Branch Road 
' Ho l.yrood Pond· .. 
Chan~~ cove 
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1,200 
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.. ~~, 
NO. IN OPERATION RESERVATION 
· 24. Thorburn Lake 
. 25. Lockston Path 
. 26. Terra Nova National Park 
. 27 ~ . - , t Pitt 1 s Pond 
. v28. Square Pond ) . . ~








. , 34. 
·on do. Run 
Jonathan's ·Pond · 
I) 
35. Glenwood 
36. Notre :Dame 
37. · Beothuck 
38.. . Aspen Brook 
39. 
40. 
Catamaran Brook . 
41. ·. Indian River 
; . . .., '• 42. 
. 43 .• 
44. 
· . Baie Verte 
'"<.~~,. • 
45. ·Sop'·s ·Ann River. 
46. •' 
47. 







· First Pond (Boyd •s· Cove) 
11 , 
I • 
· We~t Pond . (Hall ·' s Bay) 
Indian Pond Narrows 
'· 
~irchy Lake 
Cape St_~ John . · 
Pfstolet Bay . I • • 
. . 
/ ' . 
, ~ \ \ I 
:. . . 
-~ · .. : \ J . 
. . . 
: ' : . 
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IN OPERATION . RESERVATION 
Gran·d Pond I' • 








L·ittle Codroy' Estuary 
John T. Ch~eseman 
Otter Bay 
· total - operating parks· 
26,9ss:zs acres 
Total - reservations 
59,259.8 acres 
l 
·rotal - wilderness areas 
1 ,827 ,BOO acres 
. I .. 
-
t , 
Proposed Bonne Bay 
National Park (app.) 
\ 






Total - a1Lpro:.~.incial parklands • 
• I : ~ · 1,914~016.05 acres or 
2,990.6 square l)liles 
1" ' . - ' . 
P~·pared. from da~a supplf~d by the Newfo~ndland 
• . • I · . 










. ( 150 
450. sq. m.i • 
3,850 
1 ,000 ... ·-
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"Newfoundland's provincial parks are -attractive and offer 
, .· ' 
substantial lodging and re~reational opportunit~es, . tastefully 
laid out·, . with . camping and day-use facilities separate. " 5 
. ' . 
A testame'nt of the truth of this statement is ~he ever-increasl.ng 
number of visitors to the provincial parks. In 1960 the totai 
. I • 
park a:'ttendance was· ~ - little over 20_0,000. In ·lq62 this number 
had doubled and by 1966 the number of visits to provincial 
~ ' I ' ~ 
., 
parks reached 800,000. In 1967 the annual attendance went over 
• I 





was set when just over 1,200,ono visits were recorded in provincial 
' I 
parks. _(Figure 1-4). This last figure represents-an average of 
. ' 
approximately 2.5 visit's ~y ·each person ~~ving in Newfoundland·. 
If ·this average is maintained, w~ can ·project it to 1991, when 
. . 6 
the estimated population will be ~pproximately 770,000. Around 
this ·time the total number · of . visi·t ·s to Newfoundland • s provincial 
• parks could reach 2,925,000 annually. If the provincial park 
. . 
. . ' 
system. is to be able to cope with such a . sit~ation, policy 
I • 
decisions and planning should be -geared so as -to ensure ~he 
. . ~dequate : accommodation of ·this large -number of visitors. 
Policy I • 
I 
The present policy and op.erating practice of the Newfoundland _ 
. Park Service is to pevelo_p _within <:the parks, . basic facilities to 
. . . 
S Ibid. 20 .• 
-
. ~. 
6 I , , • • . , o ,. 
Bas·ea on P$>ulation estimat;ei made by :the Atlantic Development_ 
Board· in '·a report_ prepared by. the Planning Qivision ·of. the· same . 
agency at Ottawa in March of ~966 entitled Recent Trends in the •. 
Determinants of Polulation Growth in the ' Atlantlc Provinces/ and·· 
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· a~commodate camping, picnicing, 's~imming, · hlking and nature 
study in a natural env.irorunent. Emphasi~ has been placed on 
the development of a ~umber of ·comparati~ely . small parks to 
' . 
serve the main highway routes rather than concentrating efforts 
,,,, ' 
on a few large parks which are highly ·sophisticated. The 
. . 
·-·· ·-··-· 
principal criteria which have __ been' .adopted for the establishment. 
of a provincial park are suitable shoreline characteristics on 
a pond, lake or ' the qcean t~ 'accommodate swimming and other 
w~ter · act~vi~ie~, . .... as· .well as asso,ciated camping and picnic 
. . 
requireme.nts. Ideally, the parks administrative staff feels 
that the parks should be a minimum of 150. ~pres and where possible, 
' tl\ey 
1
have ende.ayored to maintain this standard.· The role of; ·.· 
the. provinci~i parks, deliberately. developed~ ·.is to providE!! . 
only basic primitive facilities for ·the ·camper or picnicker. 
This has b~en done in the hope that he will go to the near-by 
. settl~ment~ for his supplies~ th~s stimulating local ' ~rade, .. ·as 
._ ~~11 I as enabling the vacatioper to s.ee more of the c.oun.trysid~ ~  
. 
. The effects or success of this policy are not known. with any . 
, 0 degree of cer~ainity bec·ause thus far no methodical studies of 
it have been ~ttempted. 
Planning 
. I . . 
.At present~ the Provincial Parks Service has a ·small but 
• • I 
7 ' 
efficient planning· staff, who are engaged ·in three major types o! 
I I -
.. projects. These · are:. general planning on ~ large S?ale co~x:_~ng . ·. 
the· whole .province: land pla~ning, in ~hich . consideration is :given 
(.1 • • 
7 Personal · interviett ·with ·Mr. George Chafe~ Di-rector·, Newfoundland 
Provincial Parks se~ice,. February 25, 1970. 
' • 
. . 
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to the value of specific . tracts of, land for parks: · and ·site . -
planning 1 in which particular areas wi thi_n a park are d~eveloped 
for specific purposes. Ge_nerally, -the_ suggestions of 'those 
responsible for park planning .are carried out, but occasion'~lly , · 
(! . 
. because of lack of funds or political· expediency 1 these 
suggestions -are not h+ought tq fruition. As a result, there 
~re several,parks in the province which could have' bette~ 
locations and others that should have. been expanded~ 
Several impox:tant factors are invo"!v~d in the selection ·, 
of territory for a provincial park. First of all, the type of 
. . ' 
park to be built has to ,be con·sidered, e.g. camping or picnicking, 
seaside or lakeshore. The size of the proposed park and its 
location _are also considerations. It's a~ce~s-ibility· wlth ·respect 
~ ' 
to p,res_ent and future populati8n centres is an important factor 
· a$ well. Other factors · such as the _shape of the new park, its 
I ...: • 
topography, local climate, vegetation cover and wildlife in 
the area are other facets which also have to be considered in · . 
the planning of ~ new park. At present, 1;-he planners of the 
Provincial' Parks Service try to obtain the best combination of · 
· these fact~rs when establishing a new park., but often the 
' " 
necessary da~a cannot be gath,ered becaus·e of lack of s:ufficient 
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Literature Survey 
. I 
Much J'las been writ:ten, particula_rly in the past five or 
six years, concerning outdoor recreation in No:rth America·. 
• . l .. (I 
Perhaps 'the most widely read documents are . the reports of the 
' . 
-Outdoor Recreation Resources Review· Commission of the United 
.... '\ ' . 
states. · The ORRRC was set _up by an Act ot" Congress to assess 
; . 
the present state of _outdooF _rec~eation in America, and to chart 
I 
·a course of -action_ for future development. As a ba~ic _working 
document, the Commission published. its · report, consisting of 
' ~ ~ . . . .. 
' \ . ', 
twenty -.six component parts which dealth with all s'ocial an<;l 
economic aspects of outdoor recreation in the United States. 
The factors used included age, ·income, occupation, residence 
and the like. The .major conclusions of these reports are 
-
.. 
contained.in a summ~ry report and although basic -in nature, 
have broad implications for future development of. outdoor . 
'"recreation. 
One of the basic .facts stated in the· summary report is , 
. . 
that outdoor recreation . is ·a _major le-isure time activity .and 
continues to grow in importance at the rate of approximately 
. ' ' 
10~ yearly • . In a surv~y done in· !9.60, it was· found· that 
' \ -
approximately 90% of. ·all Americans participated. in some· form 
of outdoor recreation. This survey also showed that the major 
outdoor recreation activities wer·e diving, walking, swinoning 
and picnicking. The ORRC summa·ry report also 'showed 'that 
opportu~ies for ·outd~o~ recreation a~e - ~ost urgen~y ~eed~d 
' .. .. 
· near ,major metropolitan areas • .-According ·to o~c,· _it .. appears· 
. • ' 
., ' 
.~ 
. ) • ~~ · , I 
. . ~ -
. . ~ . 
•', .' . 
' ' . . ' 
. ' · . . 
'· 
- \ 
. . ' 
. ._...... ~ , 
' I • 
' ' 
,• ~~ r 
" 
,. ,, 
•' • . 
. ' 
.' ... ~· . 
";~ \ . . 
' · 
~~:.;l : .. ~ . 
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22 
that population increases will accQUnt for '6/9 of' th~ increase 
in future outdoor recreational activity; individual.:tastes 
and pref~rences for about 2/9 and socio-economic ·factors for 
about 1/9. I It was also found that multiple resources used I 
as for example a tract of fores·t b~ing us_e4 for lumbering, 
hunt~ng and camping wil1 also increase. The report also 
states that ~odies of wate~ are usually t~e major f~cii fo.r 
~utdoor .. recreati~ b_e:ing used · t~. swim in, s~t .by, fish in, 
ski across, dive under and boat on. The conclusion was also 
reached by the ORRRC summary repor~ that both education and 
· income affect. participation ·in outdoor · re<?reation activities. 
It can .be generally stated that .th.e more of these a person has . 
the gre~ter -the likelihood of his participation in more kinds 
. . 
of outdoor recreation. In support of its contention ·that the're . . 
~ . I . . 
will continue to be an increase in participation· in outdoor 0 . 
0 
recreation, the · ORRRC · states, "The child_ren of today do more 
kind-s of things outdoors. and acquire exp·erience and skills 
0 r II , ' . 
in' things like swimming and camping that their parents never 
. . . 
had·. This new generation~ · as it growS up,' will spend a great · 
:. • ' I , 
. ' I 
deal! more .leisure time-: outdoors than the parents of today and 
• 
so will their . chilQ.i:e.,_ ~nd their children al:e; them. "~ 
The 'report' of the ORRRC also observes that· outdoor 
I 
recreation brings about economi~ benefits. l.rhe~e benefits not · 
I 
on+y refer :to. the lo.cation ·where the recreation occurs but can . 
,. 
·I . . 
8 u~s-.A.·, A report to the President and Congre~s by . the outdoot 
Recreation Resources Review Commission, outdoor Recreation for . 
America, (Washington, r5. c. January, ·1962) ·' p. 29. 
. ., 51 . . 
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23 
al.so· affect comm~nities in .other areas as :we'll. Thus, considering 
these conclusions of -the· D·oRRRC in thei-r brodest terms it can 
• 
. .. . 
be reasonably assumed tha~· if present trends contine, outdoor 
recreation will become an even greater contri,butor to ·a · nation's 
economy than -it is today.. .on the strength of the . ORRRC' s ·findings 
and r 'econunendations, the u.s .. Congress approved a prog:r;am 
entailing an inv~stment of four billion dC?llars by. both federal 
.and state governments in r~creation deve.lopment for a ten·-yeat: 
period .. 
I 
Therrre four general components of ·outdoor recreation 
which can be studied• .in. a survey of outdoor re~reation po.tent~ai 
' . . 
· and. faci1i~ies ~ One i's the physical aspecta; such as 'topography; 
' . . 
' I 
"climate, w~ter re~ouree, vegetation . and wil~liff. Another 
• . • • I • , I 
i:s the institutional aspect. This would include such ~actors 
' · 
as the responsibility for planning, management and firiali,ce.. . 
\\ , 
·The third component is ·concerned with the ·sociological el'ements 
·. , . . I "\ . , . . 
. and 'deal wit!} the. characteristics .of the consumeJ;"s of recreation 
' ,·.! . . . 
: such as age, -s·ex, origin, eduction, methods of travel 
r~a~ons for t~aveC T.he . ~ina~· pomponeJ!t_. is th~ · study 
and · 
of the . 
economic aspects ·of outdoor recreation.· ·The emphasis · here 
is plac~d on the effects· of : outdoo~ . recreation, 
. ~ ' 
t:egional and. national econ~my. 9 ~~ . · 
on the local , · 
' . 
Most · recreationists agree that. studies all'e necess~y· in 
. . ' 
. . . I 
th~ir field of interest but often tlley ar~ 
the function or object~ve of ~uch ~ fstudy·. 
' 
not able to define 
. ~ 
•. 
- . 1;) ' • . • 
... 
/ . . 
I ... . . •• 
... 
9 Kates, Peat', Marw~ck & · Co,,- -I'he S~tems Aalroach to ·Resotiree .. ·~ · · .: · ., 
Development. A 'paper~ prepared for ·~e Cana an. Co~oli- · o! . ·<· ·. :·· . , 
Resource Mlp.isters. · s n·ar. olf con·alll tat ion· and· t.iaiaon in : · . · · .· , _ 
. Public· Administra:tion. e.-·, _Nov. . , ;-p.2, ·: ·: · _ ~ 
• , r •• • . .. , , ~ ( . • • • • •. •I • .,I I ·~ ' .r; "~: ~ • 
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' 
fairly concisely what such . a study should do when he .says, 
" . . 
"the purpose of the . recreation survey is to analyze the 
. , . 
factors,_. bbth ac~~al and potential, that· affect the community'~ · 
ability . to estab~~h and main~ain ·an o~~i~~m-- rec~e~.t!on ·., ~ervice 1 
l 
to its people, ana furthermore, t.o recommend a latter of :_ 
" 
plan-ned steps r~~ching t6ward a realiza.tion' of that s~rvice. n10 
' ' 
This !?arne writer next · pro~'e-eds t:-o· show -in .deta·ii the elements 
• 
which ·ne-ed to be contained within a recreational study • . First, 
I t ' . . 
the _present status of th~ ·subj,.ct of the stud_y . must be 
ascertained. Next, the deficiencies that · t:mrrently exist in 
the field.-under consideration must be defined . as _well as the · ' · 
. ' 
' needs_ th~t · ar'e presen-t but are not being satisfied~ · Also 
. . 
. . I 
an inventory of the resource, phy~ical, social . and economi~, ' · 
. ' th~t are available in the stu'dy region must be ·. listed in :the . 
D • • • ·._. 
. ' 
survey • . · Considerable th~ught must also be· given to recommendations 
., ' 
· ~or improvement of. the present. si tqation. Finally, · and probably 
. " most important of all 'r ~ development plan sqpU:ld -be laid doW!', 
~ 
. . . 
ou.t1ining the· steps to be taken i~ qevel?ping the p~rticular 
"I 
subject under. stud~ and showin~£>the priority to be given to .eaeh· 
' 
" · 
~ . of these rec~mm_ended . steps~ ~1 Thus·, evaluations of th~ various ' 
I' 
facets of outdoor recreation are necertsary-not only to ' determine 
" . •. 
such f~ctors as location,~ demand .a_.nd suppi~ ~but ·a~ well., " ••• for · 
. . I . . • ' . 
lO G.,;,ald B. P.itzgerald, communiti oryanhation for R~creation . : . 
(New · York: ·A. s. Barnes and co.·, 948 , ' p.2so. . .., -
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... the purposes ·of ~fficdently allocating ·public funds •between 
recreational and other. good's . and services~ but · also for 
• - - -- I; ' 
rationallY. resolving the incre~sing number of ·kinds of· confliets ·. l I 
that ·arise. betwe.en rec,reation and o·ther competing demands on 
, r ' 12 -
.rural resources. " # -- " ' . 
. ' 
one .. of the most' importan~ . factors in any consideration 
. . 
· of outdo.or re.creation is cost, particularly: those · cost~ -
. " . pertaini.ng io the"b expenditure necessary to visit _an outdoor · 
" . . 
recrea.ti.on s'ite; These costs can be expresseq ·in terms c)f· time, ' 
. ' , 
. 'travel and· d~lla~s. 13 . "~he· .. ntnnber of vl~its t~. any rec~eation. 
. ' / 
area, per 1000 persons in t~e p~pulation of a~y · ~rea, is . 
inversely related· to' the cost of" 'the who .. le recreation experienc,e, 
' . 
and this in · 'turn is closely r .elated · to, the distanc"e from where 
0 V . a 
. . ·.· -1-4- . . 
the people. live to the recreati9n .area ;·" · Thus, a·s a 
generality it can be stated that the number ·of recreation visits 
to an area~ is inversely p~oportional to the~ costs ipcurred and 
distance involved. . · . 
... 
\ 
In many· s~udies dealing with outdoor recreation~ these 





recreation site are compu~ed and then used as an indication 
• t)t • 
.. , 
5" • . ; 0 • 
I . 0 
. ' ) 
··
12
. Peter H. Pearse "A New Appro1ach · to t he ~aluation · of 
Non-P.riced . Recreation Resources," Land Economics~ Vol. 44 
(Feb ~ , 1968)., p. 87. · · ' 
13 Marlon ·Clawson, La~d· .. and · wate~, for R~cr~ation (Chicago: · 
Rand, · McNally .& co., 1963h . p. 45 and Marlo· Clawson and Jack 
L. 'Kiletsch; Economics of Outdoor Recreati'on (Baltimore: Jo}?.ns· 
Hopkin.s P~~ss.,_ ~969), p. 62- · · 
14
· Mari~n Clawson, "Pla~ning and Man~ging · a .system of Parkg 
for ~ Na~ion~, Proceesiinqs of. the First Federal-Provincial 
. Parks. Conferenc~, (Ott~~~=- Nov., .1962) , ·· po~32.~ 
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of demand. .. Basically there are two methods" for estiniating 
• •• I) 
., . 
•• 0 • .., 
· demand (cQst). One may be c~lled the recreational x~avel 
. . -
...... . 
flow method and uses regression 'models, sravity models and 
~ • ('I ' 
linear sys-tems' analy~i~ to de1:e:r;mine the demand for" any 
• at , • 1 , ,. , , 
\ . particular recre~tional site~ The other method' is based on 
• :" ,, • (). ~; ~ I • • \_ <, 
a .purely economic anaiysis~ . This system uses willingness 
' to ~ pa~t ·and the demand cu~ve as criteria of demand for a recreation 
. < • 
" -'·· 15' s1te. , 
' ' 
I 0 o At. present ther~ _ are two 'principal· methods in use for 
I . I • • • I , 
e~timating - dollar_ v~lues-for- outdoo~ rec~~ati~n ~ac~lities~ 
One is based" on -costs of providing .tJlese. recr~ation facilities ·, 
' ,' 0 ' "_.? ' • • o I ' ~ o ' 
while the .other is based upQn .the· expepditures by ~sers .of t6e 
: • - · • • I • • 
particular re~reat~on complex. • 0 In· usJ..ng the cos·t me~hod , . the 
.• 
. · non-m~netary benefits to be o~tained are judg~~ to' be at least 
o · eq~B::l to _the cost:s e;Ittailed ·and "in most ¢ases are twice ~s · . 
. ~ . ~ 
grea~ as the ac.tual COSt beC~\lSe both primary (non-eco:noJt\;C -
b • • - ., 
b~nefits t~ soeiety ·as a whole) and secondary (non-economic· 
. . .. ' . . . .. . ' · 
. " . . ~ 
·benefits to. the r~creation parti~ipant) b~~efits.are t~ken . 
. , . . ; , . 
r· .. (>, 
· into consideration. · The ~ei'l:Jhing· of costs agains!:·, benefits is 
ll . . ' . ' 





.... • • ' . "' • • • ~ ": •• , I> • • • • • • ~ ~ 
··concise ·enough to proper4;y plan . for future ·use. · The expenditure~~--
• , f , · r , ' \ -l' 
~ - . _ , .. · . . . . \ 
approach ··us~s ;.the amounts. of money spent by the outdQor · 
II. J ' · • . i "; • . • ... . • 
' 1 
.recreationls± .. as• an ' ind.ication of the demand for a partipular 
~ 1 
-.-. - . ----_ ~-.• -...... . . . .. . ~ .I . ' 
15 Fran~ J. "cesario Jr., '"Operations Research .in outdoor .· 
.. Recreation"~,..· Journal o~ · Leisure Resear-ch .. , Vol. ,1, No.~l 
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facility. This · is a ·better indicator than ·the cost method -
' 
··because a tangible e'lement - moqey . ..:; is involved. However, 
eare must be taken in a study· using the e~enditure approach 
• 
•to see that only expenditures above the normal day ·to day 
costs of . living are used. These expenditures, while riot 
.. direct measures o.f re~reational enjoyment,· but the costs 
· involved for goods and ·serVices fo~ which there are established 
inarke~ values, can nevertheless be used as indicators to 
" demonstrate, however generally, th~ ?willingness· of individuals ·. 
to pay for a particular recreati~n experience. 16 . · .., 
. . ' I , 
One measurement of .cost .has been suggested ·by ·aotelling 




'I · , ' ' 
• I . ' 
. ' ' '.~~~~~ :<. . 
. ·. 
:-• I • 
-. ' 
>~ /' .. ·. ·, ~: '. 
are :established around th~ · park or recreation area. It is 
' then assumed that those visitors 'from the most distant · zone 
. =r 
·would establish the bulk-line or maximum value of recreation 
. ' 
pr~vided by the particular park. ·,thus, those in the distance 
, -~ ... r ~. 
zones closer to the park would. rec1eive a dollar Vll;lue of "free". 
; • r,. ~ ' ; 
recreation benefit. · Now a t tal figure for free recreational 
valu~ · attributaqle ~o the p rk can b~ established, based· on a 
. . 
summation of travel cost di ferences between the maximum (bulk-
line· .cost) and that cost f~r. e~~h oth~r zone, multiplied by the 
number 'of participants estimated to use th~ park from each of 
the ·established zones. Th~s -approach encompasses the following 
l • . 
lG Andrew H. Trice arid ·Samuel E • . Wood; "Measurement of .. 
Recreation Benefits•, Land· Eco'nomics·, Vol ·. ·3~ f3 (A~gust, 1958). 
\ 
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charaoteri~tics. The resul~s are measured in a standard unit 
of time and a·r·e · expressed in dollars. It is representativ_e: 
. 
of r~creation enjoyment' for which there is no expenditure by · 
the recreationist~ per se and for which.the government is 
·not directly reimbursed. Also· it is separately derived and 
independen~ of opsts o~ providing recreational facilities. 
As well, the r.esult ~onsists of a si~le ~igure which applies 
to participants in the region without regard to the form of 
.. • ""I" • 
"' ;:ec.,reati~n being enjoyed .or t~. diff.erences among individuals 
as to their .capacity to enjoy the recreation benefits. The 
. ~ . 
result pertains to the area under· consideration alone even 
1 though other: regions may h~ve similar values~ Finally, if 
' oJ \ 
this. type of study is conduc.ted properly using a large enough 
. . 
sample, the travel cost' figure obtained· is. usually quit~~ 
~ • I. , 
. . . 
reasonabl~ and can be subjected to tests based upon judgement 
. . ,' . 17 
values of those knowledgeable. in the f~eld • . . Although 
Hotelling's approach may.be considered useful by some; there· 





' \ ., 
Clawson-' !1 measurement on expenditure for outdoor recreation 
.}' 
rt 
. is based on a demarid curve ·(Fig. 2-1) • . ·since cost residence 
~ ~ I ·, . 
. _and. the various/recreation sites, tl)i~-:burv~ ; will show that 
the quantity bf visits to a particular recreation site is 
invers~ly proportional to· the c(,)sts involved. These costs .. can 
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be. figured ·in terms of ease of access~~ili ty, ·time or ~oney. , , 
In ~ny outdoor recreation .experience, Claw~on states th~t 
there are five segments. First, ~here is anti~ipation of 
~he experience, next, 'travel to the site', third,~ the on-site 
experience; then. the trip. ba_ck' t:o th~ place of origin~ and 
. finally r, the recollecti~n of the tr.ip upon return to home. 2 9 
These psychological facets of .outdoor recreation ha~e a 
.. 
r ~ . 
parallel in the monetary costs incurred.· First, there fs the 
.. 
· cost of goods in · the home · community . befot"~ the trip _begins. .r 
· Nex~, there -are .t~e costs assumed on the wa~ to the site. 
, T~irdly, there are the costs acquired ~uring 'the stay at . 
. r 
the ·r~cre~ti~n si~e. Then there are costs incurred on the 
trip back home and finally, those co.sts which ' oceur at home 
·upon completion of the .trip. When considered in t~is manner, 
it qan _be _readily seen that itrip to a~ _ outdoor recreation 
·site not only influences. the economic milieu of the site · 
. 
itself mut also that of a much broader .area wh;ch include~ the 
' . I place of origin as well as various ·points between these two 
places (Fig. 2-2). B.ecaus~ all economic aspects of the recreation 
"' . experience are ·taken into consideration when thi~· method ·i _S
1 
' . . 
utilized, much c;f the illfotma,t-ion gathered ·.for this thesis· was ' 
obtained by using as · guideline, criteria set out by Clawson. 
These. economic expend_! tures can. be thus used as a~ indication . .. ... . . .. 
'· . 
· ~f the demand for' _a particular r~creation site. ~The _concep~ __ 
'that individual ~xpenditur~s incurred in the constim~t~o~ · . 
process reflect ' the val~e ~f the experience to ' the _ cons~er 
• , 0 • 
. ' . . . 
2Uld ·provides a usefu,l ap~roach ~o .. ~s.t.imating recr~ational demand.-· .. · 
il . ' ' ' 
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Cost expenditures can be used to establish value for a 
conunodity that lacks conventional market pr.icing. . When the 
:expenditures are 
can Qe generated 
properly delin~at.ed, statemen"ts o·f lalue 
which are essenti~lly equivalent toi1those 
normally deve.loped for marke'\: price cormnodi ~ies. "18 
Many authorities in -the field of outdoor recreation, 
especially those_ concerned· with the day to day operatio~s of 
parks, dec~t any attempt- by economists to place a dollar 
value' on a rec:tea tional experience. . They ask how c~Ul rOne 
. . ·- ~ '· . 
put a price on the pleasure derived .froin watching a summer 
. . . . 
~unset, ·_hiking throuqh :an unspoi~ed fo;rest or boating on a 
f' ·quiet lake. "Not . only must the popular current methods be 
I • . • . ••. ·· , . , . ., 
rejected, but· it.- is doubtful that any completely sa tis factory 
method can be developed since the values under consideration 
a·re largely intangible ... ·lg Admittedly, at 'present it is 
difficult, if not impossible; to measu~e such values in 
mqnetary terms: However, ~ • • . large increases in use of; 
outdoor recreation .~reas have taken place, and the trend 
towax:d greater use wil.l continue into the foreseeable 
<:'future. 
. . . 
The total · demand for outdoor recreation facilities 
of each .major kind is going-,, to become of even more importance . 
> • 
• 0 
as time. passes." 20 
I . . 





. Trice and Wood, "-Measurement", P~ · 304 • 
19 
. I . Ibid. p. 2 01 . 
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we should continue to use socio-economic suryeys, with their 
-limitations, be~ause· we ·must have some form· of basic data upon 
which ·to base plans for the future development of outdoor 
recreational sites, and thus far the socio~economi~surveys, 
~ 
even with their limita_tions, appear to be the best means to 
gather this data. . 
tnformation sources 
Most of · the data us~~is came from two sources • · 
The Provincial Parks Branch of the Department of Mines, 
Agriculture and Resour~es supplie'd the ~nformation concern·ing 
the costs of· constructfoil _and maintenan.ce of the Provinci_al 
Parks in Newfoundland. ' r .This information dealt w_ith such 
factors as capita~ costs, salaries, _and yearly maintenance 
I 
costs. ·The Parks Service also suppl~ed data concerning · 
visitor use · such as: 
~ 
number of visitor . days~ visitors, 
campers, tenting and trailer· days, origi:n of visitors, · etc·. 
As well, they supplied detailed information as to their various 
. . ' 
. { 
operational and developmental,policie~ for parks and exp~ained 
in broad terms plans for further park, develop~ent in the 
province . 
The 'data obtainedofrom the. Provincial "Parks Service was 
' .:r-




) I. ' • ~ ( ' . 
to - p~ovincial economy. The data concerning visitor. attendance - ~ ~ 
-
at .the park was used in estimating furth~r trend _projections 
,of visitor s in the various parks -and a~ ~ell helpe_q in 
-, 
·. ' ' 
", , , 
. ' 
.. -' 
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determining,what this ~uthor consid~rs ~re fairly b~~~c 
changes ne~essary . wi thin;the rovinCtai ·Parks. ~yst<mt; . . 
~ mail questionnaire as the other main source of ~-- ·--~ 
. . ( 
information for thi~ study. Thirt~-eight hundred question-
naires were mailed to campers who used one or mo~ . o~ the 
twenty-five selected camping parks·during the ~ummer of 1970. 
' . . 
Of these, approximately 1100 or 29% were returned. The 
information obtained from these mail-out questionnaires forms 
the b~~ds of the :information set_ down . in this- thesis conc.erning 
• 
the social and economic characteristics of those using the 
Newfoundland's provincial campi~g park~~ 
Because it is my belief and also the opinion of others 
{Clawson and'Knetsch) that· the l;'~creE~;tion exper1enee begins 
,with pre-planning at home and ends with memories -of th~ trip 
after it has been completed, the questionnaire was ·designed 
to cover fiv,e stages of the recreation eXperience. These are 
.. 
at_ppme befo~e the tript at the pia~e of the recrea~ional 
experience: dn the way home from- the trip: and at .home again 
after th~ ·trip. These five divisions were put in the ·-. 
• • n 
questionnaire to obtain what was basically economic information 
-about the party sampled • . 
A covering letter -was enclosed with the questionnaire. 
This letter served a three-fold purpose: 
. '\ 
(1) To·· :a~ · the assistance of those being.- que~tioned,' 
(2) Tc:> · explain briefly how.· the _questions on' expenditure 
were, to be answered, and· 
... ' 
(3) _ To insure the confidentiality of 1;he ~h~wer·s to the · 
questionna'ire. , 
. . / . ··' 
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A copy 'of the questionnaire along with the lntroductory letter 
was enclosed in an envelope which also contained a.postage~ 
paid reply .envelope (Appendix) • 
. ' 
The questions in the .first section ·of the -questionnaire, 
dealt mainlY, with social characteristics- of tho·se being 
su.rveyed·. These included such aspects as the number of people 
in the party, the age, sex, and educational . attainment of . . ,.. Z:l 
. . 
those in the party, the place of origin, the parks visited. 
and length of stay~ the reasons ·for th~ trip, and the mode . of 
_, 
transportation used. > Que-stions one and two of the questionnaire, 
. . 
those dealing with ·the number of persons per party, and the age, 
. ]- . . . 
· sex, and educational attainment of ~hese people, ·were used to ' 
0 
. . . 
determine the composition of the camping groups that visit 
the Newfoundland's Provincial Parks. '-';'his .. information cou1.d 
be of use to the Provinc~al P_arks ~ervice·. in assi:sting them 
to plan facilities for future park development. Question three, 
·annual income of the family~ was usTd to determine wh~t groups 
of peopl~" use~ · the park, using iricome as a· basis of comparison. 
This information may also be used for planning future park ~ 
• I • , • 
. . . 
development in that different socio-economic groups of society 
' . 
prefer ·varied . t;r'Pes of outdoor recreati.on facilities. Question 
: ,-
number four, dealing with the origin of . the sample party, served 
a . two-:-fold·. purpose. Concerning . visi torsj__rom o\J.tsi~e _the 
Prov~nce, it-provided a method of ascertaining how much new 
money was brought into the Province by campers and other park 
users. from mainlan4._ Canad~ ~nq ·.tit~ Unit~d States. From the 
... 
.·. 
• .~ . • • I' 
., . 
~ ; ~ . .:~ 
t . •• , , 
. ·-
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replies received from the Newf.~undland-based parties, i't was 
, 
posslble to see tJ:tat _a large number of campers originated 
fro~ certa~n areas of the provi~ce and th~s fact should be 
~considered in future planning for park expansion. Where · 
. . 
there are a ·great number of_ campers·coming· from particular 
. ~ 
regio~s it might be desirable to place extra·fac~lities or 
parks in ·that ·area. Question five dealt with the parks which 
. were visited .·and the length of stay in these parks. As well, I . 
this question was correlated with so.me of the economic dat& 
I • 
collected in the questionnaire,· to _asce~tain · if the location 
:· . 
of. a park .in a particular ·area had any effect on the economic · 
- • ... \ .......... •-r ~ ·. ~ .... ,. 't •• ,., , .. ... , • • _. ~ ,. , ,. , , . .. .. . ' 
life of the gpmmunl£'ies ~1n that regia·~. ·Question number six, 
. . ';)~ ,. .. 
dealing with the reasons for the trip; wa~ asked so as to 
determine if there was an expressed need, for expansion of 
I Jl 
facilities or the creation .. of new fac.i.lities in the Newfoundland 
' ~) , . 
Provincial Parks _System. Question seven, which dealt": with 
. . c • 
the mode o~ ~ransportation us~d, was designed to determine what 
, . . 
~ 
types of equipment are .presently being· most used _by the campers. 
. ~ 
The information gained from such a question could assist in 
. . . I 
i ' the designing, of·~campgr,ounds and camping sites in future park 
I 
development. · . ' . 
• Questions eight through twelve dealt exclusively with the 
consideration of expenditures made .for the trip._., Those answerinq 
. -~ 
the questio~naire were: asked no~ only to list the amounts of 
money which 'they· spent because of this . trip but also, if possible, · 
to name the c4mtnuni ty. where ·this money was spent: and,~· for . 
I ' 
~ ' ., 
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question ten, the park at which ,they were staying when they 
spent this mo~e;rr. Questions thirteen, fourteen'· ·and fi_fteen 
we·re incorporated in the questionnaire at the· request of the 
' ~ - . 
Newfoundland Provincial Parks Service. They were' interested 
in ,determining if people who made camping trips 'used ~town 
. . . 
land as muqh as ·they used the developed provincial patks • . 
Questions sixteen, · seventeen,. and eightee~ were asked !!O as 
to ·give those answering the questionnaire the· opportunity to 
{ 
express their views concerning the.entire provincial parks 
system. 
Using the 1969 park visitors statistics supplied by the 
. ' . ' Parks· Service, twenty-five parks which had camping facilities 
and the highest ·visitor frequency were chosen to form the 
/core of this study. · ·QueStionnaires were sentu to those ·people 
( who ' had camped in one .of these. parks for ~t le~st one night. 
A total nUmber of 3806 que~tionnair~s w~e Mail{d out ~o· p~ople 
whose ·names and addresses were chosen at: random from weekly 
lists of camping permits sold .during the period between the 
last week of June and the. first week of . Au~ust in 1970, and 
who had camped in at least one of ~e twenty-five provincial ' 
. . 
parks chosen · for·the study • . olt was decided to .obtain a, sample 
using mail-out questionnaires rather than personal interViews 
because the costs in .terms ·of J]lOney· .and time would have be~ 1, _ .,_ t 
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As the questionnaire~ were · received_, ·the· answers were t, . • • 
··. 
coded for computerization .according to a previously .designeg . • 
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numerical coding syste~. · A to~al OL sixteen computer . cards 
p 
. . 
. were used for each questionnaire • . An IBM 360 computer·.was 
· .
. used to perform such statistical analysis as frequencx· 
f 
. distribution tables and arithmetic means. As well, the 
responses to various independent variables were compared to Q 
I . . 
other dependent variables on the questionnaire. The statistical 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
analyses were carried out through th~ use of both the standard 
.•. I 
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~ . . q. 
The _ _Parks Pse'lected ·for use 'in this. ~ttidy '!~re the pa~ks 
i'h the,.N~wfou~dl·a~d Provlricial Parksl ~ys~em . which, {n 1970, 
: . !· ' . ... ; ,; . ' 
had faci.l.ities . f~r campfng·. The selected parks
0
.arec- scattered 
thro~gho;.it t 'he Provin~e, with •the ;_largest ones located on the 
west·. and -e~st co.asts 'of t:h~ island. ' They vary" in· siz~ from 
• < . ,J 
~ ,, .. 
one of seven ac:t:.es at Crabb~s ·.River, to ~ight tho~sand six 
hundred and forty-~ne 
. ~ . . ! 
(8,641). acres af'Barachois Pond. (fig. 3-1) •· 
• • • J • 
• I 
' ~ . 
· £~ght ~f these par~s, 
. . ' 
' I ' ~ che'eseman, · crabbes'Riy~r, Baracho_is Pond, 
• • .:s ' ' • • • • 
. C~tamaran Brook, Be_o.th~ck, Notre . Dame, Gushue 's Pond and ~ut~ 
Pot are .located on thEf Trans-·canada Highway, .while the ... remainder 
are situated ·along the major side roads. 
o G o 
tip to· and, :Lnc·luding iJ.970, th~New~oundlttnd ·.Prov~hclal ·Parks 
n osystern, composed Of thirty-six pa,J:"kS, WaS Vislted ' by a total• Of 
6 ' ) - •• • . ~ f"' , .. (I .... 
· 1~ 99 rni.JJ.ion people. V1,.sitors :~o th~ tw~nty-'fiye p~rks 4>used 
~n! ~~is , s~;dy ~c:c-~unt~d ·fPf ? .4l _m·i~lio~~ . ~f- th~ 't?t~l. (igure 
• • Ill •• ! • 
. fo: a~.]J t~·e ~arks (~ig. ~-2) • . Of t~e sele~t.ed ~~~ks., ~our ~~ave 
~d over a tQtal of six hundred thousand visitors ea~h, or 
,,• ".- •• J • 
·app~o~in\~te.ly }4% of the total number: o.f visitor's ·to' al!l the 
. . . . . 
. " ' . .. ~ . 
parks· a~d about 36% of' the' ~isitors to the se'lec;:ted parks • . 
':1 ... • • • • .. ; • ':-:- '· 
Three of these parks, Ca~arnaran Br~ok, N~tr~ Dame and J. · T. 
() ~ . Cheesem~-! ·~a.:re located on the Trans-ca~ada .~ighw?-y, with 
\ "' 
c 'atamaran 'Brook and ·Notre Dame 'being about. a day's::: drive from 
• • • • • .. ' ·' • o(' • • 
ei the~ st. ·· J(,)hn is ·:or Po~t-au~-\3~sques ,· while J. T. Cheeseman 
is the p;r]S . .'_n~arest 1:he· · f~rry d~pot ·~t Pot:t-a~x-Ba~ques, ·where. 
. ~ . . , ' ~ . ' ' ,:, . . 
many vacationers spend· ~he night ~fter entering or before 
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exiting the province. The .other park which has ·had over 
. . 
600, ooo visitors, I Bellevue. Beach, is located less than two " 
, r 
miles from the Trans-Canada Highway and is the nearest pa~k 
to· -the· provincial capital of . St. ·John'S · -that i .s located on 
. . 
' land which borders the Atlantic Ocean. Three of .the four 
' • I .... f ( 
I 
selected parks which have the next highest total n~er of 
visitors . up to 1970 are located · on the Trans-Canada fl..ighway 
also. ·. "AS'. well, Butter 'Pot and Gushue Is Pond are within an 
hour atid haif. driving time ·from st. John's and Barachois , 
-is about an hour's drive from- ~ewfoundland 1 s second largest 
city, Corner ·Brook. The fourth p~rk, .Squires'· Memoria,!, is 
also ab~ut an hour's drive from Corner Brook on a' side road, · 
but · lacated within it is one of the-Province's best salmon 
rivers. • I 
visi ta tion·s 
•· .. 
As previously mentioned, the parks· used ·in this study 
i . . ' . . 
those which cont.ained facili.ties for overnight camping. were 
. Figure 3-3 showg the percentage· of-crmpers ~~ to~al visitor~ 
for each. par-k to 1971. Th,e ·pa:t;ks can- be roughly divided .into· 
• • • • ? ' \ • > • • 
four groupings_. The first group are those. park·~· · of which 17%-
p • !>' 
. 
to 20% of the total number ~f visitors were campers and 
• .
. -\ 
. included· here are River of. Ponds, Sop's Arm River, Barachois · · ,. 
I . 
Pond and Jonathan 1 s Pond. . Many o~ , th_e .'":'isitors to River of ... 
. Pond~ ·· are Americans and Mainland Canadians:' on ,their. way to see 
Jlie V~king site of L'Anse· aux .. Me~do.ws ·and this park-.is ·.the ~ 
. .. 
\ ·, ... 
~ -
: . 
: ·: · •' . -~ . 
.. 
. · ~ ;-
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. closest to the site~ Sop's ~River is ·off the main 
thoroughfare but has ''some exc·ellent. scenic attractions an:d 
. ' 
_good ·fishin<J. · Many of the .vis.itors go there specifically 
to camp. Baracho~s P~nd . serves as a ~atchmeJ: ~asin . for the 
Corner .Brook region, as well as attracting much of the 
' o I ' • 
. ' 
vacation-traffic passing along the Trans-Canada Highway, . 
I ' L .. 
The last park~ the gr~up, ~onathan•s 
of the Notre e area.besides serving 
. ' 
Gander. 
Pond, seryes muqh . 
the residents of 
' . 
.. 
The next gro~p of parks are those of which 12% to 14% 
of .their total visitors were campers. With the experience of 
Squire~ • Memorial, whiqh is in the western part ·of ·the Provinc.e 
" 
... . ' 
and is frequented b~ many campers from Corner Brook as well 
as numero,us salmon fishermen, the other' three parks in this · 
• • • ' ' c: • 
· - ·.group, Gushue's Pond·, Butter ·Pot and -La Manche, are all 
. . . 
located on .. the Avalon. P~ninsula and are used extensively by 
the resirents of the capital city, St. ~ohn's. 
. , 
· The ~hird group, those of ~hich had 5.1% to '10% ~f the 
. . . .. 
. . · total number of visitors as campers, are sc~ttered throughout 
. the Province .. and may -be said · to typi.fy those provincial "··parks 
' 4 . 
which are used consistently year . after yepr ~Y t~e 1 same 
pr.pportion of campers td tot~l visitors. These inc~ude 
Bellevue Beach, Beothuck, Dildo Run~ Notre Dame,. Middle Brook~ 
Catama·r~n Brook, Flatw.ater: ·Pond, J. T. Cheeseman_, . Gra~d Codr.oy 
and Piccad~lly Head • . ' ,. 
The final group, t}lose ·with 3% to· S.% .campers., may be .. 
. . 
. . . 
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loosely termed 'the ·n ~ringe parks." A glance . a~ Figure 3:-3 
. , . ..-r . 
shows these parks are located on roads-other than the Trans-
' . 
Canada .Highway and are for the most part·among the smaller 
. 
parks in the system. It .would . be advisable for tho.se 
responsible for parks plan~ing to· consider .very carefully 
any future expansio~ for these parks.. Perh~p~ the.se parks, 
. ,,~ . .. 
· Lockston. Patl; Frenchman's. Cove, Windmill . Bight, Indian River, 
Mary March, Crabbes R~ver and Otter Bay, could be better · . . 
. . 
utilized·· as · s.trictly day-use parks or maybe it would be bette·r, 
to close . them altogether (Fig. 3-4). 
I I 
If we were to look at the statistics for the total number 
' 
of campers using the . twenty-fiv~ ~elected parks, it can·be 
• !) ,. 
seen that the total for each park ranges from approximately 
' 
' I 
600 at Otter. Bay to . about 64,500 at Barac_hois Pond (Fig. , 3-5) .• 11 
Also, it can be seen that the parks can be roughly divided 
• I • 
again irito four groups. These are parks with 55,000 campers 
or more, which include _ B~tter _ Pot, Catam~ran Brook, Barachois 
Pond and Squires Memorial. Parks . that have had between 
40,000 and 4~, 000 campers are · Gushue' s' ~ond, Notre .Dame and 
J. T. · ChPeseman ~ · The third group are ·:t .hose parks which. have · 
. · . 
.. 
had between-approximately. 5~ 000 and 29·, 000. campers up tc;; 1970 
and these. are Bellevue Beach, La Manche, Windm~ll Bight,. Indi~n 
River,· Jonathari•s· Pond, Mid~le Brook Faiis, Sop's: Arm River,-
Grand Codroy, .Crabbes_' River, Piccadilly Head, River of Ponds,- .. 
ft"' • • ,• • • • • • ~ 
. " . 
and Beo_t~uck. The final gr~up is· co~posed of · those parks Which . · .. 
have had less than· 3, ooo campers • . ·These· are Frenchman's Cove, · 
' ' .· , 
.-. J 
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'I. 
Lockston Path, Dil~o Riyer ,. Flatwater Pond, ~ary March, and 
Otter'Bay (Fig. 3-6). - It should . be noted 'that four- ~f th~ · 
parks in this last group, Frenchman's cove, "Locks ton Path, 
Mary March and Otter Bay were included in the ~fringe parks" 
. 
group previously men.tioned ~ that is, those ·parks which o~t 
* of the total number of visitors only had 3% to 5% campers. 
For the purposes of this study,· the data to be "exantined 
has, where possible, been broken into various catagories by 
' .. . . • 
. 
origin. 
. ., ~ 
The ·three main g:r;oupings .according ·~o origin are 
Newfoundlanders, other Canadians and Americans. This was · 
I , 
. ,I • l 
done to determine if there' were · variations in ~ny of the 
~ so~-econoiJlic ~at7erns by campers from these three arecy:~. 
From data gathered by the Newfoundland PJ:ovinci~l Park,' 
Service over the ye~s-, it. was possible to determine the 
• <9 
proportion of cars visiting the parks selected. for -this ·s·tudy 
0 .. 
from the afor~entioned origins. From Figure·· 3-7, it can be . 
seen that the greatest proportion of all visitors to the selected 
~ . 
provincial parks "is- composed ·of Newfoundlanders and this, hold~ · 
tiu~ throughou~_;- the entir~ parks syst'em. In 1970, ?f a total · 
. . 
of .241,395 cars th~t ~vis~ ted the twenty-five ·p~rks studied, .. 
r 
224,171 or 90.6% were from Newfoundland:.· Other Canadian 
provinces accounted for 13,682 or 5. 5%, while cars with 
. . , I 
· Am~rican licen~e P.iat:es number 9,051, or 3.8%. · When the 1970 
figures are ~ compared' t«i ···the average for ' the years 1960-71, it 
. , . 
. . 
* No.te: The number ·of campers is computated in the following_· .: -
. manner.. , A ~amper is taken .· to · ~e one· . person spending _one .·nigh~ 
'in a ' park. For examp~e, three perspns . passil\9 . _two ·nights ~n .· 
a park are ·counted . as · si.x campers _·. · · . ' · 
- ' ' . 
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i 
, .is appar_ent that the 197Q fiCJil,res are very close to the 
~ 
• I 
average. From thi~, it can be inferrEtd. that the propo:r::tion 
D-
Of .visitors from the various origins 'has . remained fairiY .. · 
" . . ... 
constant.- The past eight or ten years have seen a small 
but steadY. increase in the number of out--of-province visitors 
1 D 0 , 
to the P~t:)Vincial parki·,_ b~t it ' i~ most lik~ly' tha~. the . I 
residents ·< o~ Newfoundland will still ·comprise the largest _ . 
. . 
number of vis! tors to the parks for many years· to · come. 
t' • f 0 ' 
0 
Point of ·origin 
~-
~~ 
The origins of the campers a·ampled in ·the _survey wiil 
-now be-"examined. In the survey, 14 3 ·Americ'an parties replied 
· to_, the question· cox:tcerrting the point of origin of the . trip. 
' I -
Figure 3-8 sbows the breakdown of replie~ ln graphic form. 
. . 
Five cst~tes, . New . York, 'Massachusett,s, Connectieut, Pennsylvania, 
' ' 
·and Ohio provided most- of the visitors .- in this ._segment of the 
sample. These states represented 58% of the ·runerican samp,l;e 
. . 
and are all located in the north eastern sector of the U.s ~A. 
. .... . 
(Figure 3-9). This fi~re also shows that with the exception 
' 
·-~ 
· of Washington, Oregoq, . North D~kota, Texas,. and Florida, 
. . ' 1) . . 
the 
I ' 
·· ·points of origin ·in the remainder _of the American _·sample 
. . . 
ar.e 
.. 
all l~cat~d ;n ·the eastern q~arrter of ~he. United States~- , 
• (1 I ' ' • 
The most -frequently ;ilisi ted parks by the ~e~rican campers ·. .. 
. . f 
' • I I • • 
ih the sample ft~e located on the west coast of the pr~vince. · 
• 
J. T. · Cheeseman was the most fre~uent.3'd, probably \because -c-it 
is 'the . ~~~st ·camp_i.ng par~ Qne come~ - to on the Tran~-Canada 
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would also tend to st~y - here ov~rnight if they were catching 
-. the -ferry· the next -._morning. The next most used park by the 
American sampl~_ wa~- - River of -Ponds. . '!'he probable ,main reason · 
. . 
··.for · this- park's use· is as a base from whic_q to travel to 
. -
L'Anse aux Meadows to see the Viking site located,there. Barachois 
Pond ·Park was the next most frequented park by campers from the 
' ' o I 
• II. 
United Sta-te~ and it .proba.bly .ser~ed them well as a base from 
'which to tour the .west c~ast reg·i~:.J the ~rovince ·., ·.Notre 
Dame Par.,_.' s mos~ obvious attraction-' to v.i.si tors from the t). S .A.· : · 
• - , f' f • . . . • 
is its location, in the centre 9f t~e Trans-Canada route about 
; a·. day) s d~i ~e from Port-aux~Bas~ues . or St. John Is. Both Squires I ' 
. . ' 
Memorial and ta Manche were t~e . par·k_s most used· py t:-he Americans 
. , . 
·surv~yed.·· Squires' ··Memorial would be attractive as a base ·for 
';' . . . t ' J.l • ~ - • 
which to tour the Humber region, , as. a salmon· river, and as a 
. ·-~ - -
stopover point to and from River ·o~ Ponds Park. · .. La ·Manche was 
J..>robabl'y us.ed by tHese visit:ors be_c.ause of the . di.fficul ty of 
obtaining a camp· site at Butter Pot" Parki which is. usq.al~y. ' 
·' . 
. · _fi:~'led b:y ca~aoity by. r _esidents of the · st·. John's region. · 
_The origin of campers from other Canadian pro~inces 
( :- .. ., 
~ .·' 
' . . 
' I . . . · . . . 
· included in ~he sample are · shown in Figure 3-10. In reply 
... ' . ' 
· : t!i t~ inquiry on the ~~estio;,naire · con.cerning point of ·origin, 
there ~were 1~.3 answers from· Cana~ian parties ~m other_: ~r~vinces. 
It can be seen from .Figure 3-10 .that there were r~plies· from 
· a).l. provinces· o~ c 
~~~r~ories. 
Nova Scotia, Que 
,.. · . . 
. total, · with On tar 
· 'f' 
North~est , . 
replies whic~ ca~e from · ref;iden't _s of on~ar~o, 
- . , 
. .. , - ' . "' . n ~ ~ --· . 
and New Biut)swic~ accounted\_for 93% of .the 
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o_utstripping the other ·provinces (Fi~re 3-11·).- .M~ny' of ' the· 
. . .. . ... - . . 
~ntario campers hav~ friends .. and re~.ative~ l:i~~ .~7 ~n .. · 
·Newfpundland and .this is one of the main ··rea.sons for their 
campin.g.. . Nova Scotia is the closest province. of: canada,. to 
~ ~ ' , - . 
N~wfoundland so .one woul~ expect many · out~of-province -
campers t? be from this province. 
( 
~he most ~reque~ted park by_ Canadian campers in the~ . 
.. .,. sample was. J. .T. C.b,e_eseman, next came Baz:achois Pond, and in 
. 0 
. . 
· ·· third .place was Notre Dame • . If .we exclude River of Ponds from 




the list of parks most freqtiented~by the Americans who replied 
. . '. . . ,. ... 
to the qu~s~ionnaire · · see that the aforementioned three . 
. . . . . . / . 
parks were -the most frequently used . by bo~h American's and 
.. . ' . 
qut-of-~rovince Canadians w'1o- replied t~ the survey. 
· The .actual number of non-local · cars v'isiting the selected 
I 
parks in 1970 is .shown· in Figure 3-i2. It sho~ld be n9ted 
. • I 
• { ' I 
that this shows · the cars that · v.i'sited the parks but not the 
. . . . . 
reason for doing so. ~oubtless, many :of them -l:lere not. campers . -... 
but just day-use visitors. . It can be ·seen ·fro.m this· qraph 
~ • I \ 
" '· . . . . 
that Notre Dam~, Squires Memorial and , J• T. Cheeseman ~re in . 
'::"' 
. ) . ·r~ . . . . 
~ the top.seven parks that registered non-residentacar visits 
·.. . . . ' 
·in 1970 • .. T_hus ·.it ~auld ··se~m .. logical that __ any·· pl~ns for the 
. future improvement ·or expansion of these three parks e~pecially 
~ - ') . 
. should . take into' c::ons~deration the anti~ipa,ted needs o'f . ou.t-o:f-
pro~inc~ ' visit~rs. 
. . 
In t:he ·survey· taken for ·the· purposes ·of this thesis, it: 
·was .' f~und . ~hat · loe~l ~~ ~ewfound~and'"'~~m~e~s -had . P~int~ ~f '· 
,'. ' ~ ' . . . . . . " . . . . . . ~ . . . ' . ~ . . 
. ·.origin · in· almos~ everi region of ·the Prov.ince · (Figure · 3-13).'. 
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· . Those caml?Ls from the urban· areas· of · the Province accounted 
. . 
for 7o. 2% of the park visits by Newfoundlanders 'in· the ~ample 
·· of 766 replies· to the question concerning point of ~rigin on . 
the s~ple questionna~re. St. John's was the leader with 101 
or 38.8%,- of the total, ,followed by C.orne.r Brook and Gander. 
,.; 
·and· _Grand Falls (Figure 3.1..14). ·The · following se·ries .of maps 
· will, show the distribution of these parties ·in the parks used 
·for . this study. 
,. . ~ .. - " 
. Of the. questionnaire received in the s~rnple from 
Newf6und'!a~d, t!1ose giving some ·community 'in Newfoundland as 
.. . . . 
, I 
the,i;r point of .origin, 759 answered the questio~ concerning 
• •,' '. ,. I 
the .Parks v'isite·d on this part'ic:ular· trip. (The replies 
' . . . . 
. . 
dealing'· w-ith series of maps ~Hl be based on the number 
.... ,. ' . ~ 
· replying for a parti~ular : park ·out of ·this sample . of 759 -
· replies.) 'The . first park to be examined· will be Bellevue . 
. . , . . , 
. B~ach (Figure · 3~15). As can be readily seen, most of the . 
~ .-
. ': fifty~se~en pa~ties who · ~tated they v.isi ted this· park, liv~d· 
w~t~in a radius of fifty 'miles from the . park, and the majority ,. 
(38) ·came· from st .. Joh:n.• s. Communities · in the conception · Bay · · 
• • G 
- area .. h~d th~. :Ilext larg.est I)Urnher and ~here .. w~s ~ scat.terin9 ~f · 
· · : ~~her ~v_isito~s . from s.~veral . o~her .Places :lri · t~e province. The 
. . . 
nurrtber , of pa~tles, havfrig 
0 • • • 
other proviric~~ o~ cana.da a's their _ 
' • -~ ' • ' I • ' 
Bell ewe Beach numbe.red .. fourt.een. · ·· 
... . ..... _. '· .. . . .. 
·_point o~ ·origin,· vls-iting 
(This ~umber of canadian p~rt~es is taken from a sampl~ · o~ ~54) · 
·· Am~rican · c~inping . parti~s numbered · two." ;.(":t"he quantity· of ·America.n· · 
~ .. ' ' . . ~ .. . ' 
.. . ' .. 
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-
· . ~i~hty-on~ parties of the ~otal - Newfoundland sample 
. ' ~ ' _. " 
visited Butter Pot Park and again most of them came from 
. ( " / ' ~ ' I . 
within a ·fifty -mile radius and of these the majority · ('47) 
. . I 
liste_d St. J~hn 1 s a.s the _poih~ of origin~ . · There were also 
c.. . • t• 
S~f mainland C~na~ian parties ·apd two American· ~roups 
:_visiting th~s park._ _ Loc~ston Path. P~o:?,ncial · Pa;rk,. ~~i~h ls 
· one of. the province 1 s least used parks,- had four Newfoundland 
. . 
part,ies camping _t~ere and no Canadian or· Ameri~a·n gro'Jps -: Of 
·, 
the local parties sampled st 
~ 
. three c~me £:rom V 
Bonavista (within ". .. . , . pther from ~ander (Figure 3-16) • 
. r. 
Gushue 1 s Pond park accounted i fty-nine vi's its · from· 
0 
Newfoundiand parties wi~~ all but six com~ng _from within a · 
·.' • • t 
. . 
·_radius. of fifty miles and .the ma'jori ey from - ~t. John's (Figure 
3:-17) •· 
~ :· . . . .. . . 
From. the samples taken, no Cana~~an groups and only· one 
American group _ stayed :at the' park. La Manche Valley_' Park tell's 
. -'much ·the same story a_s Gushue 1 s Pond· ~ ·All but _ one of 'the . ·.· 
· _"sixteen Newf~undland par,ties. w~re fr~m St. Joh:ti '-s·, which easily_ · 
. ' 
fall_s ~ within the fifty mile ra_d~us of La Ma~~he. There were 
. ·. ~l~o six Cana~~~n groups and nine American groups sampled· which 
. . 
· ·stated they camped ·at La Manche, pa-rk.· . 
> 
. . . 
'· . 
Figure· 3-18 deals with Beothuck and Frenchman 1 s Cove parks. ~- . , · 
' . 
Forty.-ni-ne ·Newfoundland camp~r.s in the sample stated they ~isi ted · 
. . . 
this park, .while. six Canadians · and 'thre~ U.S. · groups stayed qere 
. . . 
~ ' ., I \o " ' ~ 
-· .· . as· well. It; can be .readily. se~n that·-Be6thuck .drew ·campers · 
. .. ' . . . . . ·.. . 
prov,i~ce ·wide • . -This f~ct would a~~e~~ to - E~In'phasize th~ hypqthesis .· 
,. . . ~· . . . ~ . . ' ' , . . . -
. . -
that Be_othuc~. p~rk is used ~s .. one of the :mid-way ·_bases b.Y -. ' · . . . :· 
. ' 
.. . : .. ·. ~ . . .. 
.P .l . . , 
. . . 
• . I ; . 
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• 
vacationers tra~elling arou~d . the island. Frenchman~s Cove· 
. . . 
·: . camping parties in the sarnple.numbered only 'seven, five of 

















\ , . . 
, \ ' . 
i' 
• - \<,. 
Newfoundland ~rigin and o~e each American' and Canadian~ ' · 
This park is well. off . the main thoroughfares an~, a-s could 
. " . . . 
be expected, is infrequently· used compared ' to most other . 
. . . .-. . 
. . 
pqr~s in th~ system • 
c. -The di~Stri~ution of .Newfoundland campers ~u.rveyecl who 
• . . \ . . < 
stayed at Notre· Dame and OttE7r Bay _parks is shown · in Figure 3-1.9 • . 
Th~r~ w~re sixty~one local camping' parties- which stayed her~ 
.. .: I> ~ t ' • • • • • (I 
· a~ well! ~s eigryte,~n _Canadian and-. e~even Arneri~im;. . ; T~ose residing . .f, .. 
. : . . ' t . . . . . . ~ 
iry St. ·John-'.s were in· the majo~ity, but .c~.nother twenty parties· 
carne fl;'OID within a fifty-mile radius _of., the .P~ -As well, this _ 
.. ' . . , . 
~ 
·..._.park: serve.s as a rnir:l-d~y po~pt along tl;e -Trans...:~ana~.Ci . ·n~ghway,, 
. - · .. " 
which may· help to ~ccount - for the . distribution of p~ints. of 
,. . 
I~.has been stated already· 
. . . ~ : . 
that Otter BaY· park is fnfr'equently 'used and Figure· ·3-1.9 .tends 
. • • . - • ,.. J ,.., 
, . I ( ' t I . .. . . 
to demonstrate _this • . A.s can-· be· seen;''. only two'· ~ocal .camping< -\, ' 
~'-.,t • ' 
• .. .. I ' • , , • , , • ' 
parties sampled stated. they stayed · a~ Otter Bay and only one 
• • ' 'II , , • • I 
. Again,' ·it shou~d be empha-sized ~~r~can party did likewise • 
. ,} . .• 
"· 
th.at· the . ~robable reason fqr the · little··use of this park. is · it's 
' \.... .", · · ... r . 1 ., . 
relative i·na·ccessab:!-l~ty .. ~ • · ' C' • 
. Fig~r€ ·3..:2~ .-fividly. demon~tratei . the 
' • • 0 C) 
I 
' • f ~ • 1o • 
_differences -1n th~ -
use . of a ·park· ~hich :i,s r 'eadily' ?tcce~sible and -one "fh~.ch . -is not. · 
C~·t_a~~~~n ;sro'ok and'· Ma~y ~tch ·.pr~vi'ri'cial P!3-~ks. :_ are . app'roxi~at~ly 
. . I . . . . y .. :•: • • , .; ~ • I 
·.forty mil~s apart by road· ·bUt 'Cataniara~~oo~ , ifi·_ loc~ted on the 
· , ~:r~~~~_¢an~~ :!l.ig~~ay.', where~~ Mary . M~~~'~:, is loca~ed ~n · a de~d~end . . . 
). ' ·~ ·-~ .· . . .. ·
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' I 
s~eondary·. road:.· .of th~ campers sampl_ed ~· ·()ne~ hund~ed li'sted .. 
. . ~ ' . 
·. 
• • • r ' 
Catama~an Brook a~ a park they visited and almost half ·o~ 
. . . 
them carne ·f~om within a fifty-mile ~a'dius·of ·th~ park while 
,. ~ . . . 
· ·· .twenty-four gro~~s listed St. John~s- as the point . of· orig1n 
for the trip. There were also six Canadian -and fpur American · 
·' 
. ·.· 
... camping grqups s·ampl~d· who stat~d they al!3d. st~y~d here • .._ TJ'l_e ··· · 
p'qpula:r:ity ' 0~~ tpis par~: is due, to ·a large measure,·. to ' tne.-
fact'. that ,:Lt _is 'ce~t.t::a,lly l~caled in . the :p~ovince and pi~ks 
' ""' - , ' • . ; a • ' r 
up holiday traffic ~· going both 'east a(td west. Mary March Park 
. ' ' 
, . . . . . ' . . . 
~s iimong the lea·s~ · f.';~que.ntiy used .. for camping ,,o~ the :~ewfound.:. 
· iarid Provi~cia;t: Parks. Only one NeW:foundlcimd ·group .and one ·: 
\ 
· Amer i'can group s .ta ted· ·they ~stayed ·at . this park~ The . Iria.in u~e 
~ ' - o ' • ' I I • 
• . r . 
for this ·Park would appear to .b~ a 9-ay-use· facility £or the'' 
' . . , ~~ ~ . ' . .. . 
· ': residents of the . town of Buchans ~ located nearby .. 
• { I • I ' ' 
· · · Of ·the Newfoundland campers · surveyed, thirt:e~n,. sta,ted 
) ' . . 
they visi t .ed Flatwater·.'Pond Pa~k ov~rnight · {Figure ···3-21) .• • 
,.. ,. 
. ~ 
There wer~ 'also one' AJ!terican and two Canadi,an ··partie's ·which 
.. . . . . ' 
' .c. .... 
· :·: .stay~d ·~he·~1e as well. · _This park i~ s'itu.ated ~el\ o~f. :ttfe 
~ - • I' • 
'Trans-Canada ~ighway, so the re~nlts o~ ~he sample as they 
~ . . t" . . tl • 
apply to this park were .not uneXpected. J9nathan's Pond Par~ 
, . . 





. . ~~ -· 
, o • a I ' Deft • 
was used . by _ twenty-~hre~ ·Newf9undland . groups ·gampled, eleven . 
... ,. . 
" • ... I I I , 1 • . I 
. ·. of ~hich , came - from th~ town . of . Gander I ., situ~ted"-a . short dist~nce" . . 
. , ' • I • .. • • ' ' ·, ·, • ' i • 
I, 
' . . . . ~ 
; away • . Fou:z:- .e~nadian_ and· th,;ree. Americ~n .parties ·sampl~d · used . : -
. this . .'park ,~s: wel'l ·. '• :It. ·wbuld appear that .Jonathan· ·~ Pond is ~sed 
' . . t;\' .. 1.- • . " , .. , -. ' ~ •• • #' • • 
·by 1:he ~e~ide~ts ~f G~nder ~s a c~mpi.qg p.ark· · ~~ ·we.li ~s- · a day- .·. ; 
• . Ci ' . . . : . . . • : • • •• . \-
use p~rk. • ,. ' ' ' ; 
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Figu~e 3-22 ·shows the origins of. ·th'e'J.,Newfoundlan_d· sample 
0 
for Indian River and Middle Brook Provincial Parks • . As can 
~ · . be read~ly seen, neither · park at~r~cted many Newfoundland· 
c~ping ' parties fr~m ' withi~ a fifty-mil~ radius~ .. Most of the 
.. ., 
· total Qf nineteen p~irti~s who replied ·that ·they stayed at 
I ·' 
Middle Br~ok came from st. John's, while the thirteel} of thpse 
. , 
li~ted f~~ ind~an·R{ver had thefr ·points 6£ origin scattered 
., . . . 
·Also, -·one Canadian and two American 
~ < ~- 10) .,.' •f) ~ • I - • 
part-ies _ stay~d - at ·Indian River, while ·four ~ericari and ten 
.. • • , • • , 4 
throu,ghout the.· Province. 
. ' . 
. ' . 
Canad~~n groups stay~d at Middle Brook. The prohabl~ reason 
r 
. ' < 
for the larger number staying~~ Middle Brook . is ~ its locatibn 
. . ... 
very clo.se · to the ··Trans-Canada :aighway. 
Th.e origin of: Newfoundland . campers samp~ed u~i~g Windmill 
~ 
Bight and Dildo Run Parks ·i!:! shown in Figure 3-23 ~ · ··Dildo Run· . 
- . . . . . . - . . 
. - . 
located well off the major highways had. seven c(~ .the Newfoundland ' 
0 • ._ ' . . : : ,I 0 ... I - l o 
parties samp_led . staying' there, . as wel~ -as 'three. parties fro~ 
' • . ' . ~ • I • . . . . .M • 
. A • . ~ Ca~ada and three from .the United States. Win4f!lili · B_ight· is ··also~·· .. 
... . . 
·. 
·located ·fairiy. d.ista~t from the Tra~-s :..canfida · ~ighw~y , . ·but fQrty-
. . . . . . . . . 
I' • . ..; I 
~me New~oundl~nd _cam¥ng_ pa:r:ties . s;_ay_ed there. Row~ver, , one of 
. . . 
1 the . . few lal;'ge sandy beaches .. irt ·the provlnce i~ -located near this 
• • • • • • • • • # • • • • • 
• • • d • . .. ' 
. ,, pjirk, so it would appea~' that 'this attraotion cancels put the 
0 • • , .. t. . .. .- . 
,, inconvenlence of ·travel in · the, ~inds of . the camp~rs. . Two 
.. 
·canadian ·parties ·and n«? : A:merican ·. groups sampl_ed stayed at this 
' n • " 
" . park. 
I 
. iJ.·· ._" Tho·s~· .Newfoundland camping- IJ~rties using •Gr~nd. C~ti~?Y · Par~·~: 
·numbered nine~een, th:e ·~aj.C?ri t~_ ~f . ~hese " pomi~g from wi.thln· a ~ 
. f . . , , ~ . • "' . ' -! • ~ ~ 
1\ a ·,.·.··1: , ' 
.. 
.. l.l , . . . -... .. 
. ·. 
' ·. l . 
' · .' 
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- 75 ' '. 
fif.ty-mile ·r?tdius of the park (Figure 3-24) :• As well, -there · 
I I 
. . . 
were three Canadian and . five American ·parties ·sampled which 
• • j • • • ' ' • 
. . . ~ . ' 
used this park. The _facilities · for overnight camping in · . 
. . ' 
I• . 
' '" ' , . . this park ·are among . the ~east numerous· 1n the 
. . . . ' . . ) .. . . 
whole ·system, . 
walthou~h it . is OCCl:lpied . fa·~rly .regtilar~y as a day-use. park. 
Sop's Arm Rlver Park had ~i~ Newfoundland pa-rties· out 'of the , 
• •' • • • • • • t. 
· total . sample staying. ~vernight -~s :well a~ ' one -.American party . 
· .but no campers. sarnp~ed from othe_r Canad_ian . pr.pvinces visi te·d ' , . 
-· 
J " 
. it. Thfs ·park serves .. a·.s another example of . the restricted 
use re~eived by··inost pa~ks that ~ are -not located,. on o~ near 
. .. 
. • . i 
. ... . . . . . 
. , the .Trans-Canada ··Highway or near a' major concentration, of 
... ·-·. . . - . . I . . . . • . . . 
poiml~tion. Hq~ev;er, the · percen.tage ~f .c~pies to _ -_~o·ta:i- visitor~--
fs r~l:ati.vely high in thl'}s park. · · · · 
. . . " . 
' · . 
Piccadilly. ~ead i _s . a p_rovincial park wh?se main . fun~tion 
. . ' 
. . ' 
• • I' •• ~ 
vacini ty (figure 3--25). Of. the eleven Newfoundland part~es - in 
' .. .the surv~Y' ~hich. ~ta ted . they 'visited .this park, nine listed .. 
o. _,_ ...... t IJ : , • - • . , 
.. ) 
r • 
: -~h~ir place;;' of r-es'idemce as· b~.i~g within a~ _- fif~ir-m;le ra~i:u.~ . 
. . . . , . . . ' 
of this ·park, and five of these .·ntne lived in Stephenville,. 
. . . " ~ ' . . ') l> . 
· There .. were . also thre~ mainland Canadian parties sampled who 
• • '• ' • • r • f • • ~ ' I • • • • • ' • 
' . 
st.ated they stayed at ·this .- park, · but .none ~.from the United. - · 
'- ~tates. H~~ever~~~~-ca;~-' -\iere muc}mo~e in .evld~nc·e . ~t:.'-~:. ~-
. . . . fp. . . . 
River o'f P?nds Pa~k ~ · _eve.n more so -than. NewfouPdl:\md ~partie~ 
. : sampied. Of ·.t~e 'tot'al'' .nuinber "of :p,arties sampl~d ~th~t- ~t.ated 
· . 't;h~y - vis]; tjd ~his . park,;_ t!'~nJ:y-foul' reside<! iri Newfo~nd_landl 
·~ . . ·' .. . ·. ' . . .. . 
. nine w~re. frpl'fl other Canadian prov:f,.nces, ·and twenty-s·ix · w~re 
. , . ' . 
. . , 
. . 
- .--- - ·, 
\ . . 
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from the· United States • . This park is the clos·est to the 
• n 
.. 
. . . : . 
Viking si."te ·a~ · L'An~e au ·Meadows and. one of, the few areas in · 
. . 
· ~the ·region 'that· ha~ facilities 'for· overnight camping._ A 
.propos~d park to be built closer to th~ . sit~ should' see as 
·, 
·mu.ch, if· not more; use of its facilities ?S does _River. of 
... 




... ' : 
·. 
. ' . 
Figu,re_ 3-26 shows ' the origin··_of· ~ewfo~ndland ""par.tie·s . ~ 
:·: • • • • • • • : • ' •• ' • • , • .. 0 ' .. • • ·~ • J..  , .. 
sampled who visited Crabbes River and Squires Memo,:t;~al. Par~s~ -
The· former had eleven groups or 1•4% of. the total~ sampled·. 
' 
"'· :The-re were also .. five· Canadia~' 'ahd flv~ ·Amer-ican groups 
,. ' $<rJ V I • 
. ' . 
"' Of the Newfoundland sampled who visit_ed 'this_ ~ark as :well. 
. . 
' 
parties, .three ·~ere from .s.tephenville (within a flfty-mi1e 
• ,. •, ,r ,I • ' 
- , • ' • • ~ . • • f 
radius) and three were . froth . St ... John Is; the other or'igiq .befng 
. , . . . 
sca'ttered thro~ghout . the island. Although J. t is l~cated . on .. .. 
. " ~ ~ . . . . . ,. . 
the Trans.:..c~na!la . Higrlw~y, cr~bbes_ .Riyer is c~e · ~f th.e smalle~· 
• t • .,o . 
. parks _in . the sy·stem and _is used mainly ~s a day-use f_acil~ty~ 
. , . . ' ~ . 
Of the· forty replies re~ei ~~d f~om .. Newf~undl~nd camp in~ par;ties .. · 
,' - say~~g they stayed at. Squires Memorial Park, seven ·s -tated 
. . . . . . ! ' . 0 . ' · 
' :J ·• • \ • • . • . , ' I ' 
the:x:r .Point ~f origin as s·t .. J9hn ·• s and sev~n as . corner. Brook~ . 
' . 
sixteen 'of those . replying,- ·including the Corner Brook groups, :· 
. . · . ; . . 
p' 
·- . ~- came from within a fifty-mite·- radius of .the parR. S:i.r Ric~a#l. 
. . • . ( .. .. . . . .... . . . . '' ,.1\ ·. . . . . .. . .. 0 .· 
Sq.uire~ - M~morial P':lrk_. is o~.e of the la~gest· ~rovinci.al parks· .· 
~ . 




~~ > 0 & • ,• ~ • I 0 I "' - I I"" • 
fl~w~ng through ~.t. ·· · Althou_g_h it ' is .~·ot io9ate~- o~ - -~he ~rans_~ _. ·.- ; 
.. . Canada, it~ · a_tt~act~o~;isc. ar~ ·. s~c~ _t~at ··t~e ··p_ark •:~ dr~wing .·pdwer_ ... ; · \'· . · .• 
. ' ia· considerable, : it being orie of the .. mbst f:r;eguentiy used' par's .· .. •! .\ . · · .. 
• • , r '• ·• •• • \ • " ; t . . • . • •' I . - . . . . ' · • . : ·, ...,  . . I 
t' . •. . .. • . ,. . •' . 
· .. each year. _, 
• . . 6 
, • . 
., 
, . . 
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.. """' I .. The .last diagram in ·this series, F.ig.ure 3-27 ~ shows the 
... 
. qrlg~n - of Newfoundland campers- sampled ~ho stated th~y stayed 
, . . . 
., ' . . 
at J. T.' Cheeseman and B~rach~is Po~d P!!trks. • O'f · the fifteen 
Newfoundland partie·s ·· s~~pled .. replying they ~taye~d at Cheeseman, 
' five were from St. Joht)' s,_ t~o from Cort,1er Br()ok.; and five · · 






were from Chahnel/Port-aux-Basques. 
, .. t: • 
~enty-fiye Canadian, and, · . ·. ~ . . 
I ' • • • 
' ,. 
twenty-eight•Arnerican parties .sample!:! also sta~.~d· at this' park. · 
. ·~ . 
·Tl)-i.s park, a]. though not.. very large ·, serves a two:;_f<>l~ :fiunction. 
I" • • • • ~ • • ' .. 
It is ·used by the'.-r~sidents of tfi~ area, · main'ly Channel/Port-. , .. ... ,. 
"· . . .. . {) 
1< • c, , li;l , 
aux-:-B;sq~es· , . :~s ·a d~y-us~ _f.acility and ito.· also ~erves as a 
·' 
stopover : point for. Newfoundland~rs ·leaving the. provfnce . and .. ·,. · 
outs'ide ~.ou~ists <;?rning" . her~. .These campers frequ~p_tly • st~p­
fe.rry te~inal ·, · here- because . this park ~ :ts the closest to the 
t . ' o ' . r cl • ~, 
• • ' (' . . p • 
at Port-~au~-Basques. Barachois .. ~ond ~r~yiJ'!.ci~t. ~~rk, ~<s . o~e • ,, _,. 
·r . . " • , 





f o •r 1 \ 
0 
0 
._ ~ J • .:• " 0 " f 
New-foundland p~rties sampled, . eighty-two stayed a 't Barac:hois ' 
• t.l • ,. • 0 • ' ~ ~· f 
• ) , . ~ h •. 
Pond. Of 'these' thir.ty-two we~e ·from Corner Brook' thi~te·e'n r I 
. . . 
• > c ll . • . . 
fro:rrr St! John's; six from Stephenvil;le·, and five £rom ·Port~ 
. . . -
. . ' 
aux-Basques. Forty.i.four par,ties pr 54% came from · with~n a 
• ..... J • • • .. • , • C' • • r. . . . . ,·. . . 
, fifty-mile radius of'•this park. ·.There were ·al.so nine!'teen ·. 
. ·. . . . ·. . . . . ' ' . . . ' >. : ,, . . ~ . . 
·canad_ian and -twenty Urtited · States camping parti'es; sample'd· 
~ It .. • • • .. • • : • • • ' .. : ~;;. 
\ '\ • ·, ' • _,fC • 
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: ' . • I • .. r , I J) • . ' , . • • ~~ • ~  
• " • f':_ t~us .. ea~~l~ acc~~~ibl~.: ~" ~~so_ , -~f ·ha~· e~a~~l~~~--;~ce~i~· ~q·~~l-i t~~_s .. · ,~ - i ··~·- ---·:, 
~·v ·an~. goodQ q~mpi.~9 . ~ac~l_ities. ·. It·_ 9o~:ld be ·_classed as· th~ ) .~ ~ ·• .. · . . 
· !'egi;rial' P:O~Ji r.or· thj ;.~st. ,co~st area ,~~ 0 t~e l't~vince: . ~O~if . 
i .t · is f~queri.~ly. subjf_ct to over-us~ anp. subs~quent -~isti~e ~ -':<· . . , ·. . .\ 
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.. 
· Care has to be taken to see that this park is nof: used to 
· ~he point ·where its·ecology is destroyed -and thereby 
preventing · aara~~ois Pond park fr9m always ~emaining~as 
at.tr,active as- it is -·now-~-
.. 
The nurrlber of Newfoundl~nd camping par'ties sampled. and 
. I . 
the parks at which they stayed .is shown .in Figure . 3-28~ · The 
. first ten most visited parks accounted fo~ 594 parties of 78 •. 3% 
.. 
' - . 
of the total Newfoundland sample; ~i9ure 3-30, Six of these 
parks are located very near . the . T_rans-Cartada Highway, . and the 
- other four, Bellevue Be~ch, Windmill Bight, · Squires Memorial 
and River of Ponds have outstanding attractions in comparison 
~ ~ ~ 1'1 • • ~....,,) 
. . . 
to the other parks in the system. Seven of the ~irst ten · . · 
' . ~ .~ 
parks (Figure 3-29), Catamaran, Barachois, Butter Pot, . Not're 
. . . ~ 
. ' . ~ Dam@.,. Gushue' s Pond, Bellevue Beach and Sq~ires Memor~al , . . are 




to and !~eluding 1970 as .shown by Figure 3-5. TherefQre·, this 
. ( . . 
would seem to show that tHe . replies to the sample ta~en 
- 'a 
agree reasonably well with the statist!cs ·gathered by the, 
' • ' 0 ' , 
Newfoundland Provi~cial ?arks Service_ c·oncerning. th~ p~pulari ty · 
of the various parks for ·ca~ping. 
,P 
9 
Size of Party 
~ 
The ' average size of a camping party in the sample agrees 
~fte. closely with. that figure used by the Newf~u~dland 
. Branch o~ the ·Fede~al Department of Indian Affairs and Northe:rn·. · 
. . 
.. Developme~t. The se agencies use _a :multiplier of four -when. 
. . ~ 
.·• 
... . : -
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-OISTRIBU'I'ION OF NEWFOuNDLAND CAMPING ·PARTIES BY PARK , . 
. 
. : \" 
• No • of·. Parties 
Park .. in SamEle · Per Cent • 
\ \ 
. 
; \ ' ' . 
1. Catamaran . . 100 13;20 
2; Barachois 82 10.80 I . 
·3. Butter Pot 81 10 .·'70 
4 • . Notre Dame 61 ' 8.30 
s . Gushue's Pond · 5.9· 7.70 
• r• ~ .... 
6. Bellevue Beach 57 ·. 7. so 
7. aeothuck 49 6.50 
\ i• ~ \ B. Windmill Bight 41 ?.• 40 .. . ' 
~ "' 9. Squires 40' N·~~/ >5.:39 
10. River of ' Ppnds . '24 . 594 3..,20 78'. 2% 
~1. Jonathan's Pond .J 23. 3. 03 ' · I 2. Middle .Broo~ · 19 ) ' 2.50 ·, 
'12. Grand Codroy ._.· : ,, 19 · 2.50 
,,- ,.,.. ... .. 
t 
,, 
2 .10' . 13. · .. La Manche 16 . . 
14. Cheesemt!-n is 1.97 . 
' 
15. Indian River . : 13 , ' .. ~ 1. 70 ., 
lS. Flatwatet Pond 13 1. 70 
'16 • Piccadilly Head 11 1.40. ' 
l6~ Crabbs River 11 . h40 
17 .. Dildo·· Run 7 . .90 
'18. ' .Sop's Arm· ~iver .. .6 .79 
19. Fren.chman' s Cove 5 .70 
, ""'~..- .... 
20. Lockston .Path 4 .so 
~~ . ~. 
' ' 
i )' 
21. Otter B'ay 
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,·, ' . . 
considering the number of persons per. pat:_ty' .. vis~ t~ng t~eir 
. .. . . 
parks. In the. sampl·e taken .for this thesis, the ~vera_ge .. · ·. 
. ' . . 
number -of people per camping party was 4.021 (Figure 3-30) •. 
+ 0 • • • • . .. • • • • , • • • 
If bas~d on the· origin of the party, the a~rerirge si:ze wa-s , 
.. 
~ ~. 2~ p~opie per Newfoundland group, 3. 28 per C~an. and 
3. 46 persons per ~e~ican party. There appear.s to be a · 
. 
relationship in this sample between the party size and the 
I 
• ' • ' 0 .. 
point of origin, but how s~rong the correlation was could not 
be determined. It can be said,- howev~r, that par~y size o~ 
campers from the more distant points of 6rigin, · i.e. mainland 
' ' ~ «. ,., • • ' .. 
. ' Canada and the United .states, were on -the averag.e slightly 




A•cross tabulation was made between the'age .of . tha. head 
of . the party and the number of parties. The total nUmber of 
_replies . o! this question c~~cerning the head of the party · 
was 1077, .of which 744 were. of Newfoundland origj.n," 155 of 
' m~i~~~- C~n-~dian and_ 1}-8 American1• The largest number of 
parties were concentra·ted ·in those groups where ·the age of. the 
' ' • • • • - ,& 
head~ of the party was between 20 and .. . s.o ,years with 'ihe peak~ /' . ~ ' ' 
between 25 and 40 years. (Figures 3-31 and 3·-32 show the 
relationship in . g~aphic form.) There is a steady rise in .the 
number of parti~s according to age towards the p'eak anc:1 .. after 
• • 4, . . ' . 
age . SO there is . an · overall decline in the· JJ.Umber ·of parties·. 
:, . . .. ' . . . . ' : 
• • • o • I \ 





' . { ' . -:.. - ... 
yea~s. ~.ccording to ~rig~n, . th~· .. average ~ge~ . were: New~oundlarid - -· 
3_7. 8 yea~s: Mainland ca~ad;~·~\\ 37.2 y~ar(J;.~ United- Stat~s ~ 4~ • 6 .: . 
, ' ' II ' I ' I 
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· Number in P~rty by Origin 
Nf1d. 
Parties Per'sons . 
2 . ' 2 
. 
114 228 






. - ~2 
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. . 372. 
44 308 
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United· States , 
Parties . ·- · Persons 
Total . 
Parties· Pet:sons . 
' ' ' 
8 
·llil · a· 14 \.. . 14 
!': 
-·-
53 106 233 ·466 
J I'•,' 
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years. Broken down . by origin, thoserof Newfoundland origin 
, I . 
follow .the overall pattern, but ft would appear that neither 
, ' . . 
.. ~he ·c~nadian or American sample was really · large enough to 
be able. to mak~ · any .conclusiv·e .statements. 
A 
With JVegard t~ the· age of the oldest female· in 'the party, 
. . ~ppr?ximately the -same situation exists. The largest numbers 
D -
are ·contained in the 20-50 .year old br~7k~t- with _ the ~reatls·t 
concentration in try.~ 25-4.0 YE7ar old groups .::. The ov'erali · ~verage 
· age o~ the ~ldest female per party sample was 36. 3 years. ,By 
• • ~ r._, • • 
. a 
origin, the aver~ge ages were: . Newfout:t~la'nd '35 ~ 6 . years'; -Mainl.and 
Canada - 3~.9 yea~s, United State's - 42.9 years. The peaks . , 
I 
.. · sho~ing the female age by number. of parties follows ahead· of 
. 
thpse- showing male aqe, which would seem logic~! s~nce wives 
ar~ usually~ fe~ years younger th~n ' their husbands. 
In th~ 1104 parties in ·· the sample, there were 2035 
ch'ildren .in . the f~~o~ing age groups: .• ~-5 years old; 53 ; ; 
6-10 years old, 682; 11-20 years old, 823~ This is an average 
. , 
.of 1. 84 children :per party. 
·· ' 
. ' 
! ' I 
'Thus fa~, the fo~lowi~g statements can be made concerning 
. - . . 
the cha:z:acteristics .of ·camping parties -samp_led in the survey 
. l ' . · . . 
used for · this th~s!s: - · 
(a) The average size ·of the· party is 4 persons. · 
. . 
(b) The·· age of the parents is for . the most part 
between 25-40 years old, with . the average age 
of . the head of the party 3 8. 7 · years· a'nd ·his - . · - ~...) . 
wife • s ·ave~age· aqe being ·. 36_. 3 years·. 
(~) -Each ' .fainily has ·.~~ average . of two children·. 
. ... \ 
' 
\ 
• I • 
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The educational characteristics of those sampled will 
- J . 
now be considered. In .the camping \~;-9-~oups sarqpled, 1063 male 
heads of party replied t to the ques~&~~ concerning· educational 
attai~ent. ·of these 764 were from Newfoundland·, 152 were main-
. . 
I ~~ ' 
~ • • I 
land canadians, 
Newfoundlanders 
and. 147 ~~r~ ~~ric~n~. .T.he maj_o~'ity of' 
.. :~:~ - : 
, <4 ·.,,<1 I , 
completed high school onl¥ (40.57%). Most of ·J 
the Canadians had c~mP.leted ' university·(~7!63%), while the 
. ' 
· largest group of Americans classified · by educational 'attainment 
. '-
' . . 
were post-graduates (37. 41%), (Figure 3.:.33). This samp1e also . 
showe_d that appr'oximately 78%. of the Americans, 74% ·of the 
,, . t ·. . . 
Canadians and 32% of the N.ewfoundlanders had at least some 
., l 
. I 
. . ' 
university education. The number of- Newfoundlanders · who were 
. 
. university gr~duates and pos~-_graduates ·dec~ined fn comparison 
. ~ . . 
with ·those who .had some university, while the s·ituation for 
• \ g 
Canadians and Americans 'in the sample showed an increase of 
· ' . . "" . ~ · 
un~versity g;-aduates and -post-graduates over those ·with . !f.ust 
. ' 
~ · - ' 
some .university. -·Thus, · it woulc;i ·appear from the sample tha:t 
there is a direct r;elationship between place o~ ori'gin and 
the quality of education. 
The number of replies concerning educational ~ttainment 
'of the oldes.t ·female (wife), in ·~~e party was 1063' 0~ whj.c.h . 
·764 were .from Newfoundland, 152 from other Canaaians and 147 
from Ameripans . (Figure · J-34}. Again Newfoundland women ,led 
\) <1 • • • 
th_e other · two group~ in completion of high SC?~oo.l · a~ the . . · 
... · 
furthe·st they . had advanced in their educ~tion (47 . ·35%) . .. ··~ · . · 
• • • • ' ) • • • • · . ... ' J • ' • • • : ~. ~ .'11h"'r;: .J..,.:..~ 
; 
. . . 
.• . 
• .:' 
' • ' , I 
~ . . . . 
•, , 
' . . . 
' · . . ' 
· The lar9tlBt ~roup ~y edu~:tional 'attainment f~r bol:~ rinl~~d · .• 
' ' . ~~ ' . ·. ' .. ·. 
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. ' 
" Cana,dlans and Arne.rican.s sampl~d wa~ u~iversity· graduation : 
-"" I ' !,_ • 
(34. 02% 'and · 35.71% r~·spectively).. Th~ : ~ampl~ . also · showed that c 
• • < • • • • • • • - , .. : . • • ' • • 
app~oxi~atel~ .23% of_- the. Ne.~f.oun·d·l·~nd ~~ales, . 6_2~ ·6f the·~ 
Canadi.an and 71% of the· American had had at least some 
. . . ' . • ' ' . . : ·k 
·- university education was' · app~o.ximat-ely ~th ,_._sa~ for all. ·three 
r , , , • 
groups but the proportio~ of -other Canadi~n and American ' 
. I ' • ,_- · ~ 
. () . . - - ·, 
. . t' . 
women who w~~ univers'ity ' graduat'es and po~t-gradu~:tes was.tuch· . 
•, I• • 
. . . . . 




I ' • ' eo' 
.There- is usy.aily a ~orr;lation. 'netwe~n· education~l . · · )· 
• _I} • 0 .. t . 
itttairujt~n~ and income and t11i·~ si tt~:ation· ·held true for the 
sample taken for this thesis. - Irv~i.gure· 3-35 is . shown· the, 






; /majo'r poin~ :f origin, 'l:l).at ~s: Ne~fouri:land, :ainlarid .. ·· . :. ·•. . .. 
·~ . Ganada ana the · U~ited States • . I,n reply_ to th_e question . ~ · ; 
~oncex:ning annual · f~rnily ihc~me, ~her~ ·were 6"BL r~piies f~m ,, . 
' I ' , - ~ I , ' • I I 
' ~ . . . . 
. . . ... . . , . .. . . . .. 
those · of · Newf~uhdland origin, ... 147 _frpm ~.ana?.~~ns , and 142 . fr_~tn> 
. · .American~, .fo;a:·-tot~l of 97~ r~~lie~·. · It 'can be ~en :·t~at ·· · ~ -
~' • ' .. ~-..., ' • • ' ' • ' I • ~ I t 




. < .the majority of -Ne"'foupdlahd. camplng ·parties .had ·~ an annua~ . ~· ., 
. ~ · ·;:~ · fami·~¥ ~ilco~ i4~~}j1o, o~_O · .. and : ~o~~· ·of :~~es~ w~r~ in the . · .. _· '. · · . 
., . -:,.r. .• ' .. . . ' . . . .. · '• . . . 
' 't 
.. . t 
·· ·. $7 ;ooo .-·: $9"',~99 ra:nge,: .<31%),, followed by ·those· ~n~: the $1.o,boo· .'~ · 




: '. - (( . 
· $14;999 .. -c·~ego~y. (?9%) • ·· Sixty~-twd p~rcent o.f 'those .gro~ps ,. :::~ .-· ' . . .'<•; 
• 4 ' - • • • • • • ' • ::!· . . . . : \ ··~ ~. . . . . 
·s~mpled ·from· Newfo~n~Uand :: had an a~nuaf f~ily .'in~ome of. 'iess :·, ~. ~ ~ · .~· <· . ~ .-
•• • ,. • ' ' • • • • lt' ,. • • ' • ' . • • . • ~ : \ . • 1 ; ~ : • ~ • • ' • l •• , • 
.· 
. .... . 
. t~an : ~lo,ooot · ~hi~~ .f~r ·thifty-t~q ~~~cent of ·tli_e·~ : s~ple~ the . -~ . ·- ' ->>~. i: 
• · , ' ' ' - • . ' ; ' . ~ - ! t • ; • r • • ., .• ' , • ' • ' • • , : • ' •• ~ • • ' ... • • ' \ ' ' ~J. • : ':, :\ 
·. family_ income. was abov~ ·$10~000 ~ . I:n ~.~pe · ma~nla.nd .<:e&nadian- .• ..:·· . .. , · ~ · ~ :: ·- : · -~·-
. . · ··sample, ·. the ia.gest_ per6~n~a·ge < ~ere _ t~ose . in: ~~e ~:$£oo·~:-,: ·~ :-> ·.··: .:· ... -:<. ~·~-.~./Jd; 
. '• 
' . , 
o ' , ' : • I -
' , ' 
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' $14 ,·999 category (28%), followed by those in the $7,000 -
$9,99.9 'income groups (27%). The percen·tage of those whose 
yea~~y family iricome was below $10,000 was 37% ~nd those abov~ 
$10,000 was 63%. In ~he sample taken for those parties whose 
point of origin was the United s.tates,· the largest percentage 
again · fell into the $10,000 ::-J$14,999 income of less than $10,000 
, wf -1 
and 81% were over $10,00Q (Figue 3-36). The average overall 
family incomes were: Newfoundland - .$9,011, mainland Canadians - ~. 
$12,577, Americans - $15,999. 1 
Thus, it ·can · be ~~en that there~ is a direct correlation 
- I 
betwe~n educational attai~ent and income in this sample of 
" ' 
• camping parties. The .h~gher one's education attainment, the 
II 
,. . 
- ' I ' ' 
.. higher one's in·come in most cases. This is ~hown ·quite clearly 
. . 
in~Figure 3~37. 0~ these Newfoundland parties sampled, 68% 
: of 'the head (male) of party had no unive~sity education and · 32% 
' ' 
.. 
·. had at leas.t some. 
. 
In 62% of this sample, the ,.family .income 
" 
was below $10_, 000 annually and for 38% it was over. $10,000 per 
year.· 
The mainland Canadian sample ·showed 36% with no university 
. ' 
and 37% with incomes· below $10,000 annually and 64% with some 
., 
university. education and 63% with an · annual family inc?me of 
over · $10~.000. For ·American campers samplecf,- the percentages · .. 
were 22% with ·no university and 19% with incomes below .$10,000 
yearly and 78% with at least some univers~ty and 81% wi.th. ·annual 
· incomes above $10,000. It might also be adde~ that not only 
' . 
does ther~ . appear ~o ·exist a direct correlation between .that 
in··this sample, .'the Americans, .as·~ · grQ~!>'· we~e bett~r ~~u~a.ted, ·. 
. . '. . ,. . 
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COMPARISON OF EDUCATION OF HEAD OF PARTY.AND INCOME 
.. 
.Male· Education 
----;t No, Univ. Some Univ. 
Nfld. 68% 32%. 
Canada 36% 64 .. , 
U.S~A. 22% 78% 
Total 57' 43% 
FamilY· Income 
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and had higher incomes than di'd .Canadians who in turn · were 
.. 
.. . 
better educated and had high~r · incomes than did Newfoundland~rs. 
·, 
.·· · Reason for Visits ( 
Another question ori th~ survey concerned the reason for 
the camping trip. Ten choices were given and those replying 
were asked to state ' the reason for the trip in order of 
~ ' . 
. importance. Those· replying gave anywhere from one to fiv·e 
. 
· answers to this,question. 
•' 
The choices given were·: . camping, 
picnicking, swimming, ·boating, fishing, hiking, photography, 
.. 
. viewing scenery, nature study, and other. For analytical 
purposes, the~replies were broken down by point of origin. 
The most frequently given reason from this camp'ing sample . for 
the trips to the parks was naturally campin9. 
· ' The.re were io99 replies to this question and of ·these 
~86 were from Newfoundland parties, 159 were from Canadia·n 
. - . 
parties, and 154 from those from the United States • . Of 
. . 
th@se, ,86.5% ~f the Newfound~and groups said camping was the 
most important rea-son, 92.5% of the Canadian parties stated 
I 
this fact, · and 79.2%. of the American groups (Figure 3-38). 
One thousand and twenty-three replies · were received concerning 
' . . 
the second most important'reason ~or visiting the parks and 
of these 732 were from Newfoundland, 145 were from ·the ~a.inlarid 
.. 
canada, and 146 were ·:from the-United · States. 
Of th~se ·trom Newfoundland, ·41. 5% stated. ·that swimmfng 
. . 
_. . · .was the second ,most important reason . for the trip. ~ · . Of those· 
D • .. • t .. • ' • • ~ 
. l 
I• , ,; • 
. ":· 
~ . -· .... 
·.· from canada . (~5~-~%) ·, · pioni~~ing was the second m~st· _-~po~t~nt: · ·. · :· 
. . . ' .· ' .... . -... ~ . ~ 
' • " • : I .( ~. 
•, •': ,. ·, ... ~·.'".~ .. ·...,·.·--·.· : · .. ... !.' :_:>' . ·
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. . 
~eason, and of· the ~erican visitors; 30.1% stated _that 
viewing scenery was the ·second most important reason for 
. . .. . 
vis! tinq the provincial· parks. 
. . ' 
Those th~~ gave ·a third reason for · visiting t~e parks 
. .  
numbered 914, of which ·658 were from New£6und1and, 126 from 
' Canada:~: a~~ .~30 trom the· U:-S.A. Again swimming w~.;·~th~ mos_t ' 
important: activity that Newf~,n-3-~~nders stated as the third 
reason they visited -the parks (26.1%)~ Both Canadian and 
Americ~n par.ties "stated that viewing scenery was the third , 
1 -· - . . 
mo~t impor~ant reason .why they camped in Newfoundland. T~irty-
-
9ne point ~ight per ~ent of the Canadian and twenty-six point 
two per cent of the-American groups .stated this reas~n. 
,l 
. . 
Five .hundred .and thirty-two parties gave a fourth rea~on . 
. ,. 
for visiting the pa_rks, of which 3~2 were from Newfoundland, 
. . 
~were from mainland Canada{-and 86 were •from the United 
Sta~ Se~enteen. point. thre~ per c.ent ··~f the Newfoundland~r.s · 
.stated that v_ie.wing scenery Jwas th.e fourth most important · . 
reason they visited the p_arJi ·; .. while 25% of · ~he·. Canadian visitors 
.... • f .j 
and 27.9% of the Americ~n visitor~ stated photography as ·the 
' fourth most importa.nt ·re.aso~ for vi._sl t .inq · the parks! 
Ori1y 362 replies .·stated a ·fifth - ~_ea~on f~r the . trip· to 
the Provincial Parks • . Of these, 260 we~e· N~wfoundland, .- 42 
. . :"':"t 






. .. . -~ 
' • ' , 
I 
' I 
per cent groups stated viewinq . scenery as the ·_ ~ifth most :·. ·. -... ,· .. 
' I' • • • ~ ~ • 
. . ' . ' ~ ·.. . . . :· .- .. 
important reason. for .. _the park · vis.it; · 21. 7% . of the American .. · .. ; ·· ... , ~· 
group stated tha~ h~kin<r w~s the tifth m~.i~ tiftpor~itt re~S~n •... · . .. : : ~ .i 
• ~ l •• ::.·> ~ ~~ . ~.~ 
; · , • '.• •• ~ • I I for the park .visit ' whi~e. the Cart~dian · q·roup' . stat~d that . ·. 
... . . . 
: ', . ·. . \'. .: : 
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photography_, viewing scenery, and· nature ·study were all . 
, 
important equally as lthe fifth reason for the trip to the 
l park. ; 
Besides camping, the· four other most important reasons· 
• I , 
· for a trip to any of the provincial parks are swimming, 
·which is particularly ~mporta~t to the Newfoundland group, 
0 , I 
picnicking, viewing scenery, ::~nd photography. These la.tter 
two seem to be very ~portant to the mainland Canadian and · 
. . 
. ' ' 
American groups ::.s th~ se"cond, third, and fourth mo~t · impo~tant 
• 0 
' . 
reasons for visit~ng Newfoundland provincial parks. 
.. -~here were ' 1101 J:"eplies to the question· in the su~vey 
concerning the type o,f transportation used in travelling to··:.~~ 
. . 
the parks. Of these, 786 were. from Newfoundland, 159 from 
-mainland Canadians ~nd 156·from vi$itots from the\United 
J • 
( 
St<ites : The types of tranportati6n w~ould be checked 
in the question were: 
r 
. 
a. family car f. bus 
b. fami_ly car with trailer .· g. truck 
c. _ family 9ar with tent trailer 'h. t 'ruck with. trailer _ 
I 
. -#. 
d. family car with tent. i. truck with crnpe< l . . . 
e. rented car j. other · , · . ·. · .. 
. . 1\' 
~~ 
. . 
· ~he first four of the above mentioned plus · ~truck with camper" 
. . . . 
. . , . .... . 
account~d . for 93% of . forms of ' transportation for the entire . 
~ample··. (Figur~ · 3-~0). . · .Thos~ using the,-· fani~l:/. car pullin.?' ,a .. . .' 
• 
!. 
. -·; ' 
• • t' 
. ~ . : 
-: . · .. 
. , 
- •. 
' : . ·'":""· I • . ..... I 
... 
'• 
.te.nt . _trailer (~4%) 'nd those using the family · ca.t and · bringing · "· · · .. :( 
' . . . •," . . ' ·.· ' -: . . .. > ."<": ~~; 
:; . "\..... . 
' . "-.. 
. . ' 
' , · , . , ' • •• ' ,. ' • I 
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"- tent {28%) were in thE! majority for the sample. 'fh_e 
. ( . 
Newfoundland sample showed a .similar situation (Figure 3-39).· 
. 
Most group~ used a te!,lt tr,aller (40%•), ~ol~wed by t.hose 
• 1 I ' 
.,t~sin_g a te;mt---( 24%) • However, the sample: taken of mainland .-, 
Canadians {Figure 3.-39.) demonstrated that the largest single 
' -group used a tept _ (40%), followed by those us~ng the family 
. . . 
car with a tent were the most used form of · transportation and 
' accommodation (36%), with family car and tent trailer (15%), 
LV 
and truck with camper (15%) b~i~g - almost . equal for seco~d 
plac~ (Figure 3-40). It can· be readily seen that in _this 
sample of ~roups visiting . ~e~fou~dla~d provif~ial :arks in 
the sununer ~of 197'0 the most popular mode of ransportation ··. 
I. . ' 
by.f~r w~s the family car and't~e · most used forms · of accommoda~ 
tion were tent trailers, ten~trailers, and true~ campers~ 
' 
t . 
Length of Stay 
Those replying to. the questionnaire were asked to'· state--..· 
the name ·of ~he ·parks at which they stayed on this ·trip and · 
'i . . .• 
the length _of. time that they spent in each one • . The length 
. . 
of stay by· point of origin for the sample shown in Figure 3-41. 
As c~n - be seen: the one•day visit was the most popular with 
<. . , slightly over I '1, 000--p·ar'ties s,taying in a- park . for one day 0 
. ., 
The next .most frequent -length of ~tay was the two-day with 
approximately 600 parti~s rep~ying· in this-manner. The number 
I 
of p~rties continue~ to get· less a8- the· length .of ·. time s .tayed · · -_.: 
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LENGTH' OF STAY BY ORIGIN 
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If the length of · stay. is_ .broken down )>Y percentage of 
~ '· .. - . ~ 
the ~Qtal number pf days s~en~ at ·the park' by those campers 
fr~m either Newfoundland, mainland ca~ada . or the united~· 
: : .. 
States, a .more detailed imp,r~ssio~ may be obtained (Figure 31-42~)-~~· :::· 
It can be.seen that those parties from Newfoundlarid . are almQst o 
. . . . . i 
- . . '· . i 
equally divided between a one day and two day stay (30•5% and · 
'"\.. e ' ' <. _ • 1 • 
I • • - I 
26.1% respectlvei'y)': On "the other· hand·, the sampie for mailhand 
. . . ' . . . - - ' : . 
canada showed that 65.6% of the total · a·ays spent at Newfoun~land 
provincial parks· were of one d~y•s · dura~io~ follo~ed · by a tWo-
". ' i 
day stay ·which ac'counted for 22.2%- of the to'tal number ~· of days 
. . 
visited • . . The American campe~s _sampled .. show~d that 57% of the 
. . 
-~otal days spent by ·them .in Newfoun~land provincial parks were 
a 
.of o)i.e_' day dtirat~on. They had slig~tly m?~e visits of two- ' \I 
. :- . 1 . • : . . - - . 
~ay' s _ .d!lration than: . did thr Canadian samp_le._ The American 
r ' 
. . 
"sample showed ·24. 9% . of · th~ __ total days ~tay_ed in · Newfoundland 
. . 
·parks were _two days • dur·a·tiori ~ 
. ' . ·· .
Th~-a~erage leng~h o·f . ~-tay for the Newfoundia~d CMnJ?ing 
parties workec:t . out. ''to · be 2 ._ 8 d~ys. : The dana~ ian average 
length of stay per park was 1.-3 days and,.the lertg'th of -stay ·. 
for the -~er.ican' g'r~-up · ~~~le"d ~as· . .'1 ~ 5 d~;a. -· ;he . over~~l · : ·. 
• • I ~ • • • • •• - • • • • - • • .. • 0 • I r* • : ~- .·• . . .... M.-" '· '' } 
average· length of 'stay for the total sample amounted t~. l.87 
' • • ~ • • ;'\... • c •• ' ... - · 
days par_ park. As .might b~ expec~d be~ause ~h~ Newfou~dland · 
. • . 
'0 ' 
·· .. :·· 
.· . 
. ' 
' ~ . 
. ' 
~ I I '_ 
. camping parti~s -we re cl,oser :to' .home, they sta~~d l~nger' ·at : . . . 
:-th:· parks on the ~~g~ ~ ~han: did ·~hel~. ~er;i.~~~· a~d-.- Canadian · · · .. ~ .. - , ~ -··. 
I • ' ) j. r ' ' ''.:. .,. • "i. , ' • n ~, o • ' J ,. • : ' : • ' ; /J / 0 ' ' ' I • ' I • o • ~ • ' ' ' • • :~ ,· ; 
.' ·co.unt~rr)arts~ . _Ho!'~ve~~ ~t- tllig~t __ ·Jl~~o have b~e~ : t~e.' ~a~_e ; ~-at ·_.·.-~ ~. : ,. 
• '• ' t • . ·, rl • • • • l (io ~· • •: • • \) • • :'*,' • • ' , ' . ' I,· '· , · ~ · • · , ' I ,. • • , ' :} 
siRce the 1\mericans· and . Canadians,,'were less -famillJlr with . the . ' .- -. ,. : . .. ~·: · , 
. • ' • .. ' . • I • ' + • • • ' •• ••• ' • .' , +·, '.·~ ' ' I : ~ • .l ·,~ ' o , .,: ' ! • • •, ',t.' .. ::~• ~ ', ~ •' ' ,'l' • }- • ' ·~~: ::.~, 
~r()vif:lce, 1 · tlle,Y spen~ inore time ."touring" .. · ~ · - ' · . · . . . .: _t-;; - ·-.:··-.:.\ , '.} .· :.i ;.; ·.'·:._.::r 
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' . Introduction 
This section will'deal with da~a received fro~ the 
Newfoundland Pr9vincial Parks Servi~e concerni~g the operation, 
maintenance, and capital costs of provincial parks, as well as 
revenu~ re~eived fro~ both campin~ and picnic permits. 
The subject matter concerns·itself with su~h aspects as 
' 
~ . 
the total cos~ per selected park, the-operating and maintenance 
- " 
costs including salaries, the. cost .per acre, the· total cost per 
"' r' . :. 
-~ 
visitor, the capital cost per visitor,· revenue received for the . , 
. . 
use of the parks and a comparison of revenue and salaries "to 1970.-
Operational·costs 
~ · . ' t• ' 
Up to ~nd including 1970, the total cost of the·· Newfoundland · 
• . ' t> 
.. Provinc,ial· Parks system has been. $5,238, 600,, of which approximately 
. $3,706,100 was spent in ' the parks selected for this study. More 
or less, the same proportaion applies to capital cost where out 
< 
.. 
r , of a total· of approximately $1,700~000 spent on the total ~ystem, 
. ,, 
.. 
$1,4·oq,ooo was spent in the p,arks used in this survey. 
, . 
The total. cost for each ~ark used i~ : ~his · study i~ shown 
in Fiqur~ 4-1. !t'he. parks used in. ·fhe survey can be divided into 
' I 
three groups according to tot,al -cost·, th~se co.sting. $2oo·, 000 and' ' 
over, ·$100,000 to. $p)9,000,_ and . under $100,00.0 (Figure 4-2) •. 
For seven of thet;~e par~, the to~al cost ranq~d fi;'om $~oo", ooo. to .. 
approximately $5oo,ooo. With the ex~eptiori of ·J3eothuck Pa~k : 
. . . . ' 
~h~ch ' is only covered fo'l.\.' a iive-year peri~d, . the' 'other parks in'.': 




. . . , ~ \ ·. 
' . '. 
•. ' 
.. . ·~· 
. . .. ... : 
r t~is ·gro:uping· have . been in ~peration .~?~. at least .-.t;welve ~ears .• 
J 1. ~ : ' I·:,~·':.: . ..~ ,h 
. ~ . ' . . . ' ':' .· ~ . . . '· ~ .. ~.::· ,··· . .':;_· 
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' 3. Gush ties 
4. Beothuck 
5;, Squires ' 
6. Notre Dame 
' 7,· ~ellevue 
~. catamaran 
9. Cheeseman 
10. Lamanche . 
11. Frenchman's 
1 ' 
_ 12. ·piccadilly 
. ' 
13 · .Jonatha_ns 
I· 
( 
· ~ 14. Indian River 
15. t-7ipdmil~ 
·16. Locks ton· 
-... , 
' ' 
17. River of .·Ponds 
. .. 
... 
. •, . 
. : . 
; - , • ~ • o I ' • 
. . 
f r • ~ . • • 
1 B. ~1iddle Brook 
19. Dildo Run·· 
20. Crabbe's River 
. . 
· 21. Mary l.farch · . 
' . 
2.2 •. Otte_r Bay 
.23. Flatwater 
24. Sop•s · Arm 
. "' . 
· 25. qpdro~ . : . · 
'b ' -· 
' .. 
•· ' 
: ·.~ < • 0 .. 
} . · ... ,l .'~ • •• I ·• ~ '•, ' ·. 
r • • \ • ' • ' , 


























: ... 64,232 
... 64,166 . . . 
63,7-34 ~ .. ' . ·"" 49·, ~79 
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The capital cost as a pe~. cent of the total cost of these 
,. I 
parks range!l . from 26% for Gra~~ Cod'r'oy to about 52% for Otter ·"' 
· (t) Bay. T~e average percentage of capital,. cost , to total cost 
worked · ~ut to approximately 32% f~r . the _parks used in ·this 




the largest total cost as well as capital cost are . those which '.4 
have had the ·greatest .visitor' use and are-Iodated· near major 
. • . 
• concentrations of ,populatio~. 
1.-
'0peration and maintenance costs· for the selecte~ parks . 
ranged from $31,000 to $280,000 (Figure 4-3). With the exception 
of'Squires Memorial Park, the parks having the ~ighest opera~ion 
and maintenance cost are again those which are located mainly 
. .. . , . . ' 
near centers of ·poputatio~. Those having the highest· op~rating 
-
and maintenance costs are also located ~n the.Trans-Canada 
Highway., thus providing ease of access • . 
.... . ---- ·-· . -
The shaded areas ·of the semicircle's shown in Figure 4-3 
~·· 
j.ndicate the percentage of the opera,tion and maintenance cos.ts 
that were paid out in sa~ar.ies fo~ ~ach ]?.ark ~ . safari'es as a . ) 
per~entag~ of the _operation and ma_intenance.· cost range frOm 42 
to 68 per cent (Figure 4-4): · The overall average of salaries 
. . ' 
as a percentage o~ tbe operation and maintenancb costs amounted 
to app~qx~mately 57%. .. ' 
Capital. Costs 
Th·e capital cost o~ 1 ,sel~ct~d ·P~_r~~ · to 1970 is ·: s~wn iii 
F_ig:ure 4-5. T~~capi~al c~st for these .. parks range fr~ 
' ' , ' • ' I 1 • 
. ' ' . 
' . ' 
. ' .. 
' ' .. 
. ' ' 
' , • 
. . ' •' 
. . · .... 
t. • ·<. 
~: ·: .) .. : 
·. .. ~ approxi~~tely $l2,',"oo for .Grand c_od~~y . P~rk :to $22i~ oO:o·· ·. fo; .· 
'I . ' . . ~ , . ' 
.. ~~ ·-, ~ ~ / ~ · ... ~· ~ ·: · ~~?. 
. . . ... ·' . 
, 'I • • 1 \ I ' ~ I ' 
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. :, . 
. ... . 
\ . ·-
. .. , . .. 
. · .. 4·. ~ . -
·~·;· '· 
Total r.!aintenance & 
Rank Orde~ Operational Costs 
1·. Butterpot · 280,813 
·2. Earachois 203,498 
3. Gushues 161,040' 
-
t. squires 147 ,469· 
5. E!eothuck 130,477 
. . 
6 .:· Notre Dame 130·,3].7 
7. Bellevue 128,056 
·a:. catamaran 118,670 -
· g. Cheeseman A 95~422. 
10. LaHanche. 80,765 
11. Fr~nchrnan's 77,930 
.. 
t"": 
12. Indian· River 66,805 
r-1 13. :Piccadilly 65,880 ... 
14. Jonathan . •'62·,562 . 
15~ Windmill 61,2~0 
• 




17. Crabbe's. River 56,270 
18. t-1iddle Brook 55,613 
,. 
., 19. Lockston ~3,670 
20. Dildo 51,396 
2~ Sop's Arm 43,157 
22. Flatwater ·37 ,293 
23. Mary l·iarch -.36, 703 
24. Codroy - 36,542 
































































' .·. · ... :··~p; \~~:!J:h 
. . , .. <~~-.~:j ,;-~ ~ 
• . ' • a •- .f.:. 
~ ... • • ,. • ... I 1 
. ·s:-=--·. 
• .. .: J, '-:-
.~::y:·./\~ 
, '·' Salaries as ' · . 
Salaries of. t-•aintt1mance ·. 
. . -
< --< <·<·: 
163_,297 . 58~15 
199,833 53.9; 
91;,47·4 56. 80· 
91,762 62.22 
57 ,·335 43.94' 
76,070 58'. 37 
~ 
68,571 53.54 I 
'q' 
73,236 ° 61.71 
' 
.S' , : 
"" 62,486 65.48 
42,313 5~.39 
36,143 . - - 46.37 
42.,770 64.02 
34,967 53.07 
• 38,88Q. 62.14 
34,8'27 56 .. 87 
33 i~?3 . . . 59.91 -
33,187 58 .• 97 
.·. 
33,804 . 60.78 . 
36,608 . 68.20 
.:34,437 67.00 
'29,335 67.97 : 
17,218 '46 .16 
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Butter Pot. The average capital cost was $57,475. It would 
appear that although the size of the park in acres is a factor 
in the overall capital cost of any particular park, it is not 
. ' . . . ~ . 
the only influence on what the capital cost would be~ For 
. ' ... 
example, Beothuck and Gus_hue 's Pond ~arks are among the smallest 
parks in the system, yet t~ey ranked· fairly high in terms of 
capital cost (Figure 4-6). On the other hand, La Manche Park 
which is the fourth largest p~rk in terms of siz·e, approximately 
1. . . 
2900 acres, ranked tenth in terms of capital ' co~ts • . / Thus, :it · 
would . again seem that the parks having the most r~adily available 
ease of Access (Trans-Canada Highway) ·and those located near 
... 
· · centers of population have· t~e greatest input as fur as dapital 
costs are concerned. 
.If the cost of the parks is broken down ' on a per acres 
basis, 'the size of the park becomes the dominant factor •. Figure 
4-7 shows that the . trend is for the smallest pa-rks such 'as-. 
~ ' . 
. Crabbe's River and . Grand · C~droy, · seven an~ eight acres respectively, 
, ' . 
to' have the largest cost per acre. : 0~ the oth~ hand, the largest 
. -
parks such as Bar·acho.is · (8,641 acres), Squires Memorial .(3,890 
acres), and La Manche (2,880 acres) Parks have the smallest per 
. . . 
· acre 1:otal cost (F.igure 4-8). : Th~ total cost per acre ranged 
. . -
from '$11,458.00 for Crabbe's River (7 ac~es),~to $3B.oh per .a~re 
. ' 
for Barachois· Pond Park having an area· of 8,641,000 acres • . The -
. , . 
. 
average total -cost for the parks selected in ' this - ~urvey was 
. ·approximate;ty $~51. 00_ per acre up to 1970 ~ capital cost ranged 
, : ' t .. • • • ' . 
. I 
. ! 
from $3',419, ·ooo _per acre for .crabbes·;River. to . $1'4.00 per acre fo:r: . · _·.':: 
• ' ' ; ' • ' ' ' ~ • l ' • • ' · •' I ': • ' :J.' ,' •' : • " I .- •• ,' l'" 
.Barachols ·.Pond Par~. The average -capitaf cos.t . per a6re tp 1970 . .- .. · '.'-· :'. 
•• : •• • • : ' : ' ! • ·~·· 
' . ~ : . '. -~- . 
' ' .. 
... , ,.•. 
; .'., 1 • ' • "f''. , , ' I 
1 
.. •: .. ~ I , · : ·~ i 
:' ' . . .. .. .. 'l .... .. · -:· · , .. : ·_. .' i ~i{;;' e :} ; ): /: -~· -_ •• ~ < .-~> e : • : : • . ; ,.·_: ' ( '· ' • •• : :;, :~: ,';; i ' .,:;_:::: • :: !', ; .•. · ,: < t ~-;,/: ~};i,;i.:-u~~ I~L:_; ) ;,;~l~J~.j~~~~~i 
·. 










·Capital Cost, by Selected Park to 1970 
· Rank Pcilrk CaEi tal Cost 
1. Butterpot ' $ ·.223, 036 
2. Barachois 1241 706' \ 
.·3. Beothuck 109,221 
' ' 
. . 
4. Gushues '. 94,012 
s. Squires ' I 0 031899 
'6. · Notre Dame ; 80,.130 . ' I 
' 7.- Bellevue 76,307 
a·. . Catamaran 63,394 
9. Frenchman' s · 56,514 ' • 
10 • . LaManche ss·, 182 
11. Cheeseman 41,355 
·, . 12. Piccadilly 40,831 
. 13. Locleston . 40,076 . . 
14. Jonathans · "39,673 ' 
15. Windmill, 
.. . 
- ' ~3,842 
16. River of Ponds 33,767 
17. Otter Bay . 33,337 . 
-·' 
18. Middle Brook 
-:. 33, 1·79 
19. Indian Rfver 32,788 
20. Dildo Run 29,493 
21. Ma1;y March 
. ' . ' . 
2'8',025 
22. F.latwater 26,873 
' ' ' 
' 23. crab'tie'·s· River 
. 
·. 23,933 
24. Sop's Arm .20,577 
.25. Cod roy 
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Cost Per Acre 
PARK Total Cost 
1{ Crabbe's River 11,45~ 
2~ Grand Cod roy 6,160 
' 3. Catamaran Brook 3,194 . ~ 
4. Sop's Arm 3"187 
s-; Indian River 2, 766 . 
'-'! 
6~ ·aeothuck 1, 303._ 
7. Gushu·e • s Pond . 1,24:1 
-e. Bellevue . 1,087 . 
' 
.... ~ . .. 9~. ~renc1n'•. 1,076 
_r 
10 •. P-d.cca'd 11y 1,061 
ll. Mary March 81~ 
12: Notre Dame 757 
J.3. Middle Brook 699 
14. River of Ponds 603 
.. 
: 
15 •. Wi.ndmi1~ 522 .. I 
. . 
1301 (' 16. Cheeseman I ,. 
F.latwater 17. 238 
~ 
18. Di~do 178 
1.9. Otter Bay· - 162 
20. Lockston '· ·1~ 
' \ ~ 
. 21. Butterpot 116 
·22. Jonathans 93 
23. squires 59 . 
~ 
- . 
24-. LaM~nche "47 
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. . , ~ 
Figure 4-9 shows the per visitor cost to 1970.to the ·· " 
selecte~ parks. ·. Included in this cost are the cap! tal, ..main-." 
. . ' 
tenance, · and operc;ttional cos-t ·to that year . . Th_e greatest per· 
visi .. tor ·cost, $4.86, can be _attributed to.:. O~ter Bay_ Park. ·.Up 
-i ' ·. 
to and including 1970, this park ·cost a total of $64,2 32 and 
. . . 
was visi~ed by 13,208 persons. · ~he lowest per visitor cost, 
• ( r , , 
. " 
$ • 2·0, was atta'ined by Cheeseman Park. Including the· year 
' . 197~, this park cost $i36,7.77 . ·and had a total of 66,~85 "{fsitors •. 
• • f ) 
..  - . 
T.he total cost for . the period to 1970.·for the selected parks 
. , - . 
was $3, 706,110 -.an~ tot,a1 ,number· of 'visitors for :t~~t, same perlod ': 
• 




The average per visitor ~~pital acos.t to 1970 was $ .i4. 
\ . . ' . . : -,. 
The c~pital cost p~r visitor ranged from ..,.$ :oebin Cheeseman Park 
• • .> ~ r. ~ .J 
to $2.52 in Otter. Bay Park. (Figure 4-iti) . . ~atiuz;~ily, the . hfghest 
, · ·. I 
per .visitor ~.aP~~a1 cost ·was attaAned by those parks which had 
... . . 
' . " 
' 'thel'lowest ·number of 'visitors in telation' to capital ,costs. : 
. . ' - - ·- . ~ . . 
· However,_. a· time factor does eritei: ·:~nto th~ picture. ~or ·ex~ple, 
. " . . 
.,;} rl ... • 
Otter .: Bay· and' Mary · March Parks ha~e .Peen ~n existen~e for four .·-
~ . 
. . 
and three years respe.ctiv~ly. Th&s r- a .portion of. their hiqh .. . . 
. ~ . . . 
~pital ·cost per visit~r can. be attributed to the f·ac~ .that . ·: ' 
• - 0 -~ • ' • • ' 
'• ·. 
•< r 
.. ~ ... ~ 
.. 
:·· . ' ,• 
these parks }}ave not be_eri open .f6r enough . sea~ons so tha't . t~ey ':' ·. ', -~ ·, ·,;.:. 
J could build up ' a iarg~ ~e~:-.6~: vl!litor~. -~ .o~h~r·. f~~_tors . wJ;li~h ' . :::.: .. : 
. I had a be;i:ing On th~ dapita'l cost' ~ .. r the ~~~;. a~d - ~he hci~itte~ ~ ' ·~;_;; 
1 ·~n t~e pil.;:k' • . A par~·· wpic~ · ft~s· · been-~: ~~!!n f~r · . a.: great .n~e~~ o.f : .· · ·: .. · .-... , 
I • ' • • " ' ' • . • • ' '• ' • • :·~:-:;·::;;~ 
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Cost·p~r ' Visitor 
.-. 
, I 
1. Otter Bay 
1 
- .; 
2·. Mary March ·; • •. 
A,. 
3. Flatwater" 
4. LeManche _1'j 
s. Dildo 
' r. 
6 • Sop • s - .lU-m • ; 
' \ ""· 
·1. River· of Ponds 
' 
, ~ l .. '.' 
8. Piccad~11y. , 
9,. Jonathan's 
'l. · 
10. Frenchman~& · 
11. · Beothuck • I 
12. ·Butterpot 
13. Lockst;on 
• 0 • 
•I 






















0 97 I 




.64 ,.__ 16. Gushue'os 
1·7. squires . ~ 
Q • 
18. Indian River 
19. Windmill 
0 • •J" 
20. Bellevue 




.. • 45 
.JJ · 
.. 
' · J • • 
• 32'. 
. ' ' 
. ' . 
(22. catamaran . ·. - ff~ • 29 
( 
·• • c . ' 
I t:J' ., • 
(22,. · Crabbe's River . .; . · ~29 
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. / l . • 28 
•• • • • a ,. - . io 
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seasons, ~ne which has a large number of visitors, one that is ~ 
' fairly small in terms of acres, and one whi~h has few facilitie~, 
could expect to have a small per visitor capital cost {Figure 
Revenue "' 
'i1 ,. 
The Newfoundland Provi~cial Parks Serv1ce'first began to 
c.ollect fees from par~ u.sers i'n ·1966. · These fees consisted of -~ 
two basic type~. ·· ~ ' One, a seaso~al- pass, covered entrance to all·.·· .... 
) 
the parks l'for the entfre season an.d enabled the possessor to 
-- -----· 
use all the day-use faciliti~s in -the parks. This seasonal 
pa~s'cost· $2.00. ·A second type o~ r~venue · come~ frqm the 
c;:amping fee which· is $1.50 per n'ight for a camp site • 
' .. . 
The total ~~ven~e·  ~ollected by the Pr~inciai Parks--Service 
·since 1966 wa·s $300,832; 'of which $258,481 came from the parks 
' I ' 
used in this !?Urvey·. Fees have been . collected in the parks · 
over a ti~e period of two to five years. 
. . 
parks ranged from $527 in ·Otter Bay Park 
. I . 
years to .$35,9'09 in· Butter Pot Par~ . for.a 
(Figure 4-13) ... 
Revenues from the 
for · a period of two 
period· of five years 
' 
Figure 4::-14 s.hows the distribution of revenue in the parks . 
used in ·the study. 
- .. 
Again those parks loqat~d along the ~r.ans-
. . . . 
. · 
canada·, Hiqhway · and near centers of· population collected the 
largest re~enue. Na:turaily, the time J?eriod· during which th·e · I . { 
• ' I 
revenue was collected in a park . is· the dominant -factor. affecting · •. · '·· 
·overall amount of ·revenue collected. • •l • • J; .··.:. •• 
~ . 
. , 
·- · ... 
. . . 
Capi_tal cos't=tl~vlsH:or 
Capital Cost/Visitor .: · 
1. Otter Bay 
· 2. Mary March 
3. -Flatwater 
4. LaManche 
.. ... ~ _ _ 5. Dildo 
--·--. --
6. River of Ponds . 
. . 
7. Sop's Arm 
8. Piccadilly 
( .9. Beothuck 
( . 




12. Locks ton 
13. Barachois 
1:4~ Hiddle Brook 
(15~ Gushues ·. 
( 
(15. Squires 
- 16. · Indian River 
17. \'1indmill 
.(18. Notre Dame 
( 
(18 .. Bellevue 
19. Catamaran~ · 
• 20~ Crabbe's River 
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'15. River o£ .Poncis 
1~~ ,Codroy 
17 .• Locks ton 
18. Middle Brook 
19. Piccad~1ly 
,. 
20. Frenchman's L I • 
·'"" , ' • I J 21. Sop's Arm· 
:' 22. F1atwater 
23. Di1d'o Run 
·2 4.: M_ary March · .. 
2Si Otter Bay . 
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' ' Although it is highly doubted whether revenues from.- park 
I I • "t. 
users could cover the total cost of. construction, maintenance 
n <( ••• 
. l < 
and ope.ration of the ·parks, i't is in the realm of possibility 
. t • 
t• 
that this revenue could cover the cost of salaries of those 
directly responsible for the day-to-~ay operation and maintenance 
of the parks, at least during the. season when the parks are 
. . 
. 
open, if not all year round. · Figure 4•15 shows the comparison 
of revenue to salaries for the selected parks from l966-J970. ' 
' 
ThUS, it c~n be seen that those parks in· which the revenue 
collected most?c osely approximate ~othe salari~s, are ·those 
~- . . . .,.. _,. 
~ _,.,., . - . . ' . 
parks,:which· have the highest visitor use. Again these are the " 
.,. -,... ·-"'"'__... • " r " • 
parks which are mainly located on the Trans-Canada Highway and ., 
are situated near centers of _population. - Revenue as a percentage 
. ~ ' . 
of salaries for· the !>eriod 1966/70 · ranged fr?m a· high of 77.9% 
for Butter Pot Park to a low of 7.02% fot Otter Bay ?ark. ' The 
:average revenue to salaries per~entaqe for the pa~ks used -in 
·, 
this study uwas 43.91%. 
. . \ 
The overall average for the· total 
· Newfoundland Provincial Park sy_stem ·was 40.7%. 
The revenues collected could certainly be ·brought 'much 
closer to the·salaries spent in Newfoundla~d provincial parks. 
. . . " . . 
. ~ ' . . ' . . 
, One examp_le of -how this could be don~ would be · by the . introductiol'l: .. 
. . . 
of a picnic fee. A daily rate of · $ -.so could be · charged for 
. 0 .:. ' ' ,, " ~ ,, . 
.. . ' I 
. . 
. . 
each pic:~ic site in a park. This would entitle a group to -use 
' . ' 
~ .. 
the park's f~cili ties fo~ ~rie day. · ·The -.introductio~ · of. such ·-·a· 
' . . . ' . ' ~ . . . .. 
.-•t 
• ' I . ' '"'' 'J • 
fee "should increa~e the rev~nue to · th~ N.e~fouriC:lla~d Provinoi~l .. ·. · ' 
' . 1 .: , • • _.I 
Pa?=ks _.Se;rvice ·by -at lea_st 6_~% ._of wl:l~t th_e_·: t~~a_l . ·ari~ua~~ -~e:V_~nue_. ·· , < :···.: _ ---::i.[~ 
is at· prese~t. ... · · .- · · . _. _._ . · ·· ,: :·:· , :.- ·. . · ,·: -- : . .':: '}~::: 
:~:·" .• ~· .·.: ·. /. ·. .· ..·.  . ·.. ·..: .· · :. :: ·. : . . .... :, .·.. · ~ .. :_ ~ .: · . ; :·~~:i . :.  · )· ...  :,,}::~}·.ilsi~}~ .. )~;:.~:;.~!;ttJj:.~~j~·i{·i.t~~ 
~ - · J .. •• ' ' · ~- ~ · 'i.;'~t . . " . ,··· '' t •. ;, , ... ·· ·,-.·/ •. ~ · .( ·-·~( ..., .. ; ,. r _. ,\ , : ... , . · -:." ~ .. • 1 .-' ;~ .... ~ ~ .. J:.,t-l;J ~i1 .. ~ ~ ··~ ""!t ..... , . . ~: .. ;r.~<f·· Jl :~l..:!:l:~.;:') .... . ..::, 1:2e"' 
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7. Gushuea . 
8. Notre Dame 
9. Beotho.ck 
'· 
10. Indian River 
11. LaManche 
12. Crabbe's River 
13. l'lindmll.l 
14. Jonathan~s 
15. River of Ponds 
16. Codroy 
·17. Locks ton 
lB. H~dd1e Brook 
19. Piccadilly 
20. Frenchman's . 
J 
21. Sop's -A:r.:m . · 
22. Flatwater · 
23. Dilc;to 
24. Mary March_ 
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"During the las·t ten 'years, real disposable income per · . 
capita ~s increased about 2.75% per year. Th~ _ pop~lation of 
Canada has been growin~ at a. rate of 1.6~ -per year. Various 
studies on recreational spending p~oduce different estimate~, 
' (i ' 
but in general, spending by ~anadians on recreation of a11 · 
kinds appears to be increasing · a·t a rate of about 4.5% per 
·. 33 year." Thus it would seem reasonable to expect an .increase 
in sp~nding by those ca~ping in the ·p~ovince's provincial parks 
' . 
also •. 
In this s~ction of the chapter, the· monies sp~nt by the 
sample will be deteb!tinetl. _According to the origin of the. 
. - y· . 
camping parties, mainland 'Canada, -the' United· States, o~-
, . . 
' Newfoundland, purchases made in the home communi~y before the 
trip,· on the way, to the park, 'While at the parks, on the way 
home, and in the home ~ommunity afte~ · the t~ip will be shown 
by co~odity. Purchases made, other than at the exact' site · 
of the recreational experie~c~, ,d{ contrlbutors. t~ an economy 
in.the same sense as those made at the ·site. Thus these 
' 
. . 
purchases must b~ . considered part· of - the -total expendfture on 
0 
a recreational experience. 
At Home Purchases 
Purchases made by the Canadian group ·sampled1 in their 
.· home· communities before _starting on the . trip to Newfoundland, 
3 ~ . Hild'ebra~dt:-Young_ ·Associates . Ltd., The Economic Impact of 
National· Parks in Canada. Prepared for- t)ie_ -Department·_ of 
Indian Affairs and .Northern Development, .National and Histor~c 
~ar~s -Branch, Vol. 1·; (October, 1970), - p·.ao. ·. ·.· · .· . . ·· · .. 
r • • 
·.: . ' 
. ,. ' 
. .. ·l ·· 
. ) 
...... ~ ·,, ':. . · ' 
I ' ' ,· ~ J \ 
. .. ·~ >: · .. '' .. . 
·. ; :: .. · 
••.. ~•..• ·: ; •.·:.•.· .-,:, : · •. : ·.H:~· • •••• '. ': :. •. ·:: •• '.' ~~; ~:7 •;: \~.~{·. H \ :; .; ~; ;,~:~~--- :· .: ; · , ,{~(·,,t{;;1lli 
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amounted ·to $3,051, for an average of $19.31 per .. party. 
figure 4-16 shows ·the types of goods which were bought i~ the 
. . home community befor.e the trip.. Of the $3,051 spent, $1,044 
was spent on_ sporting goods and camping supplies. Groceries 
and beverages accounted for $615, gasoline and· automobile . 
. 
services cost $593, · photographic supplies $381, clothing and 
footware ·$267, while restaurant food·, health serv:ice and drug 





The "at home" purchases made . by the 157. American . sample 
.before the trip amounted to $2,617, which is an ave~age of \, r: . 
$L6.67 per group. As was the cf'se with the Canadian campers, 
. the ' largest amount. Of this total r $838, was sp,ent for _sporting I . 
goods and camping supplies. Gasoline and automobile services 
cost. $647, photo supplies $509, . ,and grocer-ies. and beverages 
$337. Clothing purchases totalled $143, ".other"· i tems $52, 
.. • oU ' c 
. " . 
restaurant food $49, . and drug .store ·supplies $.42. (~igure 4-17) • 
. · The 789 camping .parties which came from variou~ points in · · 
Ne~f~undland spen-t; a total of · $23,632 in their home commun;ties 
before the .trip (Figu~e 4-18). Thi~ av~raged $29.95 per group, 
. ' ' 0;. • . . • 
much more than the Canadian aver~ge of $19.31 and the ·American. · 
aVerag~ of $16. 67 •· · As waS the Case with , both }e '.Canadian and 
: <t~~ American group sample·, the Newfoundland .sample spent most 
0 • 
. . 
·of the "at home" purchases total on sporting · goods and . camping 
. ' ' 
s~pplies~ This accounted for $7, .509 out of the total of .. $23;632. ·· .. 
. . . . . 
.• 
: 
Gro'c e ries and beverages was the next ·lall'gest ;purcha~e·, .tOta~l-in~ : . ·. :_-_'.:_: 
$6,629, foilo~ed by gasoline and automob~le s~r\rices /$4 ·,650. ~:''\v/ · '··· ._ ·> 
' • ,; • • • : '' , · ' • , 
1 
• ' \ • . ' , • : ' 4 •• ·, 1 ,-{ 1 1 
' . . ~ ~ . ·, ... 
• oi' ' ' ' , • ' I .. .' • • ' • l ~~ ' 
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Newfound_land Campers Sa~pled 
At Home Purchases 
· ( before tripu) 
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The next highest amount was.spent . on clothing and -shoes $2,363, 
0 ~. , • 
w . \ . 
followed hy photographic supp'!ies which tost $1,164 • . · Rest~urant 
. . .. . 
. ·· food ~ccounted.for $669, drug store supplies for $35l,~and 
•. . f1l . . • 
other unspecified am~unted to $117. · .•. ~ · 
~ . The areal distribution of_ 'the "at ho~e". purchases made 
' . J .. • I • • - . 
before ·the trip by the Newfoundland camping group sample is-shown 
• • • ., - - • • ... • ... • 4 ' • 
. - . in Figure 4-19 .. · As . migh€ be expect~d!· ·the larg~st· overall 
total purchase~ were made. in s ·t. ' John's. Pu~chases by th~ : party 
.sample in the.·. capital city amounted to $11., 2·5~ -. -~ -Th~ campers 
samp_led from Corner Brook spent· $2,944, -t~ose from (;rand fa!'is 
.$-li87S, follow~d by Gander w~th $94~~ The tota-l .purchases made · 11 
- -ii3hese f~Ur u.4an een,ters before the. trip am'?uiited t~· ~17 ,019. 
or 74.7% ··of the ttal am:o~nt of_,.money spe_nt by_ th~ Ne~_fou!tdland . 
camping groups_ .sampled.· Other communi ties ·had purchases ranqirlg_·_ 
. ' . 
. .. 
from $567. for Grand Bank to purchases amounting to $2 and $3 
' . . I o. 
for such ·communities· as Portugal Cove an~- Hap~y _ Av~nture. 
. . "' . . .. 
Groceries and-beverages and' gasoline and automobile services 
.., ~ ._ . . . ' , . ' . ~ . . . 
· pUrchased by the N-ewfoundland sample group ~efore · the-.. trip 
. . · .. · . 
. .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . -.' ., -·. -. . . . 
amounted to $11,279 or .47·.8% of the ·total. ·. Sporting goods and · ·. v --
• ~ • ' ,. , •' n ' ' 4ill 
camping supplies. to.talied _$7,5Q'9 6r ~l.S.%:· of the· tota:t~ while 
. . . . . .. , . ' 
all other pu,.:chases ~ounte~ t~ $4,8~4 ~:k4\ .of~he tOtaL 
The total axpend1tu~e m~~e· by ~he · group sampled in their 
• :. • 0 • ~ -- ,, • • ~ • • • • • 
' . • • • · , · . • o'; • • p• ... ,j-' 
-home communities. befQr.¢_ the trip·_ is· shown · in ' F.~gure 4':"'20_. . The· . · · .. : · . .- .· 
... ' - .,. • • ' • t •" • • " o. ~ • ,• • • ' I ' • ' • ' ' • • • ' 
largest ~~_enditur~ was )nade .. ~~ S_P~~tin~ goods : a'nd _. ca~p~~q~ . . _ -. .-.-: . · ·.• ~ ·· . ·.::";: 
. . ~ . 
.. . 
• • ' iJ ... 
. ' 




·· suppl~ies and tru! . a!flou'nt:_ wa·s -~9 ;·3_9;1 • . 'l'h_e s~-~o~d largest -:e.Xp~n~. , _" ~ : <; :_ ~;·· 
. . : . . ' ~ . . . ,· : . . . . #: . . . . ~ -: .. ~ ' . . . '. ' . :: .. ~ . . .. . ' . ·. t .. · . : ·•• . J . ' .!' 
ditur~ was· for groceries. and b~verages : amountin<r :~o ·$(·, 58.1, -. . -. ·.:. :: .. . : :~-~ 
~ . ·. . . _' . ~ I . · .. . •• • • ,' -~ • . • .. . · • • . ' ·, ~ ·. - _' , ' ~ ~ ' . ·. , ... -.. • • '.: : ·,. ~· ·~. > ~ · ·~r~:.~~· .. ; 
-fol!owec:l by- ga~oline . a!ld auto~obtl~·-, ~~rvi~~~- :~;,h~o~ :-·~.~t~l-led ' ~ ... _ · . .-l· - -~ .. :·· :':·'~;; 
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This graph· shqw.s the total· 
purchases for ~ach commodity 
and the amount for.each commodity 
purchased by those sampied. · 
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$5,~90. The to~al e~penditure on groceries and b~verag~s~ g~s 
· ~nd automobile supplies and sporting goods and camping supplies 
• I - • • ~ • I .. 
. tot.alfed $22, 862·. This was 78.02% · of the total amount of $2~, 300 
I 
spent by this .eptire g~oup in their home . do~unities ·before I . . . 
... • f • • • \ 
the¥ left for · \th.is trip· .to the . park~ This ."amountp to an average 
1 ; • • 
expenditure by; each group of $2 6. 54 OF $6 • 6 3 'per perso.n for a 
. I 
I I ·party of fouz::. 
,.f 
. I 
"On Way" Purchases · 
· Avothe;\. type. of purcha~e on . which the group sampled were ··· 
asked to .give informa~ion were t~ose made on the way to the 
• 
parks. The purchases ~a~e by the Canadian group sa~pied on the 
wa.y to the parks is shown in· Figure 4-211.. 
" . . " 
The purchases have 
I . 
been divided accordih,g to thqse mad:,e .i'on the mainland and those · 
made in Newfound~and. The total amount purchased by the 
I I I , , • <r 
.. 
·. Can~dian group was ·_$19, 673. For the 158 parties sampled this 
t ~. .. . " 
works out to an average of $124. 52~." . This ·was the amount spent 
both in and out of. the province. The totai expenditure by this 
group .in _Newfoundland was ,$4,S64 ~o~ an aver~ge of $28.88 per 
.. •• I ' 
party. ·The ·larges~ single 'item of eXpenditure was for ferry 
. Passage. This accoun~·ed for an ·expenditure of· $_8.,490. The 
. ' 
next 1arg~st · sing1e expenditure was · on gasolin~ ·, $4,1S6, of :. 
. . ' ... . ., 
· .wh.ich .$1, 323 . was spehot · il) N~wfoundland .. . .Gro'qeries and beve'r~g-~s 
. . 
~cc~unted for $2, 205 of) ·which · $782 ·was . spent within this · 
. . 
.... ' . . 
prov-ince. Of a total of $19,673, $4,564 ·ar .. 23.2% 'of thE7 amou~t 
•. 
' . 
\ ' I • I 
of money the ·. Canadi'an sample spent to get. to · the .. parks was spent ·· . . · 
in Newfoundland~ : 
.; ' 
. •• b ,· 0 ' ... 
. ,· .· . 
' . • • I • 
·. : .···,_.· .. 
I ' • . • 'J' 
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' This 'graph shows the total 
purchases by"cornmodity of 
the Canadian·qroup sampled 
and what part of the total 
purchase was m~ne in 
·Newfoundland anci outside 
Newfound_land. 
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In Figure 4-l2 is shown the distribution by c~mununity of 1. 
·the canadian group • s Spending in the prov'ince of Newfoundland 
'!.!, 
on the way to the parks and as can ·be readily seen, the 
· largest expe.nditur.es were made · eithe~ at the major entry 
points to the province or in - ~he larger c~ties and towns 




ranked first with purchases.totalling ~630, o~ whfch approx-
imately 17% was spent on groceries, gas and restaurant meals. 
·St. John's was second with purchases of $586, of which about 
• 4B% was spent on groceries, gas and · restaura-nt meals. · Third 
· was Corner Brook with purchases :totalling $331, · fourth was 
. . \. 
Argentia with purchases of $220, and fifth· wa.s -G~nder with 
' I 
. 
purchases made•by .the CanaBian sample of $1~6 . . Other commun~ties ~ 
• • 
.. where relatively large purchases· were mad~ include·. Fox Trap, 
' . 
. ' ' 
clarenville., Grand Falls, toloody Point, · and St. Anthony. 
' I ' 
Th'e expenditure made by the sample from the United States · 
totalled $24\68. The aver~ge per party for the 157 groups 
amounts to $153.30. Of the total amount of $24,068 spent by 
this group~ only $3,837 was spent wh1le in Newfoundland. This 
. (" . . . 
is an average of $24 .• 44 per party, somewhat· lower than the : 
aveJ;age· amount spent per Canadian . party. Again, a·s with the 
·canadlan group~ the largest 'single : eXpenditure was for ferry 
·passage, /which amounted to $8 ,_ 767. The second large·st . ) 
:expendil:ure wa~ ·.for gasoline and automobile ·Services amounti~C!l 
. \ ' ·, . . .. 
_to $5,764, follow(:!d by grocerie·s. and ·beverages ·which cost . a . -' ·· 
. ' 
total of $2,840. 4 of.·the·total of $2•f,068 spent. by the - ~erican 
~ • • • 1 - ' < ' • 
. group; $3;837 ·or 15·.9% was spent in ' Newfoundland (Figtlre .4:.23.) ~ -
. . .- . ' .-: . 
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This . g·raph shows the total purchase~ 
hy commodity of the American qroup 
sampled and what part of the total 
purchase 'wa~ made in ~ewfoundland 
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The American groups sp~rit their money in fewer places 
than did thome from Canada (Figure 4-24). As. with the 
' . 
Canadian group, the Americans made their purchases either at 
the major points ~f entry to the province o~ i~ t~e major 
' urban centers along the' Trans~Canada Highway. For example,, 
·.) 
the ~argest single total expenditure ·was made in Port-aux-
\ Basques·. An amount of $617 ·was spent here, of which $122 was 
'for groceries and .beverages, gasoline and ' autornob~le supplies, 
and restaurant food. St. John's pla9ed s~cond with expenditures 
of $501, of which app~oximately 16% was spe_nt on . groceries, 
gasoline, a~d restaurant meals. · Corner Brook received the 
· third largest expenditure. fr.?~ the Americans, $422·, followed 
by Gander. with $154. Smaller sums of money were spe~t in such 
places as Deer Lake, Clarenville, ~rgentia, Ferryland, St. 
~nthonY., and Badger'~- ·Quay. 
The intransit pu~chases made by the Newfoundland group 
on the way 'to the parks will now be considered. The total 
expenditure by the Newfoundland _group amounted to $13,975. 
. ~ . . 
For a sample numbering 7~9 parties, - this · average $'l7. 71 spent 
.. by' e~ch group (~i,gu_re 4-25). As might be expected, th~ 
' largest . sin~le purchase was for gasoline and auto supplies, 
totalling $5,319·. The n~xt l~rgest expenditu·r~ was f6r meais 
' .1 • • ' 
in restaura~ts -~hi~h · totalled '$2, 410 ~ These three' ·i terns · 
accounted · for a 'total eXpenditure of $10~848, or 78 .• 1%' of a total 
- I I ! • I ', 
r , • ... • 
overal~ expenditure of $13,9,?~· 
' . ' ,. 
.~he distribut'ion o~ these purc.hases ranged over a fa·r 
. ' • ' 
·,wider a·rea than those of eith:r the Caha~iari o~ ::;rcan g,;oup . . 
t • • • 
.- . 
' . ' 
.\ 
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I .. •I 
,, 
' . ~( .. , ' . ~ . ' . ; '/ 
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. . 
(Figur.e 4-26) • . The greatest amount of this expend! ture was 
' . 
copcentrated in the central Newfoundland region. Springdale, 
- . 
Badger, Grand Falls, · Gander, Gambo, a.nd Glovertown had total 
. 
purch~ses of $2S or mQre made 'in 'these communities. ·Other 
. ' 
communities which had fairl¥ large expenditures made within 
bheir boundaries include Po~t-aux-Basques, Stephenville, 
corner Brook, Whitbourne, and St. John's· • . Purchases of $25 
• • 
. . 
or less seem to b~ . f~irly evenly distributed .throughout the 
'· 
provin~e. Both Gander and Grand Falls had expenditures of 
over $1,000 made by Newfoundlanders on their way to provincial 
parJ<s. 
' ' The purchases made by the entire group sampled on the way 
to the ·parks 'amounted to $57,716, of which $22,37~ or 38.~% 
was spent in Newfoundland. ~he ave.rage · par party total expen.:. -
.. 
diture for tbe 1,104 gr~:mps ·sampled was $52.28. ·'J'he average 
amount spent per .party in Newfoundland for the 1,104 groups 
~ ' 
sampled was $20.77. The largest overall expenditure was.for 
ferry pa~sa9'es · and this cost the sample group $17,775. The next 
~ most purchased commodity · was gaso~ine and automobile services · 
owhich accounted •for $15,239. The third greatest exJ;enditure .· 
wa~ 'fo,r groceries ~nd beverages. amou.nting to $8,164, followed. 
. : ~ . . 
. .. 
by restaurant meals in the amount of $6,257 (Figu~e ·4-27). 
s .ummarizing the expenditure .. made on 'the ·way to the p~rks .by ' the 
. fotal group sampled 1 it can ' be $een that· ·t~e Newfoundland gr?UP . 
. . 
consi..sting' of 789 ~arties s.pent- $i3,975, ~he Canadian gr~up, 
consisting .. ~.'f 158 parties spent · $19., 673,· and -~he 1\me~ican group, 
having 1S7 ~arties spent ·$24 .,0.68, fo·r a total. e~penditure ·of 
f· 
':. 
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Total Sa~ple · 
On Way to Park 
This graph shows ~he total 
purchas'es by comrnocH tY of the, 
entire group sampled and what 
' part of the 'tdtal purchase was 
m.a,de . in·-Newfoundl~n.d and outsiae 
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c~e from the furth~~t distance, spent-the gre~t~st amount of 
money, while ~h-e Ne~found~a~~·-g~oup~ .wh~ch were-clod~st t~ th~ 
. . . 
. ' 
• in stating a definitive 
. ~ 
' -
. . ' 
·R.owever, one must not be . too. ha.sty 
' I I ':1; ' 
co·i~el!!tlon· between ~h~ dis.t;an~e" . · 
.parks, spent the least: 
. 0 
. -
travell~d and ~be expenditure 'made. It ·must be ·horne in mind. 
I '1. I ' 
(> 
that the American 
- . ': , . ' ·... . . ... .. 
samp:J.'e had th~, highest averag~- income, ·'W·h~i"e' 
' . 
.. ' 
the Newfoundland sample had the' lowest. · ; 
.. J , • • • i 
.. 
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: · The expend~tures made .by the-. ~am~l~ed. group while . staying _ -. _ 
~ . 
·at the ·parks wil'l_ now. be .. considered. · The total amount of money 
' · spent by the 1, 1 .04 parties samp'led during .this segment of their 
., ·~ '-'l 'I • • t ' ' ., • • • ' ' • • .. ~ • • 
recrea~ion ·.experience .totarled $31,312. (Figure ·4-28). · This . , 
amou!ltS• to _a ·ger p~rty average of $28.37. Th~'single · commodity - .. . 
... 
· for which mQst money ; was spent;· groceries, -amoun'ted -to · $8 , .. 7:t\3 • 
. ' . 
.. • ' - : ,. . .. • • • • • • • f 
.Czu:rtP.ing fees cost, the. , group :$7 ;_~53~ Gaso_line and ~autombhil·e '. 
. ' . . . . . • I . . s · .. 
. .. 
., 
S\!PPiies were next, totallinc~J..$5; 77 4 .• ·0 The ·next larg~st, · · 
. ? - • • . , ~ .. • 
e~enditure . ~as <for . . food" in restaurants and this cost the . . 
. . . . ' ,. .· 
·sampled gro~p, ·· while· staying at ~he - parks·,_ SJ,o23. · · othe~ · _· 
• •• • • • I t ' • : • • • ' • : , . , ' , .. . ' 
expenditures were $485 for photographj..c ·supplies, $J.,'332 for . 
. ., " .. '- · , · . . . 
·. ~ 
· . . .. 
· :clothing · an~ _shoes, s·l,405 for sporting .goods · and eampiriq . . ·.: ·.-· ... ~~-
.. • o '• ' , o' .J ·.. ' o o • I • o \ • 0 : o I ' ' J I o o • ' '• o 0 • I' 0 ' : : _. o -~-~ 
-. SU:PPlie~, ~ :i~n for h~alth ·services and .. ~druq . store suppl,ies·; ... ·. ·- .-. ·. :· . . >-. 
' • t• • . , • . • ; • .. : ' ... - • ~ •• ·, 
$134 for lodging 'fees·, $l:,~·~o·~ for p~J;i?s.( _ .9~f~~ .... an~ .. sou~en~~-~ >·:· ,.· :~, _; ,:~ .~·~: .. <L:: 
.'and $530. was ·spent ·on un!:fpeeif~ed iterlis .. ··~·.· ·.. · · ·: · .. _ ·. · · . , : ... · · ,.-: ._·: .... ·.·: ... ;·:' 
I..., ·' ! ' , "' .. 
~ , . 
.-
· I . ., . . .· ·-
·. 
· ~ 
•• • • • • !.. 
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The pur9ha~es made wh;le ·staying at the indi vi.dual parks · 
.. I 
~ill n~w ·be considered . {Figure 4-29). '' The par~· which ac.counted· 
• J ; • ' 
for the largest expenditure · was Barachois P.ond ,- . which accounted 
. ~- ' f ' " 
f'or "tpe sum . of $4,573./ Butte·r ~Pot had th~ ·· next largest · 
I , , , .--. • ' ' I • 
expend:iture, and this amounted to $3,792,,: while Catamaran· .. 
.. 
.foilowed closely behind with a 'total of ·$·3,647_ • . Other parks which ,. 
~,. ' . 
f~l~ within th~ $1; 'oo ~.'' - $2, 0 oo _ range of ~di ture incl~de _. . . 
. Gushue's Pond, Beothuck; Notre Dame, J. T .· Cheeseman, · Squires 
I ' ' 
Memorial; 1:\-and River of _Ponds.. The other · parks sampled had less " 
than $1,000 each .spent by the sampien g~oup staying in them. 
. . . • , . ·"' . . . . Thes~ parks .are Beilevue Beach, Frenchman's Cove,·. La Manch,e, 
. . • I ' 
.Lockston Path, Windmill Bight, Dildo Run·, Flatwater Pond, Indian 
. . . 
Ri v~ · :r o~a t~an 1 ·~ Pond,_· Mid~.l~ Brodk, Mary . March, Sop' s Arm River,· · 
Grand CodrQy, . Crabbe's River, Otter Bay; and Piccadilly Head. 
f I 
Thus .it,_ ~an be seen that the top ten par:ks · accpun t~d . for · $2 6; 4 3 2 
or 84%. of the total amount spent by the sample grdup wl).ile stayin~~·< ·. · . 
' . 
. . ; 
'· 
• ' 
.... at the- p~rks. ·The average per park total ~xpenditure for each 
• • • ' ' . • • • '• b • • ·.~ • ., • • 
. . 
of' the~ twenty-:-five -parks ·used 'in the s~mple amopnts ." to '$1,252 : 
' ~ • # • 
. . . 
The communities wh~re .. the sample. groups spent their' m~11:ey 
. . . . 
• ' . . 
· .while ~taying · at the parks is shown in Figure 4-30,· As can be 
. · r~adily s·e~, . the -~-~stribution · ~f expend~ ture is· fairly · evenly 
spread th~ou~hout"- the province. . The eight c~mmuni ti~ whi~h 
. ' • D " 'f :::: • -
h;ad the most expenditure by, campers' while s _taying at the parks 
. : . . ~ . . . . ., . . ~ / -
., 
. ' 
( ' . ~cc<;>un~te~ ~ ~~% :0~ - the .. _ to\a~ . . ~xpen~ittire of $31, _~22 or_ $_1!?_. __ 3.61 ~'· . . 
J. . .• ·_A_ listing o?these eig~t · communities p.~us the amo':int of ·money · • 
• • •• · ~ • ·-·~·· l 
·spent in each fQllo~s:· 
.· 
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l. . St~ John's 
-
$3,219 
~ 2. Grand Falls - ~2 ~ 8,88 
.. 
·3. Corner Brook - · $2,549 
~ . 4. Stephenville - . ·$1, .fso ' .· 
~ s; Gander 
-
$1,443 
6. B~dger - $1, 364· 
7. ~ort-aux-~asques $1,351 
' .. 
8. · Lewisporte .~ $1;097 
.. . ' 
· _,The hinterland · of purchases .. made· while stay'in9 · at the 
pa.~ks will no\>? be co~sldered: Figure 4-3.1 shqws the hinterland: 
.. 
of . Mary March, . Crabbe Is' .River-, Notre Dame and Beilevue Beach . 
Parks. The .hinterland of Bell~Vue Beach went as far north ' as. 
Trinity. and as ,: ~ar_ :e~s.t as :St\ ~ohn's •. <?the~. ~omin~niti~~s where 
.... purchaa.e-s· were ~~de by those s~ying a.t Bellevue Beac.h were 
Bellevt,te, Dildo, _' Whitbourne, and,. Chance Cov~. The hinterland · · 
of "Notre Dame Provincial P,Flrk extended from Corner Brook ·to ~ 
. ..... 
G~bo .' · 'Other . communi ties · include·d in this· hinterland were · . · 
ne~r Lake, Badger., Grand Falls, Botwood,· Gander, Notre Dame · 
• • , ~ • • • .. ' I" 
.. Junction, -· Glenwood-, ana Twillingate. ' The communities at ~hieh . 
.. . . . . . 
... . . ,· 
' I 
'. 
. . . 
• • 0 • • 
pur,chases were ·made by th~se .st.ay~ng .at CJ;"abbe 's ·River Park I I o • 
,. . c 
·included ~ort-aux-Basques; St. Andrews 1 . Doy·les, Cod roy, . St • . ,. 
• '~ o • • • I ' • ; • • ~ 
Vincent's, ·st. Georges, , Step_he-nville, Corner ·Brook and' Woody , . 
.. . . . ·. . ' I_ . . . . ' . . . . . .. ......... . 
: Point. Th_e hinterland of Mary· March Park c~uld not be identifie.d · 
because· ther·~ were no rep_lies ·t01·the appro};>:riate question on the · , · .· 
. .. survey'. sh.eet. . 
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B~ght~ and ' ~a: Manche a~e 
Flatwater Pond, · Windmill 
wn on Figure 4-32. The hinterland 
for Codroy Park includes the . settlements of Port~aux-Basques~ 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
Doyle s, Upper . Fer:ty, Codroy·, Corner Brook, and Deer · Lake • 
..... 
The hint.erland .of Flatwater Pond Pat;.k includes the settlements 
I 
of--Deer . J;.ake, ·Baie Verte I . and ta scie. " The hinterland of ' 
. . . 
· Windmill Bight is quite comp~ct for the ~ost. part,· and the 
• \ ~ <) 
settlements included here are Gander, Lewisporte, Clarenville, 
Lumsdeni ·Newtown, Wesleyville, Badger's Quay, Pool"s· Island, 
yaileyfie~d; an~ Pound Cove. Rurchases made by those peopie 
stayi~g at . ·La Manche Par)). d~uring t;heir st;:ay were ·made in St. 
J:ohn' s I Cape Broy.le, and . Ferry land. 
.. 
The .hin.terland;. f~r ,Pi.ccadilly Head P~rk Is shoWh in 
I . . . . • ' 
.' · .. 
~).gure 4~3 3 ; . as are the · hinterlands for Indfan River" and Di.ldo. 
'Run 'Parks. The hinterland' for Picc'adilly._ Head· include~ the 
. . . ' . . . . . 
settlements of Lourdes, Piccadilly, · Port au Port,· .stephen"ille~ 
• • I I ~ 
. . 
Corner Brqok, Deer ·Lake,· Woody Point'· and Gr~nd Falls. ·. The. 
r 
: hinterland f~r ·indian River Park tnc'l~ded Corner Br_ook, S~ephen-
·ville, Grand Falls, ~pringdale,· and Gander. The hinterland 
. ' .• . . 
fQr 'Dildo ·Run Provincial J>ark is , contail'\ed 
, :1 • . • , • 
. /!\ •. ' • . 
area. · l(ncluded in th~ settlements in this 
within ·a very small 
' • • ' • I 
hinte~land ar~ Dildo, 
·· surronerford, Vi~gin Arm,' and Twil:lingate. \ . . . . 
, ... . . . .. 
· · The communi ties wher~ pur·c~.ases w.ere made by those staying 
at . Barachols,. jpnathan' s Pond, ·and Lockston , Path Park~ are· 
. . . . . . . : .. I . . . . : . --:· 
showp -in' .Fi.gure 4~34 ~ The hi;nterl~nd , for Locks:ton Path _includes 
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the hinter~and of Jonathan's Pond Park includes·~ander and 
Gander B~Y· The, hin.terland of .purchas~s made by. th<?se staying · 




Other "' comzn.uni t~_es included in -this hinterland were · 
•· Doyles; St. George's, Flat .Bay, Port au Port, Stephenville, . 
~-
Stephenville crossing, qorne.r Brook, Woody Point; Deer Lake, 
Pasad~na, Botwood, and G~and Falls. 
- .• 
· The hinterland -for Otter Bay, B~othuck, Frenchman's 
'• 
Cove, and. Gushue's Pond Parks are shown in Figure 4-35. The 
hinterland . for the Otte~ Bay: Provincial Park was Port-aux-·· . :. 
Basques · ln the . west ~rid Rose Blanche in 'the east. Beothuck 
·· · Park's hinterland fncluded Peterview, Bishops Falls, Grand, 
Fa~ls.and Gande~· • . The hinterland for Frenchman's cove Park 
was very compact and included· the· . settlements of Gran.d Bank, 
Fortupe, St • . Lawrence, B~rin, · and. MarystoWI1. .Included in the· 
. hinterland ~or · Gus hue's Pond Park were the eommunfties of 
' . 
. . -
·, Clarenville·, . Whi t?ourne, -~arbone.ar, _Bay R?berts, Cupids, 
Brigus, ·Avondale, ~arbour Main~ Holyrood, · a~d st~ John's. 
' - ' 
. The hinterland of · another four o·f the provincia·! parks 
I ' ' ' 
i~ ~shown in Figu_re · 4-36. The hinterland -- fpr Cheeseman ·P.ark 
extended· as far north a~ Corner .Brook and also · i~c~uded'the · . 
~o~uniti~s of Steph~nville, Jeff~ries, Codroy, Doyles, and · ; 
Port~aux~Basques. The hinterland · of River .of Ponds Park was . 
. 
... 
fairly e~tensive. ~ettlements ~her~ opu~chases were made .by. 




Brook, Rocky HarbO'l~r, St ... Paul's, Hawk'es Bay, CQ~ Head,·· -
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- 162 - . 
PaJ:"son' s Pond, Portland . Creek, · Daniel'S H.arbour·,· . Bellburns i 
f • I ' 
. . , ' \. . . . . . 
· River of Ponds, - Pot;t -sa~nd~~r·s, ~rt au Choix, Bx:_ig OBay ,_~ 
. Plum. Ppint, . Forrester's ·Point, Flower Is Cove, . ·x.. r Anse atix 
• . . I • • . . . 
Meado~s~ · ~t. · Anthony,· and Poll'ard's .Poin·t'· The -hinterland of 
. " 
J ~ • ' • • ' • • 
catamaran Bro6k P_ark was also fairly extensive. Included · 
. in , it were the communities o·f_ Cornert B,rook, Pasadem~-, Buchans, · 
. . . . . . . . . . · ' .. . 
~illertowri, Buchan's Juricti~n~ B~dge~, Bai~ Verte, Springdale, . 
• • 0 . • • 
Twil~:(ngat-e?~Le~isporte, ·Bishop's .ialls, · Grand Falls, Gander, 
,.. 
Brookfie~d, Eastport, Traytown, ·Glover.town, .Te:rra N~va·, and . . 
. . 
Port.Blandford. The hinterland of ~utter Pot -Provincial Park · 
' . 
included the communities ·of . Bellevue;··~C::larke ·, s jJ@ach,·- Har~qur 
I 
. " . 
Grace, Brigus, -Holyrood, K_elligrew' s ,· ~anuel.s, and st; John · ·s. 
T.he distrib.ution ·of I • • ".... • the hinterlands for the· fin:al. three 
proyfncial parks s~mpled is sh:own in . Fig~:r:e 4-37· • . · Tl:te h~nter~ 
, , 
'land for Middle Brook P.rovincia1 Park extended. from Goob'ie-S' · 
• • I 
to Wesleybille and·· inc;:.luded such communities as Port· Bla}'ld~ord, 
. . . ' : . . 
Eastport, T~O-wftt Glovertown., ~~~o; . park Cove, Ml.ddle .Bzeook,· · 
·arid Gand.er, white ·the hinterland for S«?P • s Arm Park' was ~·. 
. . 
.. ·. , ... 
covered by the communities. of Grand Falls and Sop's Arm. 
' 
'".The final hinterland to . l;'e' cons~dere~ - is . J:hat of .. Squlres. · 
' ' . ' . . I • • . ,· . . :· . N 
Memorial 'Park. The communities. where purchases we~e made' by . . ' 
~ ' . 
' . 
· ·.,;,those cam~ers . stayi~g · a.t th-is pa~k inciuded G~a~d.: Fall~, 
. . . ·; . . .··~ spiing~ale,' ' Bai~ Verte, Hampd~n, cow !{ead, Wb.~dy' POint, c~n.ack; ., 
Deer Lake, SteaQy Brook, Cprner Brook,. Stephenvil'le, Robinson's · ·' 
.: ' • II ' " / ' ' •' • 
and Port-aux-pasque~ ·. ' . . ., 0 • 
f t • I 
. , '\ ,.. . . · . . 
· The · results of the samp'le ta'keri 'Show. ·that · t~~ _ s~pendi~g · · 
. . ~ ' . • . . .' . . • . . 6 
by th_ose -stayinq._at provincial•. parks is' fairly well ' distributed.·. . 
•• .. • . •• ... a~ ·., ~ • , \ 
• : q ' I d " ' , 1 
!\ 
• <>. ,. 
•. 
. . ' . 
. . / . f ,'· ~ I 
I , • • • '< " ' 
.... ... ·. '- . . , 
' . 
I; . .. . ·. 
. .. 
~ • e 
' t ~· • ,Z } • ' ' \ I 
. . ~ ;. 
: ~ • • ~ 0 
,, • ' ' • • •• • J ~ • ' I 
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tJ .Pu-rchasing Hinterland ·. 
·. 
. ' . 
Of Sampl.e· 
While A~: Parks 
. ( 
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" .. . • . 
J. 1$4 ·- :\ ~ . . . . ' 
thr~ughout most .ot t~~-.' ~~~and. It,. \'Tould appea·r that t _he ·size 
of the ·hinterl~ of th~ va,'rious parks is in. dlr~ct P.r·oportiC:,.n 
. · • , I L . ~ • . . . 
to ··the number of . visitors. st~ying at a· particular ·park. For 
. .......- . ' . ' . . '. . ' : 
.. • " , ' I 
·example, Dil,do· Run., whi.ch has a . sma~~ . n~rn~e~·: of campers / .. 
staying in· relation to narachois . Park, has ·a 'far sritalnrr-: · . . 
. . 
hinterland than · q~es Baracb9is ·Pond ; Park. ~n~ther concl~s~on 
that· ~;n be drawn .from this segro¢nt of the sampl~ is that 
. . . 
the lar·ger · urban centers across the· 'province seem :to _henefi t 
" . ..... . 





most by haying ·a camping p_prk ~OCC1J:tec1 nearby. · 'rt s~ems th~t .. .. 
. . 
m6st of the spending 
"").,. 
by the. ca~p~rs is· done ,• 'in th~se larger 
urba~ centers. 
•' . . 
•. 
' . 
. •:or Way Home" Purch'!N\es 
. ' , , .e \ • 
.. 
t : , • 
' . 
, . 
"" . . , ·-~· .• ,•' 
. the sampled group : op their\ .way· home from .'the park~ after t .h'ei.r · · 
. trip.. • · ·~ I • • 
Th~ C~nadian ~ group sampled .spent a t~ta.l of .$8 J7.83.· ap they 
.. .. \- _...,., , 
~ • • • 16 ' • • 
·• made their way t~ their residences~after'their park visit~ This . 
' - - . . . ' ··, . . ·. : . ' . . l-
. : . ,• . . . '~ "' . . 
was · an ayerage per par.ty purchase 'of $55.59 • . Of· the, $8,783 total ·· 
spent On t~e( way hom~, $5 .\111 o" 
1 
5 ~ . 9 ~ w~S spi,~t: ,.in ~!~fo~ndland. ., • I 
· 1 For the 158 par1:ies sampled;- this ~as . a~ .average ~xpe~d'iture of : \' : 
' •• 4 ••• ' • " . • ',"' .j 
· .. · $32 •. ~17 made in this,provinc~. < · ' ./> .. 1!~·: · ·L 
. , ' . • . L-!. . •. , .... .. . . . ~ ' 
.· 
As mignt . b~ -expected .for t~~s seCJiitent of · the ·recrE!atidn· 
. . ' . ... . . ~ . .. . . ~ '~ . /• 
experieh~e, .'~ost: ;f .. :the ' in¢ney·.,~pent was " for : gasolin~· and ' ... \ .~ .. . 
' . 1 . ' . • . . ' . I • . A • 
a~t~mo~il~. ~~rvic.es •. This co.mm'odit;f ac~~unts . fo~ ;·$2 ~:149 · o~ ~~1\~ I • 
. . . 
• . I 
I . 
.. ; '. . :,.. • • c 
~ . ~ . . . . . . . . .. . 
tot?iii. and of this~ ,: .$1,3?0 .was ~pen:t in Newfciund.land • . The ne~t : _ .. . . . ~ · 
• ' , • ' I 0111 • • . ' . ' I i ', • • ' 
,lc;trg~st am~_unt wa~· .. ~~r/..~:J}·.~ ~11- 7e'~ta~rants '.fnd ' ~h~s, . tot~lle~. \_. ~ ::\ . 
• • • •• • • v . • . : r\~ .· . . . . ·-~ . ··-~ . '\ . 
\ "> 
. \ .· 
I ... f . 
.0 I I 
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. . . 
, · .. ·, . . ' ~ 
$997/ of which $528. was SP,e.nt, in this ?rov.~nce. · A total of 
. . . . . .· - ~ . 
$_972 was spent for groceries imd .beverages and $40·2 of this 
. ' ·,: (, 
. . . 
amount was spent in Newfoundland. 
. , .· . • • I 
The tol:als 'f:or most other 
.. 
comrnodi ties amounted· to less than $500 .. each {Figure -4--3B). · . 
. . . ·~ ' 
' J 
In Ne~fou~d.land mo~~ ?l the expend'i ture -~as mad_e at , : 
... . . ) . 
exit'points (Figure 4-39). · Th~ town .of Port~aux-Basques received 
• • • ' • • 1 
the largest amount ·of · tou~ist exit '_spend in~~ $1·, 320; most of 
... - ... ~ '• . 
·. 'Which w.as spent ·fol;' ·gifts;. curios, Jand spuveni·rs • .. Argentia was 
. ,. . ' t • ~ . ' . , ' . . .. • . . 4 
. . . . 
the _community wHich.~eceived the s~cond la~gest. amount of · . 
';• . ' 
expend_itur.e, · a ·.total Of $698 all of which was for· g~fts, C?Urios,~ ' 
, ·. .; ' 
and souvenirs. St. John's' r.e_~ei ved· 1;he third iaFges~·.-proport~on ·· 
. .. 
• ~ • ' ' o I o • ' • ~ \ • I 
o~ expenditure, $'591, of wtlich app~oximately fifty ·per .cent was 
. .. . ... . .. 
. r ·· ~ . 
spent\ for' groceries' gasoline and automobile services and 
o I o • 
· re~taur~nt meals. · Other ~a.irly ·s~all. pur~hase·s· 'were made 
such communi ties as ·carbonear , · Claremville, Gander~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..; . . . . . . . . r 
"it Grand 
: Botwood,: Corner Brook,· Stephenvi'lle, . St.· G~org~s, and . St. 
' 
· Fintan' s . (Figure 4-39) • 
~-. . : . . ' 
. I . ..S· 
Falls, 
- The . American cam~ets sampledttn the survey spent a total 
, . . , ' . 
·of $13,121 -on .the;r ' wa:~:"' -hOJ!le .from· :the . perks •. .'of this amount 
~ . . . . 
. ' . . , $? 1.4_32 was sp~n~ in Newfour1dland.· The . total average expendi~ure 
. ·. 
· . ~~per par-~y was . $~3. 70, ' whil.e the' average per ·pa.rty spent in . . . 
tr r . • ' • . . 
NewfouDd~ansl was . $34 :6 O:· . The $5 , 43 2 . sPent, i~e~_fOtmd fan d .. by ' 
the Amer.1can group represented 47 ~'5% · of · the ~~~al _amount .spe~t\ 
' • • I j;l • p • ' ,. 
. . by th';i:s c;jr~:mp· on ,their way .home._from ,the p~rks., , 
. ~ • . . ' I • • • • • • I ~ • • 
.Again the single latest 'conqnod'ity purchase·d 'by the sampled · 
• ot ' f ' 4 • • • ., ~ I -, I ·, : ~ ' ' • • ' • ' , ' ~ • f o , ' • ' : 
.. _ · group w's ' y~so.li~e . ~pd . C!-Uto~obile sen.vice~, :·of w_~i.c~ the tota_l · . .. 
. ·. ' 
' : 
. ....... . 
'· ~· 
..  
. . . . ' 
. ,:' ei<pendl;J~famoun t~.c) to $3, s; b ::··of J:~~~ ampUnt; $ 6iJ9: w_a,/ ~!>eri< 
, , ·· lt\ I ·. "" , ·· 
' ( . · ' , . \ "' • • I 
. 
.. ' . 
. . \ 
, .. 
\·,· 
-. I: · .. 
. " .. · .. 
.. ) . ~ 
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Purchases IVJade By 
·c.anadian -sarrple ·· 
on Way Home· 




Th!s graph shows the total purchases 
hy~ommodity ·of . the canan~an. group 
: sampled and what part.~f the tb~al . 
'purchase. was n:taoe in Newfounnland 
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in Newfo~ndland.~The second largest single ·expenditure was 
· . · · . I · . o 
on ·cu~ios, c;ift1, and squvenirs, and this accounted .for a 
total' of $-3,2.32, .·of· which $3,0?6 was spent in this province. · 
I 
Groceries accounted for $1,4.60, of which ··$390 was spent in 
. " . 
·• '1 . 
Newfoundland, whi-le the· expenditure for- restaurant m·ea,ls -
13.mounted to $1, .419 ,. of which $352 was s'pent here. · Expe~di ture,s . 
for other' cornmodi tie~ were relatively. smalier (Fi.g~re 4-,40) • . 
. ' 
, · T;he coinrn.uni ties' where the ·expenditures made by the 
I• • 
Americ.a·n sample ·?1;1 their · .WCfY home ·fcrom the parks in Newfound1at)d 
. . 
... 
'can be ·~een Jn Figure· 4-41: . The si'tuation is similar to t~~t. 
• ' 
.,of· the Canad.i,~n group in that . the large.st ..e*P~nditure was made 
in>Port.:.aux-Basques. · The. economy of' this community ·benefited . 
• • ' · "' • • Q . 
by .a·. total of ·$1,.557 ·spent by Ame~ican'·visit~.~s· · he~de({ home 
. ·, aft~r t .he.il: trip to Newfoundland. ·., Of th~ , total ex~endi tu.re, 
l . .., , . .. . . . , ' ' . 
· $.1, 463 was sp~nt on c.urios·, gifts,. and-· souvenirs. The ·.'comrnunity 
. . 
.•. 
·which received the· second highest economic . bene f). t• from these · . ·, 
iF, • • 





' yisi tors_ was ·p;:igentia. ~f . a ~~tal ~f $1 ~ 2~6 spe~t _,it this 
, . · I • ' 
community, $1,'202 was _spent on c~rios, 9ifts, arid so,uvenirs. 
' ' 
In St ~ Jqhn •-'s and· corner B'rook~ these visitors spent . ·$110 a~d 
$~4~ respecti_vely·. ,Other communities which; bene'fited by 
·, . ' . . . . 
spending ~rom this. group were\'l?la_ce;ntia, Bay L~Argent-,-Ga"nder, 
I Q '' • ~· • • ~-;' 
·.'Grand· Falls·, .Millertown·,· St. ' Anth~ny,- · Flower's Cove,. Forrister's 
• o;n, ' -l. , • • • _· . • • ' : .. ...';i • • . . • ~ 
Point, Rocky Harbour, Deer ~a~e,·Stephenville, and Doyl es. 
• • ... l 
.Th~ expendi~ure~· ~ade . by ~A,~ Newfound~·and gro~p sa:mpled on 
_r i · . 
. o ,· - , ._,}:.~i~ ~ay · Home ·f ro_in. t~e . park~ amounted to $6,·561·. ' Thi$. 'was ·an· 
. - ..... 
. .. ' "' . "" 
t • • ; ' .~ ,' .. • •, ""' ' 4o • :. ' • ' ' ' I . • • 
..average of .$8. 3~ ·.f9J: e ach . of . the 7.89 . parties sampled. · .Agai n 
' • ·,. • • V I ., ' • ' •, ' • • 
. ; I : 
. . . l ·. 
. i ... . ; 
I ,' ~ 
. ! 
I ' • , ' f', l . . b • , •• 
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Thi's graph -shows the . tota 1 purcha!?es , 
hy commoni~y of the ·~merican group 
s'arnpled · ~nd what. part of' the total !-
purchase ~as m·adP. in . NP.wfo·undland 
t and outside . Newfound~a~d~ ' 
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' Fig~ 4-40 
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·the .commodity; .on which most 'money spent was gasoline' and, 
' ' • t ' • ' I 
au:tomobile supplies. This accounted for' ·an e?Cpendi~ure ·of 
~ . 
· $3,494 (Figrl~e 4-42) • 'fhe next : largest .expenditure was for .:· 
.re~t~urant me~l~,. totalling ~1,_ 26;:~: · G~oc~ries ·and b~verages 
.. 
w~re next and these cost- · the sampled qroup $8tl5. Th~se three· 
·" , ',• 
. ' .. ..,. . . .. 
cq~od~ties amounted to $5,658 or 86% oe the total .ex~enditure . 
' . . 
' made by_ 'the ')1ewfound1and group sampled on .the way· home ·from 
expendi~tn;.es · were . · 
of t_he provinc~. 
r . , . (F.igur·e 4-43). · rn .Gander the·se camp~s spent $.753 on their · · 
I . 






'• ' - -.,. . . .. r , . ~ 
$.3601 in ~larenville $353 ," and :j:n ·Deer Lak·e $320. : As . can · · . 
• ~ • • "' ! • 
. ' : {. 
' . ' be seen . from··Figure 4-43~ the .'comn\unities in;. which the -largest 









I : . . , 
' . ' \ . . . . . . ,
su,m~. ~f ·mo~71. we~~ sp~n~ are_ th~~e wh~ch/·~re . 9onside~ecf to .be . 
urban .. centers and/~r ·. those located along major access routes. 
. ·· However, ·it ca'n al~o be readily · seen that numerous small · · 
. . ~ . . - . ~ .. . 
~ i. . 
.. . 
. purchases were made . at ··:various communi tie~ ~cattered throughout . 
. ' . . . ,~ . . 
·. the· wl1ole .i_sJand. · 
.. . . .. 
· A consideration of the _t9tal'. e~~nditure made .by the group 
/ ~ I' ~. • 
.s~p~ed -~ho~~~ that oy far, th~ larges.: .. -e:ngle ___ . c~mmodity. ·~?ic~ - ~ 
~ • t' ' . ~ ' . 
was -p.urcpased_ by this · gro~~ -- o~ th~ _;-rip ·.hfmeJr.om the !)arks wa·s 
for -~~olfne and au"to~obile · suppli~s .(Figure 4_:44): . F~r th~ . ·· 
- ~ . 
' - entire sample this· comri\odi ty co~t $10·, 13·3, of which ss, 553 was 
J ._ • • • I I ' ' .. D .. ~ • ~' ' • • ' \ , • 1• , • ~ • 
I . 
, spen;t in ·Newfoundland-. The nex.t largest ~xpendi ture of .. the . 
; . . ... ' . ~ . 
• • : ~ ' , ' ., , 1 ; 
· scimplec;l grpup was for restaurant. meals, and this .cost $7, ~08, 
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I ] In Newtou~dland 
I I Outside Newfoundland 
This qraph shows t e total 
commodity hy the entire 
purchase 
group by 
sampJed and \-That part of the total 
purchase vras made in Ne\·.'f.oundland 






C p1rg Clot .lng Ot ~r r: ot~,. .. pt-J- SPo>rt tng ~U9 St -rr 
fe-u .,,d ic SuMJlfts Goods s ... ~'P11ts 
S.l'loes 








- _1. 75 . - . 
. ,... _ 
·' 
of -Wl1ich· $2,)..49\,Was- spent in . the province. The next' largest.· 
•• , . . ...:: . • __:! • ~-~ ·, .. 
. expendi-ture· was· for ~ouvenirs, gifts, . an~ cur ips, and an ampun~ 
. . 
of $5,7 4 7 was spent for ,these, ·of which $5, 3~4" w.as spent in 
'' 
'and ·this amounts to a per. party ave~age expenditure of $15.55. 
' . 
The $17,170 spent , in . Newfoundland represents 52.5% o{ the total 
. .. . . . . . 
. ,', . 
< . 
expenditure' rn~d~ by : the sample' ·group . on their way home from 
. ' .. ' : . . . 
, . 
the park~. 'tl . • . . 
.• 
'.1 ! : "At ·Home·" Purchases (After 'J,'rip) ·. · 
' . Consld~~~~iqn" .will now hi given<to' thci~~ expend~mres . . · ·.~ . \ 
. ' made afte~ th~ . sampl,e group·.' ret~rned' iiom~ . fro~ 'the trip 'to th'e 
, • . • • 7 , , . I ; .,. 0 a, 
. . . , . ~ . 
· . _ par~s · and .which were directry ·attritiut~ble tQ. that trip. 
', ' 1 'tt S. ~""': . • ,~ r: •- • '. 
, ' 
. 
. ' . 
:· ~ . 
J> • .···• 
. \-. . . ' . 
··\ . . \ 
. ~ \· . . . ,\ 
,.. . , \~ . . 
' • • ' , 
1 
I • t I • 
1 
q I o I 
. The .total purchases made by ·the Canad~an group samp-l'ed ~as · · 
"' I ' ' ' ~ ' ' ~ • # ' • ' 
' c. ' 
. $59.4. Eor the '158 :· parties this . was .an ayerage per par.ty, . 
. . ·exp.en~_itu_re of $~>76: · Of. the total•of $59,4, gasoli~~ and 
, 
. a~tornopile serv.fces accounted foli:> $42S ·_ (Fig~re · 4-~5). ·, Photo--
" ' 
.· . grap~ic ~_uppl_i·~s and. _qeVelopmen;t accounted ~0~ $8.6 , Of t~~ 
. ... . ' 
total amount followed by · grocet; ies which· aczcounted ·fo'r $71. 
.· ' . 
Sporting go~ds and·· supplies and restaurant· meal~, accounted 'for 
I ' • •\ • • ' &- ' 
the 
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. .... . 
·samp1.ed. ~as $181. 
Q .. ~~ 
For the 15.8· parties s.ampl:_ed this r .epres·€mts 
. . ~ . 
. .. ... 
.... 
an' ~~verag~· e~pendi ture · ~f $1. IS . p~r party·. 
• • • . I ' . ~ 
. P.hoto supplies and film deve~Opment accounted fQr, ·$14,4 of 
: .. 0 • ~~ . , • • .. ~ 
... 
the tot'al :of $181 spent at home after ·the trip "(Figure 4_.46) •.. , · 
. .. ' ' . 
0 ' 
~ . 
Gasoline and ~uto~obile ·services accounted ~ for the :Qther $37.. 
• • • ~ • f · : . , ,· • ll ~ (I 
None of. the pa·rtfes stated any expe~diture" for toe ott)er . . · .. 
. ,. . . . . . . , ·· .. . 
commodities listed · in th~· questionnaire. ~ 
' , /1 I .. 0 0 0 00 I 
. . . ~ . ' 
• t ; ... . . ~ ... The totai ·ex,Penciiture. for th~ Newfoundland group sample.d 
. . ~ - " . . . 
amounted 'to $2 ., 671. Fo'r the . 7B9 ~ar.ty samp!1ed'/. this is' an _, 





· .  e, 
I • 
· .. ;;h: ~ommocftty which ·acco~nt:~d fo: most of th~ e~·pendl ture( 
of $2,,671 ~was cj~oc~~ies,· . amount.l~g: to .$1 1 046, follo~~d by · 
•' . . 
.. . 
J. • • I ' ' \ • I. . q 0 
• ' ' f 'I '".' 
gasoline ' and automobile . ser.vice~~ which amounted to $807 •·. r A~ ~, , I 
' . 
expenditure ~f $.365 was n,tade. for j photogr:aphic supplies ·anii 
. . . • . . I .· . ~·,.. I -'.1~ 
film development: .- The expe'nditure for the other conttnodit'ies ., 
. ~ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
• - II ' • ' ' '"' "' 
. lis.ted_"·on 'th~ qU'e~'tiort:nciH:,e ~ounted . to $453 (Fig,ure 4:-47) •. · . 





• J. • . 
The· ·distribution ·of the': .expend.itures made .up'on· the ·~a·turn 
... • • ~ ~ • • • • • • • • • ' • t ' • - • • : ... • '' ' . .. 
home .aft~· ·. the trip ~an be seen 'iri., Figure 4-48 ... As •'m1!jht 'be 
~ ..... # • • ., • - # ' • • - ' ; " - .,, • .. • • • • 0 If} ' 
expected the ·largest total · expenditures were rnad'e ' in the maj_or 
1- Q • • : f "' • • " I • ·• . • 
urbah. area, of the· province. The largest single .. tC?tal ~xpendi t 'ure • ,. 
· 
1 was made .in st ~o ~ohn' s · and aniount.~c( to·. ~.1, 345. ·. co~~e; ··Brook·· . .. ·· Q 
, .. . . .· . . . . .·. . .. 
rankea n~xt wlth an expendiiure ·ofi$241~,;·foll.owed ' by' Qr.and Fa_ils. 
. . .. -· . , ~-· ·, . . 
. -. v~·1itp ' $,i47~ ·. ~d .Gartde~ ~ith $136 7 . E~p_e~di~~f?S l)et;~n ?-2·~ .and :·. ·.._".· ·· ... 
. . . . ' ! . ~ . . .  . . . .r •.. ~ . . . ··. ·. . . . . -~ . ·• . .. . . . 
. · $10.9 ~e:re~'lnade · in SlJch commun~ti~~ ~s ·Burin, _.-nunv~l;te.,~· Bonav~~ta; . · ··· 
·. GloV.e)\t.,.wn·, rncaian ~ay, ~ es itille, L~wi,spQ~~e; : Botwo;,d_. .Sa~e,' : ·.. . : . 
" ~erte0; ~nd S~~ph~~)'~U·:~ :, Pu,ra"~.r~. l~s~ .th'an .~~15 IU!'de bl' ' ( • . ... 
. '· . . i' . l . . . ! . . _. .. ~.. . ~ ' . •.• 'Cbo. ; •'. . 
. ~ ·, I .. ,l.' -. · :~ 
.. . I 
\ 
• 1 " .. • ' • • _ ,· .J~ . • 
(
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P~rchases Made By· 
Newfo·undland. Sample· 




Average Purchase $3.39 
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·the N~wfoundland sample in their home commbnities were made 
in th~ sei;tl~ents of Sahdyville·, Fortupe, Pla~ehtia, 
' . . .. 
Cappa hayden, Ferry land, . Tor bay, ·wabana·, Kelliqrews, Ho lyrpod, 
. . . . . . 
. \ . . 
Brigus, Bay Roberts, Port Rexton, Eastport, ·Sp:tingd~le, D~er 
·Lake, Doyles, Port-auxli"'Basques, and· Isle amc: Mor.ts. 
. ' . 
. The total expenditure made by the sample in their home 
. . . . I I 
communi·ties. after the t-r;ip which 'can be direct~· attributed 
to ~ir recreation experi~nce was $3 ,.4~6. This :works out 
to be an average of ·$3.12 each for the 1,104 pa~ties sampled 
~ ' . . 
. (Figur~ . 4-49) ~ ; The __ largest ~lngle ~xpenditure was for · ·gasoline 
I 
·and. automobile \s.upplies, $1,269 •· The next largest expenditure 
was for groceri~es and -beverages., a'nd this amounted to $1~117 • . 
• I . • I . '::! 
· .The sampled group spent $595 on photographic S!-IPPlies and fi:lm 
aevelop~ent in their h~me communities after -returning from the 
The remainlng $46.5 .out · o£ the total of $3, 446 was spent 
• • . . . j, 
. . 
among. the obher commodities mention~d in' the questionnaire. 
r -lo • • ., 




. The sum . of $97,171 or 62 .. 9%. was the tot~l spent in Newfoundland·. 
. . 
However, only $27,946 or 18.1% was spent py the out of prov~nce 
. ... . . - ~ 
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p·~··rcflas·es Made B·y 
rotai S~·mple 












This gra~ shows the tot.al . 
purchases by commodity of· 
the entire group s,amp~e~nd 
' . what p~rt of the total · urchase 
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. '. . .. 
. . ' . 
.. 
~ ~ .. . .. 
' . .. . ,. 
I • • ' • ·, ' • ,- • • , ' · ', ' ' ' ,., , . , ' • • • ', 1 
' .. ~ ~r~j eet_e·d· Estima te_s· ~f Sample Univ~rs~ · . · . . 
. . .. '. -. · . ; 
, . 
.. . · .. 
; . , -
. : . . .. . ~ . .. . . . ' . .. . . . ' ~ ..... - - ', . . ' . . ,· . . ' -.-
The estimel;ted ··expenditure: o.f : .. t:tie total catnpincf universe . 
. - . . . . ·. ' 
~.~l.ng_: the . pa.rks ln: 197,0. wil_i:_._n_o~ . _be · c6nsid~r~(L ,, 
. ' 
' 
The to.ta·l · .un~ve'r~e o~ .. camping p~rtie!?· 'usilJg the Newfoundland 
• ' • ' # - -
. Provin.cia·i ~ark syst_em· _was·· 37 ,035.,• ··The .qu~st.fonnaires mailed , 
~ . . - . - . . . 
.. 
. · - . . -. -. ' . . . q' .. •, 
- out on a random - basis tota11ed 3,806, of 'which 1,104 or 29~ 01%' 
' • ,' • ' II f • ' • ' 
. -
l -~ ... . • • • • • 
,, -
·were .returned .. 
. .. 
. . . , . . . ~ 
By·ineans of :simple .'exteo~ion 'of the ··survey sample to 








- 1... . • . . • , · . -. : • . - ' 
19 7 0, · it can be · seen" ·that . the -esti-mated total spending of those 
. . . · , . . 
: . . . . :. . ·. . ' . . ' . " . . . . . . . .. . . . 
· using : the. parks .syst_em ·makes a .consi'der_able .contribution to 
, r . . . . . .. -
.the Pr:o~i~cial economy • . 
. . _ 
. tf~ .s~·ze .·of ~j,e· s~~_ple 
' . . . . -
used was 2.98% of the tota~ number 
To obtain the various expend~tures 
camping parties, therefore, a 
_ ... ·. ' : ~ :.'?f, camJ?i'ng., par_ties·'in_- .1970. 
. o.f · ' the 'total · universe of 37,035 
: .• . · ~ - . i . . [ . 
.. 
' . . . -
. m~·l.tiplier ·of 33.56.was used • . 
_, .. 
"At:~~~ Purchase's ('befo.re trip) 
. . 
\ The total "at ho!"e". ·purchases by -the sample amounted ' to 
. 
. . 
$29', 300. The. extended total for ~anadians in the universe of 
' . ' 
/ ..... . -. . . . . 
37,035 . is $102,392 . .. EKtendihg the American sample, res,ults ~n . 
' · 
an overall . expendi.ture ~f $a7, S26~: ~hile the total expenditure . 
' • • • :- ' • - ' - • • • , .. u .., " • 
fQr the Newfoun<:\la~d group is $793, oq'o (.Figure _5-1). · The 
- . 
·tot:al extended expendit1:1re b~eakd~wn amounts to $315,161 for ·-
spor.ting goods and c~p,?-ng supplies, $~54, 417 fo'r grocer~e·s . 
·and be verages,_ $197,688 for · gasoline and · automobile seryices, . 
I I : . -. a . . 0 ' 
.. .-• .. .. 
I . . . . 
' ' 
! . '_, • ,' o ' o I 
<' · ' 
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At -Ho·.n~·- . :~·:Pur~·ha·s.~s ·.· 
~ . ·. 
. \ 
. ~· .. 
Am•rle·~', 




.. , .. 
· 'This · g,x-~ph , · s~o~s ~he-~}~ota~ 
purcha:ses _ by commod'ity _of_- the 
·entire. group . ~ampled . and. what 
part of · _the~- total · pu:r:cha~e :was 
.··.;made by _each of' the sarple 
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.. '• . 
. . $,931061 for '619thing and Sl)OeS·, . $68; 932· ,fOr photographiC 
. . ' . 
I ' • • 
.. supp,lies ~ $26, 54S for ;restaura~t . meals I . ~2.1 -, 511 for drug . J 
" . ·st~re:· sup'plie~ .~ ·~nd .$ ·~ ,·ooa for u~·~peaified. :r..; 
.. · , .. . . • \. . • • . , • . ·, • I • . . } . 
'!!he .'inferred tptal .exp~ndi ~~re for al.l c~mping pa;rt~es 
· i~ .. l9.7.0 . .is .$983.,308. 
. ' ' . .. I • 
'9f this amount, . $793,090 was spent in : 
.' , ' • 
'Newfo~t;l-dland anq is : not· "new" money . contribu~ed to the· 
. ·. 
. . . . . l i 
.J?:t:OVJ.nc:J.a .. e~onomy •. Howeve;r ,: such ari amotint is s;ignlficant 
0 
· .·:· . -on W~Y" .Purchases .. ···: . 
.. . ' . 
. . ':';~ t . •, 
•. ... • • "" • t;l 
·. .... . 'our"ing the tr~p ~n. ·the· way' -:to ·the parks ~he .· total spent 
:by .the s~mplf;! was . $57/7.161-·_ ~f ~hich $2?,381 ·~a~ · -~;~~·t· .- ~~ : ·. ··· 
Newf.oundi'ahd. -Of this$22;381·; . :the .sum 6£ $8,40_6 w~s spent 
. ' . ~ . : . . ~ . ·- . . . . 
•, . .. by · the :out.-::of~provinde g:t~up -i~ · .NewfQundlartd .: · . .' .· · · 
.f)· 
': 
. ·· .. 
•. · ·•. ··.·• .\. . ·. E~~etidifig thes~: fig~~es t~ tlie :entire · .imi.ver~e of 1· . ·. · ..•  :• -.::;P:::~~~ a:::::u:;::d ~:a:::' ::;i,:: : ~:0 ~a::. i:a :e::' ::::94 9 - .. · .•.• : .·. : , . ', 
0 • • . • - \1 . .. . 
. ·· · '· . · · -The·. expendi·ture in Newfo~n~land byr the group, was, $75-1,106 
. . ... - ' . . . . ' . \ . . , . , ,' " . • • . . .. .. ..r. . , 
, ' 
(Figure 5·-2) ~:. I_f the .total ~xpend,iture: ts· broken down by 
' : . . : . .' . . ' . . l - . . : . . . •. . 
'. · 
po·in't of origin, · the Canadian portion of· the universe ~ 
""" • I~ • ' • ' • ' ' ' ~ 
. , , . . I 
· ... · expenc].i~tire ' totals _ $660,226, of which. $153.,336 9r 23% was : . .· . . . . . . . . . I . 
~pent in this province (Figure S-3). · Thos·e · campers wh~~e, 
. ' ( or~g.i~ was the United States spent $807-, 722_, ·: pf wh~ch $12~, 770 . 
. ·.· . . ~ 
or i6.% was spent in Newfoundland (Figure. 5-4). 
'. . 
The Newfound-·· 
.. . -;., '· ' .. 
' I , • 
. r· • 
' :·. _ -':'· .... · 
.... ~v _._ : ·.: •: . . 
. . . .. . 
l~~d g~oup· spe~ a total of $4~9, 000 on their way ' to the·. 
. . . . I ' . •· , 
. parks ' (Figu're ·s-5). - The .greatest e~penditure ~Y 'both the -· .. 
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Thi-s graph sho,o~s. · tlle total~~~urchase 
by ,commodity 'of the entire extende.d . · · 
group sampl~ri and what part • of the 
total purchase was rnar1e 'in Newfoundland 
ancl outside NeWfoundland· • 
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This graph shows· the total purchases 
by commodity · of' the extenAeq 
Canadian qroup' sampl ed and what ·. 
part of. the total purchase was made 
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This graph shows the total purchases 
by 'commodity of the ex~e.nnec1 Al'lerip~f:l 
gr.oup sampled and what part of the · · 
total pur~hase ~.,as !Yiar'le in Newfoundland_ 
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Cana.dian ·and !merican°group. w.as for fert:Y .' tolls, wh~ch 
- ~f . . • • ·' ., Q / ........ • ' 
t~ • . .. ... amoun~~d· to al~ost $3·00 r 000 for both groups. If, for · , · 
comparison purposes, ·w~ omit the ferry .toll. expenditure, it 
. . ( 
can be .. seen that the. commodities · f~r the, canadian, ~erican, 
·  €lnd Newfo~ndland gro~ps· on which . the greatest expenditure · · ' 
. . ,, . 
- a . 
wa·s made were: gas' and auto seJ;vices, gr,oceri~s and beverages, 
and, ~estaurant meals. ·The larger expenditure, proportionally, 




·by the canadian and American groups would seem . to be the ... result 
' 
' 
of the gieater .distance they had to travel to 




and the .fer~y costs. 
Purchases at Parks 
' ' . . . 
The total · extended exEenditure made by campers in 1970 ' 
I 
i r) ' ~ 
while staying C\t the parks. used in the survey was $1,051, 166' 
' . (Figure 6-6);; - Of this a.mount, the ·largest .. exp~ndi~ure was 
• 'I • • 
'·\ for . groceri~s and beverages, $293,415 or.28% of the total, 
which ·is .a s.ignificant: a:~bunt of busines·s· for · ·the smali, 
> · 
~ural grocery , stor~ trade. 
TJle expe~'di~u.re made by, the univ~rse ~while staying at 
. ~ . 
~ . the 'various parks is .. shown .. in F~gure 5_-7. ~he groups who . ~ 
, ' I . 
· camped at Barachois spent" $153,470 (14.6~%t, Butter Pot • ' i. 
li :~ . 
$127,260 ·(12.1%), · Catamarari $122,3'93 (11.6%f, No'tre, .Dame 
~ : • I . • 
$91, l83 (8 .• 7%') and Ri,;eJ ~f Ponds. $67, 7'9i · (6. 5\) • Those 
. ~ . . '. 
camplng at these five pa~ks accounted for"s3:5% ot the 'total 
. ,. ' 
, . , . . . - c • 1 • 
·sp~nt by those st~~ing in the parks used for the survey. The 
expen.~1iture made by t~os~ :wbVi~i' not 0 ~i·s·~ the p~rk~lat w~~~h ., ' 
.. 
. : . 
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they stayed or who spent money .while staying ' at a park not 
used in the survey, (principally _Terra Nova National P~rk), 
totalled $1,018~647. This amount plus the · $1,0Sl,l66 · 
. b 
spent. in the sampled parks totals $2,069,813. For the total 
of 37,035 camping parties,· this is an avera-ge .expenditure. of 
' 
$$55.89. 
On Way Home PurchPses 
1 
on the way to their home·communities, the extended 
Canadian spen_ding tptalled $294,75,7. Of ·this, $173,740 or 
. . . 
sa·. 9% was spent while . s'till in Newfoundland (Figure 5-8). 
. . 
The ~xpen~iture rof . the American groups ~hile o~ the way· home 
was $44.0, .341, and of this, $182,2?8 or 41.~% was spent r ii\_ 
this province {Figure 5-9}. The Newfoundland por~ion of the 
camping groups universe "spent a total of $220, l87 on thidr 
way horne (Figure 5-10). 
r 
The total extended expenditure made on the way ~orne from 
the · parks wa~ $99·5, 2£!5 (Figure · 5-11) . .. The ·amount of $576,225 
or 58.9% was spent in .Newfoundland by the group. The canadian 
and Americari segmentsoof the universe spent $356,038 or 15.8% ' 
I 
while s~ill in Newfoundland. .... .. ·, 
• 0 
. ~' . At Home Purchases (after trip) 
. · . . :-




· ... ~ . 
:.J .· - : . .... 
. - . . 
. ::;, ~. :·,,·~ ·· .·,·· ~- ·.:. 
· The ._"! a~ home n' purchases. made by. the. Canadi:a,n gr;oup amounted 
to' an ·extended total of $!9,935. For the AMerican parties, the . -
.~ • - ~ .. • ' • • 1 
'total .was $6,074, whil.e . for .the Newfoundland sample , it totalled 
. . . . ' . . ~ 
: . 
' . . 
.. · 
$'89~639. -T~~ overall exte_nded , t~t~l wa~ $115, _6~.8 (Fi~ul~ S·.~~) .• · ·· .: ·: ·.· .. · 
Gasoline
1
. a~d ~utO serv,i.ces accciunte~ foto $• 2, 58 8 of . this_ ....Oun,tr . ; · 
while grbceries. and beverage~ cost;. $37, .. 487 ·~ · .' Photog:eaphi~ . · · .. , .·. - · ·:' : ': 
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1ft ~ewfou ftdlaft~ 
Oul1ld~ Newlouftdlaftd 
r 
This graph shows the total purchases 
by commocU ty of th~ extehdet'l ·,.canadia~ 
group sampleo and what part of the ' 
total purchase was made in NewfounOland 
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E~ten.ded American Purchases 
OnWay ·Home 
D In Nowloundli6d 
·o outoldo "••toyndland 
T~is qraph · shows to{al purchases by 
commodity of the extend~n ~erican 
, group. samplen ann what part of the ·. 
•total purchase was mane in Newfoundland 
ana outside Newfoundland. 
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Outoldo Newfoundland 
', 
This graph shows the total purchases 
by commocHty of ·the .entlre extenrled 
g~oup sampled and what part of the 
total purchase was made in Newfoundlan~ 
and outside Newfounrlland. 
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This graph shows the total purchase . . 
by cornmo~ity of the entire extended 
group· sampled and ~h~t part of the 
total 'purchase was made by each .of 
the segments· sampl~d. 
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supplies, in all probability· film development, totalled 
I 
$19,968. 
If the amount spent by the sample .is 'extended to include 
. 
the entire universe of· 37,035 crumpers, it totals $5,092,356 
for 1970.. The sum of- $2,337 ·,287 was spent in Newfoundland . 
and of this amount, $9'38, 04~ is project~d · to have been 
' . 
· spent by the non-resident · groups and may be considered "new" 
') 
·money added to the economy .~f the province. 
In 19\u,-_,- the ~aiary budget ~f the Provinc.ial Parks 
I • 
.service amounted · to $37.3,200, ·while operation and maintenance 
·costs t~tall~d. $'165,300, for an pver~ll cost of $538,400~ 
\The "new" money added to th.e ~rovin_c~al ec~nomy . in 1970 
by t~se out~of-province campers was $938,042. _The total 
operational cost of the parks in. 1970 was· . S538 ,·500. 'J'hu.s 
\ . . . . . . ' . . ' . ' 
l ' there was a projected "net profit" (increased cash ·ftowY of · 
• I • • ' . ~ ' . 
' . ' 
$399,542 ac9r~ing ~o the provincial ec~nomy. 
summary 
· Statistics gathered by the Newfoundland Provincial Parks 
Service have · shown that the number of ?ampers to total visitors 
range from approximately · 3% to a high of 20%. It is obvio.us 
there~ore that tJ'le .. 'overwhelmin~ m~jority of 1,7'isitors to 
Newfoundland provincial parks. can be ·classifi~4 as ·day-use 
visitors. Therefore the parks ~ys:tem should ·be pa'lnned and 
• • 0 ' • • • 
nian~9ed _so· as to cater to .a high~r· degree . to day-use V:isitors. '. 
Statistics· also show that by .. far the gr'eatest .number .of 
. , · 
. ·. . .. r . 
' • J. • • 
, , . . ... . ' - ·, ' ·. . . 
. . ' . 




l J •• 
. ,_ ' 





visitors to the parks .come ·_ from Newfoundland. From 1960 to · 
~ 
1971, 90.8%'of all the visitors to the parks were . from 
:Newfoundland, .·while 5% were ,:rom main~d Canada, 3. 4% from 
the United States, and · • 8% _from other. countri.es.. It is 
. ., 
obvious · then t~at for 'many years to come the Parks SerVice 
. .. ·' 
will have to C?lter to the local park visi'tor. 
. '• 
The parks visitors of .American ·prigin come mostly from 
-., . " . . . . . . . 
the northeastern seaboard· of the United· States. Therefore 
I 0 
· ~his is the area in which any ~romotion for New~ou~dland 
. . 




. tion of any kind, should be concentrated. The parks_ that 
' I • ' ) 
· .. are~ most topular with . the Americ~n _campersfho w~re ~urvey~d 
show thes~ to be· ~he~eman Pa~k, River of onds, Barachois, 
Notre Dame, f..a · Manche, and Squires Memoria • ·· P'erhaps·~ .in , 
.. 
th~se parks some facilitie-s should he .provided tjb cater 
· ~pec.ifically to -: American tourists. However, that is not t.o 
say that thes.e facilities panncit he use~ .by any park .visitor 
i.~ ·they · so des ire. . ·. . ·, 
The Canadian campers surveyed showed that most of them 
came from Ontario, ~pll~~ed by Nova Scotia, ~u~b~~,· and Ne~ 
. . . . 
. 
Brunswick, these provinc~s accounting for 93% of the. total 
. 
t;eplies. Thus, it would seem obvious that Newfoundland to~rism 
. ' 
' . ' 
· pro~otion should. be coneentrated in: ·. these provinces~ Th~ parks 
most frequented ·by the Canadian. v:lsitors sampl~d were· Cheeseman_· · . 
-P~rk; Barachois Pond, · Notre· ·Dame, 'Bellewe B~acti,· · a~4- Squires . 0 
. , • . . I : • , , . . . . , • . , , . ,: . . . . . • 
Memorial. It might be well if the Prpvincial ~arks s~rV-ice · . 
' . ., .. ~' . ' . . 
I ' ,, l 
' ' 
~ . 
. ' .. 
, • 
·' 
~ . . . ·. 
; . 
. .• ·•• . , J 
I ' 
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were to inv~stigate t.he . possi~ility of the need .for faciLities 
. . . .. 
to cater strictly. to the Canadian visitors to these parks., 
The origins of· the Newfoundland' · campers replying t ·o. this ... 
0 • ~ \) . ,.. ' ~---1 . . 
' ::;,.... . - . . 
survey. we~e spread all 'across the 1sland of Newfoundland • 
. -.....,. ... - ' . 
' . 
-.. 1 ( y'\";> - • • (,1 ' • 
However; campers fr.om wrn!t may b~ cons.idered .urban ·areas of 
. -
the province accounted for 70% of.the park visits. St. John's 
"'' 
was the leader' with 39% of· the total, followed by Corner Br·ook, 
' . 
Gander, and Grand Falls. The most popular-park for the 
Newfoundland visitors was Catamaran, •followed by. Barachois , 
Pond, ·.Butter 'Pot, Not~e Dame, Gushue' s· P.ond, and .. Bellevue Beach. 
· In the ' sampJ.~ . used for this' thesis, · it -was shown,that the 
~ 
. .. - -··---
average s~ze of a camping~party for the whble s~ple was 4~0~1 
~ ... 
per:sons. The average size ·of the parties f:r:"om Newfoundland was. 
. • :!»' • ' I 
~ 4.28 peoPle, of mainland ·canadian origin 3.2S persons, and ·fro~ 
• _ "' • 1 r' 
. ' 
.. 
' the American s~mpie the size of the party was .3.46 persons. 
r I 
The average · age of the ·head of ·th~ party sampled was 38 ~ 7 . 
~ 0 b • 
years. · According to origi~, the average ages wer~, Newf~und!and 
.. 
· 1 31.8 years, mainlan~ Canadians 37 .• 3_ years, and those · _from the 
, .. \ United Stat.es 44.6 y~~r;s. . The aver~ge age of the wife of the · 
' ~ . . . ... . ' o t I 1 
. 
par~y was 36.3 years. By origin . the average age.s were, 35 ;"6 .. 
. ' ' 
years fot: the Newfoundland i group, 3·4. 9 year·s f or the mainland "' . -
- • > • • 
· t canadian· group, and 42.9 ·years fo.r the Americans. ~he average . · · ,. 
. . - . ' . . . ' . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ' .. 
· . . number of · children per ··party' was l ·.84·with· those , in the 6-.lo' · ~ ·:· 
year_ .gro?Jp · bein~ i~/ the m~j·~J;;~ ty. . .. . . · • .. ·. :. 
. I<~ ·• . . . , . : . . ' . ' ,; 
' Educational.,.. s.i andar.ds showed thos~ ·from· ·the united stat.e~- ' .:., .. : . , .. ·< 
Q • • f I ' ' 1: ' ', ~o ' ' • ' ' 
were best - educat~d ; havin~ · 37.4%· of the · ~ample comple.ting: -' · . · · ·: . .-.' -~ '::-,-t.~ 
, • ' . ' • • , • • ' ' 1 • " • '0 : _. I ,.. • , -
. , , , . , . . : . ' , ; . ', : r:,-: ." :;: ·~.: 
, . . 
. ,. ,• .. . . · ·- . , . :~. :.·: : .. " • . .! -. ' <._:.. .· ' ·.:~··.: .. ~ : ... , ·.~:.-_:>::~: ~~ 
~z~r:f;· ,,· ).:'<~- .. · •·-; ;:;s~::, ;;<:.':~••~- ·· • ,;::;; ;_",··:.· :.~.; .. f.: },;:., :.~i~;~;:!·,;~~-ud;;~;:~~ :\;:j.i:,;~~i;.i~~~~R~fi~;jj~i~ 
. .· 
D 
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. .. 
post-graiiluate work •. _· Unive~si ty graduates_ accounted for 27.6% 
. ,. 
of the'educational attainment _of the mainland canadian group, 
• I . 
. while N~foundlarid~-rs wpo completed .high school only -wei:'~ in· · . : 
. . 
the ma-jo~ity in th~. sample (40.57%)'.. The wive~ . ln the sampled 
' .. ' ' 
. : 
·' 
t ' • ~ z 
. . 
group showed that 
. • ' . 
high· school ohly. 
' . , 
those· from, New~..Oundland had 47 ~35% ~h~ completed._ ~ 
·The lar~st ·gr~up by ed_ucation~i a·t;ta~nment-;--- . · ·. 
. . 
for"both the canadian an'd Americ·an sa:pl~s un~versity -~radu-, 
atipn a~d · acc~ui?-ted for 34.02% anq 3?.. 7~%· z:espectively of these 
two· g-roups • · 
) ... , 
' The correlation -between educational attainment -and income 
. ....... 
. . 
was ve.ry··c;>bvious in .. thi'S ·sample. The average income ' for the 
. . . 
American ~~~~e :~a·s .$15 _  ~ 99fJ, . -_~or ' th~ mainlan~ can~dian groj.Ip 
. #' . . 
$12,~77,_ - a.n~.for Newf6uh?~~nd .P~_rt o~ -~sampl~ ~twas. $?,-'011_. 
.. 8~% of )th_e Americ~n .sa~~le ·had f~mily -~ncomes ~ver $~(i,_ooo, · the 
¢anaQ.l:an· .. sampl~ had 6~% above '$1(), ooo' whi-~e. only 32% . of .the _.·. \. 
. . 
? • • • . .• ~ _,, ' 
Newfotindlan~ ·group bad· incomes of $10,000 or _more. 
• ' ,.. • • • 0 • 
. The main purpose of most · par~ies for · visJ~ing the parks 
' was camping' of ~hich · 8.6- ~ 5~ 'of the Newfoundland sample I -~·5% . 
• o~ ~~e ca~dian · ~~~pie~ ~ nd . 79·. 2% . o~ _the· .r:n,~r~~~n ·s~~ple~-~te(.' 
•, o · 
_ ., .. 
. .. 
. "" . ' 
this as their main reason" for coming' .. to the pa.rks • . The . second I • .. • 
• ' • • • I I ! . ' ' • • . • • ' ,' o ''. • " • • • • o • f • • • • : • • '' ' • ' 
most. important reaso~ tor tll~ . . Newf_oundlan_d g~o~p ~o~ visi~ _. .: . · - ~ ~ 
_the /.arks . was. s.~f~in? _ ~4.i. S%). ·. · ~h.e_--:ca·riadia_~· ~roup st~~e\ . -~· · ·<:: ·. :; .. 
that picnicking was the second most iinportan~ ore~son (3_5 ~ 2%), . · ... : ' . : .. , : ·- .~ -
• ' ' r • ' ' • 
1
r r "' : • •• • • • • 
1
, • '" • • • ' ., i · • • ,. ·~ 
· and ·the Anierican gro~p cl~ime_d · tha·t . vi. ewing. s.~ebic ia_nds·c~pes -_ :' . .. ·-·.:_· ·.: -~_ .. '.:_.·. 
. , . ' '-..... .- . . . : ' ' . 
• • ,, ' ~ · ·:- • ~. • . . • .I ( : .. .. • • ~ ·, ~ 
· .. :. _., wa_s 'the second m~s~rtant r~as.orl' {3q _:~~) . ... J.ewfo~~~·and~rs ·:- : o·. -·_ . . ·.->-.<:·:; 
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visiting the 'parks (26.1%)::-: B~th _the_ ?~madi\ ~~d 
parties sampled .statecf.that ·vfewin~ scenery was the 
the· AJ,n~rican 
t.h.ird · mo.st 
', 
importan't . reason while th.ey· camped~ in Newfoundland 1 ~ 1. 8% . ~nd 
• ' ' • • 0 
' 2~~2~ r~speptively. 
l ' 
In the overall s~ple, th·e~mos.; .fr~q~en~~y .u.s:d .mo1e o~ 
~ • • l • 
transpo~ation and accommodation was the ~family car with tent 
. • • • .. • _· • • ". - ' • .. .. ,.· •• .1 ' • . .. • • ..... .. 0 
tra~ler1 · The Newfoun~ll.and ·sample ~bowed · that 4·0.1% used. farni_~Y 
car w~th .tent· trailer, canadian sample had .39.li%· a family. car 
< • • •• • I . . 
with . tent, ~hile' · the ~er'iean' ··sample . showed that 35 •. 9% of this 
-./1'- . ' \· . ' .. 
gro~p used a_ rtunily car with t _ent • ·The -m~cles o~ · transpQrtat.ion 
n." . • . , ! , ~ 
. ~hich 'include family qar, faStiy cia~ with trail~r, ,family car 
.. o; ' ~ ' . ,' e J \ :- . . ' "' •• •' ' 
·· with tent trailer, and family car with tent, count .for 93% 
~ • 1'1 • • .,.. • .,. • ' 
. Q #0 
of the total' -sample which answer'ea the quest:ion. ~.oncerrting mode 
' ' 






The· most fre-quent l~n,gth · o•f -~ta~ . i'n on:e · .~ark was of .one . ·J . .. . . . . , . 
0 • . • • • • • t • I . . • ~ I • · ' : _ ' I' 
·. day Is ~ura.ti.on· . . \This was tollowed ,. by a t~ . day stay· •• . ·'-'he : . 
. :· · ~ewfo11ndland · sam~;e ;.~"; ;.in.o~t ~~vid~d . E.qu!'ll:¥ betweeD a ~~~ . . ' . 
· an" two day . stay \(30. 5% and 21.1>\ reSpectivelY.) . The si.Jnple .· · 
"'for mainland . C~n~d~., .however ;. showed that 6 s·. 6%. ·o·f · tl\e · fotal . 
' • • • t 
. I ,I •' '• • . . 
,days ~tayed in (Ne~foUndland. pr~~ihcial parks · we~e q£ one day's' 
. · durati~n, .rouOwed by .a . t~o_~rv ~~aY whi~h: ~cc;~u~~t.ed. ~~i· 2p~ • . ., • -·- - -' . 
o of 'tlie "total number · c:>f d~ys yis . i.ted; ~ Thi~J,.can c~l!fP~~~ ·'. ··· . . . . .. . 
o ... • . • 
... ~ : . s~~~~d . show~d that s 7~·· ~f·' the . ~otai day~·- ~p~nt. 'in·. ~ewf~u~dli~d .· .. ,:,.:'.- . ·.. . : .' 
. ; l. ' . . . . - . ' ' lo : -· . : ' 
·, ~rovl~clal." pa'rk~ w~re. of;~n_e· .day .~·s . ~~r~ti~n :~rtd .24_.9% 'w~:w=:~ ·.~.~ · ·: , _ . ._. ·::<:. ~>~·. · 
~ ,: : · .· · . two ' days du~ati~n ·;. Th~ ·ov~r~li .. average ·· ·lenq-~h · of. ·s·1:-~~·.:fo~ th~ ·_ . : .,. ,·_ · ~:--.· .·: · ::~):.~~-
t: -.. . • • . • I ) J • ' ~ •• ~, • • ~ · ·. ' • .· . .... • '.- . · ! ·u . · ; · .. , · : .~ .· .. . • . • • •. , ,' .... . , F .. ' ' 











c. ~ • 
\ ~ ::' - ~ .. ~ • "' ~ ' t 
qays and the American sample was 1. 5 days. The; ove~all average '· 
. 0 . o 
fl , . • • • ! 
·" 
.. 
' ' { 
length o:f .- stay for the ~-tc:>t~l sam.J?le wa~s 1: ~7 'days per park. ' 
. ' ' 
• , ! : ' • 
Up ~o 1870, the tota~ co~t of the Newfoundland provincial 
' " • ~ "' • ' I ' 
• - ' . . . " {1 •. . 
parks system'a has. been .. $5,238,600. -·Approximately .$4,400,000 
. . . . ' . 




. . . . . .. . . 
• • ' .. • c • . • 
• o costs · of -~he parks 'in the New·foundland sys.tem. wa~ appro~imately ' 
' ' Q f • ~ ' /) I 
C: l\ . • I • I ' ' 
.$.1r,.700,000, . of .wJiich Jlt4p~,OO~ was sp~nt in the sampled parks .• · .' 
' D 
T-he capital, cost a~ · a~ percentage ~f the total cos7 for thes·e · . 
~ . ~~rks ;anges ~rom t~t to 52%~ The vco~~- ~f op~rati~~- an~ maint"Efn- .. 
c . ' ~ 
\ • I ' o t 
,. ance of the selected p-arks r~nged.fro~ -~31,000 to $28_0,,000. ~9• 
\. 
, , - .. - • • • ·' • I ' ' 
sa'taries as a percentage ' of these costs. went 42% to 6B% ' or an 
' ' ' • ' • . ' Ql • ' . 
average of.57% • . "The averag~ capital cost per acre of 'parks to 
I ' .. ... , t • "' ' Q ' ' .. ' ~ 
19:o·.·was apprchdmat~ly $51-, while the• average ~osj:.' per'. acre .. 
was .$1-$1. · ..... 
. ~h~ - Parks Se~vic~ first bega~ to coilect .revenbe ·in 1~66 
a·nd ·from tha~- year to 19.70 the \t~tal am~un~ co~ted· · w~s 
• r 
, · 
$J.00,83~, ~f whi~h $2S8,5Bl ·was coilected in the surveye~ p~r:ks • . · 
• I ' 
. 
-. 'J;'he amounts of ··reverme qol~ected ranged 1from $527 collected in ~ 
./ _ ~ ~ n ' 
6tt:er Bay Park for a · period of two years, to $35,909 . cpllecterl 
· ,in ~Butte.r ~bt Par~ fc:)r 'a five year period. .. · ~t · 
i . . 
' .It is ~oubtfbi whether .the re~enues c~llec.ted .,fro}ft park ~ • , .. ,.J 
; -~ser~ · could~cov~~ - - -~~e tot~l · e~p~n~e of· co~s~uceio_n· ~ ·m~intena~ce, 
. . . . . , • ~ ;x, 
and, operation of. the op~rks." nowever·, it .is - in the realm of .. 
• 6 • , · -..... ' -. • ~ 
? , · pos'Sfbility that the _ revenu~ collectec;:t could cover the cost of 
... ·.~ ~ . ~ 
.... ,• 
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. 
since their establishment, this would have bee~ a revenue of 
$1,000,000. This c·onipar~s favorab~y to the total. of · $1~297,000 
that has been spent _on salaries th~s far for all parks' personnel · 
inc-luding administration and headquArters st..~ff. And to this 
amount the revenue that couid have been collected from the 
. . . .. 
camping pcvrties (144, 250 _parties of one . day· 'duration), this 
would •total approximately another $230,000 which can he added 
. 
to the $l,BOO,OOO stated -previously. Thus it·is not ~nreasonahle 
I 
', 
to., state thqt -the revenue.s collected in the park~- .could _ .. pay~ -for-.~- .-·~~~ 
the total sala~ies of· all those working in the entire parks SY$tem.' 
. ' . . 
C The total expenditure ·for the sample group of 1,104 amounted 
' 
to _$150 ,·239, of this ' $97,161 or 64.7% bf the total w~s spent in 
Newfoun-dland. The total per party aver~HJ:e expenP.i t~re • was 
-$13 6. 69, while to·tal per · party expend! ture in the province was \ 
• 'I> • 
. ( 
$8 8. 01. The per person . total expend! ture ('for a party of four) 
' ' . 
. . . / 
was $34~62, but the per person expenditure in Newfoundland 
~ . 
. . . 
dropped to $22.- Fo:J the : _ave~qge ten day vac~tion spent. in €he 
• ' • D • • 
parks, this amounts to $3.40 per person total -expenditure per 
•I 
day and $2~20 p~r.person expenditure per day· spent in Newfoundland. 
J - 0: 
The tota·l · purcha~es made by the Newfoundland sample .u.a~ount~d -
../ . 
to ~66,839 . for a sample totalling 789 groups~ This works out 
. . 
. . 
. to be an average .·per party. pu~chase o.f · $~_4. 71 orra per person 
· average purchaf!~e for party of' four .o~ $21.18. . ~ten day -. 
.. . 
I • 
stay, ~his .~orks out to be $2.12 p~r \'erson ·per d'ay. 
I . 
The total expenditure for the canadian ~sample was $37 ,1o1. • 
• 0 , • ' '· • • 
For the sample'of.l58 _parties; -~his is an e~pe~diture of $234.82 
. 
. per party. The cost .per person for a party .o.f four w~s $58.71 
. . ' •' 
. · ~ 1 . ~ : :-
' . . . : ( . :-
.... . . . \ 
-.. . 
,. 
. '):. ',,~' ,' ' . ·, .. ', 
:.::: o ' I ' 
. ··' 
' • 0 
~ ;. · .. 1, , ... ·· ... -... . . . 
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The total amo~nt spent by the sample in Newfoundland · 
For th~ ... 1.21a parties , this . amounted to $ 9 3 • 3 0 as · 
. ' ' 
the average .purchase per party. Divided l(Y fov.r ,. tne sum of 
• \ . . " r I ' 
$23.33·i~ obtained which works out to an expenditure f~r the .' 
. . 
' , 
·ten day stay .of $2~3~ per person. 
For the.American sample of 157 groups, the total purchases 
for the camping ~rip amounted ·.to $44,987. The .average per 
. party expenditure ·was $2,$6.54, which was exp~nditure per person 
' for a party o~. _four.· of ~~1. (;3 •· This ·amounts. to expenditure for 
- ·-:. ~· a -~en -day--·s~ o~-: $7 .·16 ~·er person per day~ The total SI?ent 
~ by the American sample in Newfoundland was $14,269 ror a per 
. ·party average of $90._88. This worl<s out to be a per person 
'• 
... average of ~22.72 or $'2.27 per p~rson per .day for a ten day 
- . ~ 
"stay. If the average per person expenditure 6f $2.24 per day 
spent in Newfqun~lan'd is multiplied hy.the total numher of 
1 I · 
campers for 1970, · ·the · total expenditure by. these cainpers is 
$ 3 31 , 81~ • 6 B • 
.., 
The basic intent of this' paper has been ·to. examine the · 
... 
social and economic characteristics of visitors to the provincial 
parks system and th~ir influence on -th~ economic mileau .. o.f the 
. ~ 
. . ( . . 
province~ · Sue~ facets as age, sex, educati~n, .payment, and the 
\ t · 
size and composition of various camping ·parti~s has been ~tud~~d. 
-- . . '-
Also- attempts ~ave been made to identify tho~e who camped: in 
,. 
. ! •• f . 
the provincial parks· by means of qriqin, . income, and mode o.f 





• I : 'o 
travel. Not only haye Newfou~d~and based camping groups been 
' j l . . 
I • ' 
· . . .. 
. . 
... 
. . . . . . - . . ; . .'. 
studied, but as well; th~se from ma1nlana Canada and the United 1 · . 
'· 
. . . . 
. '
. · . 
I ... oO 
• ' I I ·,• 
' · .. 
. ' ' 
. . 
I.,' ' 
I I I ' ' •• : ;,'' 
. . .... " 
~ • · ,1.1• : ~·:-' ' <N • • 0. o ' ... • • ... : I 
. ·. ·, . : .. : ..... ~ · ... ·. ·, .· .. .' .. ~. . ~· ·. · ··~ .:· .. ·.··. 
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States have been. included. This was done so as t9 determine 
• 
what effects these outside campers have· had on the ~1~wfoundland 
. " . .. 
economy and to as9ertain if their . social characterfstics were 
. . . 6.i ~ ·.. "r- "\ • • • • ;, 
any different than the. Newfoundland sampl~ •. As to the economic. 
- . . ' . . 
. ~ . T . 
,aspects of the provincial ·parks sy~tem_ on the provincial economy, 
such factors as the cos~ of development and maintenance of the · 
parks have· been sh6wn and, ·as well, the contribution Qf those 
.... 
people using the parks to the provincial economy has also been 
de.termined • . · 
The justifi~ation for such a study has been plainly stated. 
. . 
The most ·obvious just~fication for such a study is that very · 
little is ~nown about the social .and economic aspects of those 
~ . . . 
u'sing .the .carnpi~g fa~lities ·of provincial parks is kno~ at . ~ 
present. As well, planning has not been based on an assessm~n~ 
of various·~ type~ of demands for differnet sorts . of facilities 
in the provincial parks. Aslo, st~di~s-of this ~ype done . in 
var~ous other sec~o~s of _North America may not be applicabl~ to 
the . Newfoundland scene because of-the geographic .s-ituation· of 
Newfoundland and because o.f - NetoTfoun~land 's un~que_ population 
distribution along .its coast~ine1• As well," itl..has been .. ~hown 




Recommendations and Conclusions 
0 
More studies are ~e-~d~in Ne~foundland, . · _not only . de"li~g. 
with . the PJ;'OVincial parks .' sy~m I . but with .the whole field of' . 
'. - ., . 
tourism. Obvious~·y:, much more useful data .can· be 'obtain~d ·- from 
.. .. . 
v. 
•I • 
/,. .. ' 
_f , - • .J_ ·.- • ','1 1 • ' I . 
~. ;.' . ' .- ·' '. !· •• - : ~ ~; .: . :. ; :--..: ;·.,:·>. ~-. · .. ·. :':. 
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·.: ·~ 
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~ . . 
such s~rveys than fro~ the not too comprehensive statistics 
. ' 
presently gathered by the Provincial Parks Ser~ice and other 
Government tourism o.riented agencies. 
. . . ~ 
It would.' seem, therefore, 
. ·. 
that ·such surveys would be completely. justified to· be carrien 
out. at least every five years, · if. not wi~hin a ~horter period 
of ·time, so afi: to determine ·the trends in soc.~al and economic 
. . 
characteristics of those tourists · ~isiting the province. It 
·is highly recommend~d, thereiore, that s~rious consideration 
I b~ given to carryincr out such surveys at frequent intervals. 
Such a series of surveys would enable government to determine 
tourism trends so · as to plan development in a logical manner. 
I ' •• 
There is an increasing amount of data becoming available 
' I 
concerning various · components of outdo~r recreation. Because 
, . . . . . ' . 
of·the large populations centered in ~aJor urban areas, many 
. . . ~ 
of these studies deal . particularly with the problem of the need 
- . ' 
I ' ' 
for outdoor recreational facilities near large . metropolitan · 
. . . 
· ~:reas. As well, the possibilities of multiple use for any 
particular a~e~ i~ also.'. be~ng. considered :qui ~e ·closely iri m~ny 
' . 
areas. This is particularly true :ofl areas co~tai~ing a large 
. body of water... Th:Ls body ·Of ~ater serves as a focal point · 
, r I • 
for major recreationa~ pursuits. . Other ~ecreational studies 
. -concentrate , ~ore on the economic aspects and benefits which 
outdoor recreationai pas~mes can bring. · An outdoor recreatipn 
.. 
' 
facility .can provide income in . an area where the_re are no . other 
possible ways of· ~aking a .. living~ Besides the· economic benefits .. 
' · of~ outdoor rl!!cr.ea ~ional p·ursui ts ~ t'b'e socia;t benefits provided 
. ~ . . 
by o~t?oor . . recreational .· facil; tiel' hav~ . als<? been studied. · It 
' . ' ., .. . 
, 'I , · ..... 
.< 
-
: ,'' 4 ,·. 
' . . 
,· :· 
• ' ' • • : I, 
' ' . • • • '• • ~ J • 
. . ~ ' -:· :_~/ ·. 
. ·. r . 
~-~:~_.·;;;;:: -~ . :. -,.:. '. . . 




has been shown ' tpat' the presence of such ' facilities can produce 
a reduction in the .need for law enforcement programs, mental . 
hospitals, pehitentiaries, and other correctionai institution&. 
At· present, neither sociological or economic studies of• outdoor · 
recreation are at a stage' where definite, precise, quantitative 
measurements can be taken. It will be ·necessalty to refine the -'-\ 
methods .used in such studies to a more precise .degree hefore 
th~Y can be ~aid . to be ·v~ry accur•t~ ~ ·I I 
, . 
· .There were many favourable comments received from the 
·sampled gr~up about· the. quality of. the Newfoundland provincial 
parks system. · However, there were several comments which 
,../ 
appeared on the .questionnaires a9ain and' again dealing: with 
· changes which these campers ~elt · would impro~e the ·service 
. . 
provided·' in provincial .par,ks. · Many people suggested that. 
showers and lauhdry fadilities should be ~nstalled in at least 
some. of the larger parks in the system. A large number of the 
. " 
sampled. groups also felt that facilities should be provided 
where such small staples as milk, bre~d, and ice could be 
. . . 
obtained. Perhaps sma!Jal concessions stotes could be rented to 
·' c 
residents:..of .near-by communities where these items could be· ' 
~ 
. . 
, s~ld to. park users. These store~ could be ~es.igned by the· 
parks service · ~o as to . blend with the natural .surroundings and 
. . 
not be . esthetic· eyesores withi~e park. 
. . . ... : 
. . . . . 
bett.er ,-faci~i ties be provided for· trail:ers. Among the facilities 
. . . 
• I 
0 SUggested Were On-s.i 1;:e 1el,ectri0 P~~r OUtletS 1 • Sewag~ dump in~ ·., . 9 .. 
.. · ·. station, fresh w~ter hook-ups at ea.ch trai.ler sj.te,· _ garbage··. · > .. . . 
• I • ' ~ • 
. . ' 
~ . . 
' . ~ · -
. ' ~ 
·-~ . "• ,. ~ .
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• · Ill • • •• ', \ • • , • 
dis'posal areas and- larger, more accessible individual trailer 
1 
·sites. As well, it was also suggested that fresh water butlets 
. . ' 
be more conv~niently located at various' points around a ca~p- . 
~round. 
L . . 
"-" .t Some of the sampl;.e; particularly those · from outside · the 
province; stated their dfsappointnient in a lack of· more seaside 
p'arks. . ' Th~y believed the parks se~ice was not · taking advantage 
. , 
of an excellent recreation~! · resoyrc~. Part of the grouP, also 
~ ' 
felt that sbme of the parks ~ere too . far off major hig~way routes ' 
to be readily accessible· to most · campers •. 
Other members of the sampled group stigges.ted that a small 
I • 
' scale map of the locai atea showing points of interest should 
be on display in each park. Other campers felt that internal 
' ' 
sec~rity was lax· o.r ·non-existing. Early .morning or late evening 
noise and · non-campers in campgrounds distur}?ed the recrea.tional 
experience of many of them. Better methods of sec~rit~ should 
be employed by the pa~s service to ·protect those campers wi'shing 
to enjoy.peace .and s~renity of the parks~ 
An~ther suggestion -from many members of the group co~cerned 
the re-establishment of ro~dsi.de picnic .sites. Perhaps · ·the park.s 
. . .. 
I . • • 
service should investigate the feasibilit~ ~f establishing. such\· 
sites in conjunctio~ with scenic viewpoints aloqg major hlg~w~y 
. .p 
routes: Other members of the sampled qroup suggested that.· 
' . ' I ' 
• • • • • - . ' • 1 
consideration be · giveh to the possibility ~ o.f establishing small 
I 
. ' 
pla:ygrou.nds in ~orne qr the camping areas at: least.. As ·,mo~t ' .: : .. 
' • , ., I ' .: 
camping ·parti.~s .are composed o~ at· . l~a~t .one .or. two smail chl~dre.n, . ···~ <.:: 
SUCh a facil.ity ~ould _do' m~c}:l · ~0 i11cre~se ~~e · e~jo~ent ()f · t~e 
I ' 
.. • ' · 
., . ' 
' "· 
.. . . ·· ' ., 
• .•:' I .,, · 
. : ,'' 
... ~ . ; ., 
' .. ·:,: 
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cam~ing · experience. 
The final major recommendation of many of the sampled 
par.ties · elluded to the possible extension of the. operational 
. ' 
. ~eason in some of th~ major provincial parks. Such activities 
as winter camping, - ~ross-count~y skiing a~d snowmobiting.could 
be. incorpor~ ted. ~rit?. a winter program·. ·Not o~ly would such a 
prog:J;'am pr·ovide more recreational outlefs for the population 
but would also pro~ide employment for extra personnel in· the 
parks during a period whE:m many of them· would be unemployed. · 
In most areas of t;he world I today, the long run tr~nd of 
• c • . 
I • 
p'ar.k quality · is down\'lard. 
I 
Newfoundland, however, is in a for-
tunate position . in this regard. In this province, the parks 
'• 
system is still in t:he early ·developmental stage . and steps can 
II' 
be taken to ensure t~at. the parks ·are maintained . at ·the highest 
standard. In . order to do ,this there are several needs to be 
.., • J ' " ~ 
satisfied in the co:n.struction of. new parks and tl;le development of 
. ' . 
parks already . built. First it is ne~essary to provide and 
maintain the wilderness aspect within the parks. Then there is 
a need.· to : supply adequate and appropriate environmental space for 
both day-use activiti~s as well as for extended stays. A~so, it 
is necessary .to see that sufficient forest is availahie within 
the park ~~r essenti·al 'firewood needs, posts, shelters, ·signs, 
··,, 
. . 
mark~rs, bridges,\ and corduroy, etc • . Finally, these every day . 
park: need.s .sho.uld be satisfied without impairment of the values 
, • . . I • '¥ 
that recommended the site for par~ - development in the first 
. . 
. .. ' . instance • . To serye this end, co~ercial enterpri~.es should be 
. . . 
kept to . an ·absolute minimum and whe.re perm.t tted :to ·exist in a 
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park they should be placed under the .sole and strict control of 
, . 
. " I 
the parks administration division. 'If 'such steps are not taken, 
. . 
Newfoundland's provincial parks could quickly· lose their 
. . 
W'ilderness aspect which many people find so attractive. 
• , ' • ' • I 
There are some facets of the provitt_cial parks syst~m 
. which need improvement. There is a desperate need for more 
interpretive · facil~ties in the parks. At present, there ~re . very 
I 
few such facilities in the ·system and there is an .urgent need of '. 
them, not only for their· educational value but also the fact that 
(. . ·, . ' 
they ~ill ~~lp prot_ect the n.atu_ral environment of the park in· 
that !?UCh facilities can obta~n interpretive elements SUCh as 
hiking trails: _t.pey wi~l give', those people u~:dng the park- some ...... 
I • • W ' It • 
thing to do with their un~ccupied time. These facilities can 
·contain· interpretive elements such as hiking trails, labelled I . 
flora and fauna and small exhibits. 
. . 
More· interpretation centers 
should ··be constructed in at least the larger parks.. They· would 
. . 
help to attrac.t ·more visitors to the·· park an:d enable these 
vi.si tors to enjoy their stay even more,. through greater awareness 
of the natural . surroundings. . 
.. Another facet of park deve_lopment. w.hich needs more attention 
. . 
is the construction of more day-use areas or 'the enlargement of 
" .,. • I 
pre~ent ·ones within the p~rks. One of the most importan~ factors 
which have t<;> be considered . in the design of a park is· the_ 
. . 
element of the hliman . erosion. If .day-use facilities in tl;le 
. . . ... ' ... .. 
. . 
provinci~l parks system.· are not 
be subjected to great overusage 
' 
expanded, many· of . the parks will · 
. .. . . -. 
' ' I .;, ' • .: 
with resulti~g rapid deterioration 
' L ; - ' I ! 
I ' 
- ' . 
. . ~- '), . 
.of. the landscape within ·-the park that could v:ery ·rapidly make it · - ·~ ;·:7, 
. . . . ' . ' . . . '; . .:_·.:·. ·;~-J.' . ~ -- -·: . 
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, unsuitable for any form of recreational activity. 
In broadening .the power .of Newfoundland Parks Service, 
• I 
consideratio~ should be given to several proposals.· One such 
t 
proposal w~ich rneri ts investigation is·· the widening of the power 
of the parks division to ·designate certain areas as future parks 
or reserves. Once the parks service has designated such an area 
· for a park, this designation should not be able ·to be c hanged 
I . ' 
without legislative ~uthority .. As well, ~he plans and proposals 
·of. other gov~rnrnent departments which may alter tq, natural 
landsp~pe irt any way, s·uch as the P~~er. Commissi~n · and High~ays 
·. department,· should be required· t~ be .submitted .to ·the Parks .· 
Department for- study and the recommendations of the Parks 
Department· con~erning the effects of these plans on the natural 
lands~ape should be given consideration in ~ny new construction 
by ,these other government agencies. 
I • 
. ' 
. Jtnother . consideration .which should ' be gi v'en some detailed 
.. 
s~y is the_ .c~mbining of the Pa.rks Divi.~ion with o~her divisions 
of government in a new department. There are several combinations 
Ill, ' • • 
' 
fpr the administration of parks in conjunction with ot~er govern-
ment divisions. Possi~~y the best combination for a ?.e~ depart-
'-
ment of governinent in this province woul~ bE! the ·divisions· of 
.. . 
Provincial Parks I . Wildlife 1 Forestry and · Crown Land·s. These 
. ' . • . . . . ,1' 
units snould be combined into one department so· a$ to manage the 
. ' 
entire natural la.ndscape as· a unit. Another a~vantage ~0 be 
) , ; , ' J . 
obtained w~uld. be. that ·communications b~tweeri· ·them· would be mor~ 
direct and much quicke~ than' at .present • . Also there would be 
n • • ..., • ' • 
. . ' . . ' . 
·. mo~e .. ~o:or~i~at~on . ~~ - ~~c.h _act~vi~ies_ as. ~lan~~nq ;· ·- ~ev~l~j?m~~t, . 
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- 214.- . 
·public education, etc·. Finally, the unificat·i~ these 
divisiOJ.:l.S into a new deparqnent may result in a lowering of 
costs because of a possible reduction in the overall numb~rs 
of s·taff and .the use of the same fac'ilities and.~equipme~t. 
B~cause of· ever-increasing' p·opulation, more ~eisure time, 
' better methods of transportation and communication, and,. higher 
incomes, it is conceded b¥ most authorities that all over the 
world, expansion in the field of "Qu tdoor recreation will. continue·. 
This will also be the case in Newfoundland. .With greater , · 
J . ' 
urbanization continuing in.the province and w~th the population 
- . \ . . 
. . 
. I 
expected· to."increase ·by at least 50% over the _ next twenty year-s, 
. . 
it is obvious there wi11 ' he a need for e~a1lsion in the provin9ial 
,- ' 
parks system. · Not o_nly will the present ar.eas reserved for 
. . . , . 
· future park development be needed, but i t • might perhaps be 
I . 0' 
advisable for the Provincial Par"ks . ~ervice to als'o' .look further . 
- . 
afield for possible park reservations so as to· be able to cope 
o . 
.. ' 
with the ever-.ipcr~asing number of people, no~- only f:r;om the 
province of Newfoundfand but also from all of North 'America, 
and perhaps' as well . from Europe, who wfil use- pr9vincial parks . 
. ! • 4 
. -
~ver the ·next . twenty to th~y year period.._ . 
• I 
The ro_17 of. th~ ·Provincial "Parks Servic~ ha•s ,been tq 
·provide only basic pri;mitiv~ facilitiei for the 'camp~F or 
. . . 
picnicker. 
' . . . .i . . . 
It would seem, ·therefore, ·that the present ·policy 
I ' • ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' • 
·and operating prac~t:ic.e ·of 'the Newfoundland Parks Ser~ice, . which 
", . ., ... . . . . .. 
1 is to· dev~l9p within th~ -pa_rks ·basic facilities to accommodate·· 
camping, 'picnicking, s~immi~g, hlki~g·, ~nd riatur~ study :.in . a ., ~ 
. natural environment will 'not be suffioient for future . needs. 
. \ 
) 
. ' •'' 
.. .' . .. 
• ,"' I ' ~ .. ; 
. .. ·· .... 
• ~• " I 
, , - · .. · 
. .... \. ·~ · · 
. .. .. . ~ '::·:t 




. · - ' 2J.5 ":' . 
· .. 
, I 
.  . " ' 
. . "" 
. . . ""- . 
obvious futur~ d~d 
·, 
! ' 
In view 'of the 
'• 
!!nd the · pressures . 
this demand 'will place on the provincial pa;-ks sys~tem, it is . . 
.... .. . . . . . . 
' . ~ • Q • 
recommend'ed that the · fdllowing propo_sals be give!l . consideration 
as· possib_le areas ~hich need indepth study. 
. . . 
A~:. ·cpmprehen s i ve 
. . . . . ' ~ . 
revision of the act and regulat:ions .governing · p~qvincial pa~ks \ 
is needed with a view to _the demands· tha·t .woulci' be made upon_ .' . I 
· th_em in the next fifteen to twenty. yea.rs~ .... The classif~cat~on 
· and zoning system to all future park deve.lopment. = . The develop-
/ '.~ 
' · : 
. .. 
ment of ~ario~s crit~r~a . fqr othe identiflq~ti~n of a_reas of . . 
provincial significance which shouid be· incorporated ·within a 
. . . ' . ' 
p:o~il1cia~ _park·. · A ~ompr~hens.i~~ : rev!~w. of -t;he _.adm'!nistrativ~ · . 
plant of he Provincial Panks Service~ to be . able to meet the· 
• • • ' l • b ~ 
expanded range ·of _respon~ibi~i~ies which ~s s~rely to he _brought --
, . . . ~ .. 
about by .a more dlver·sified : t;ype ·;of develop!nent. The · deline~t.ion 
Ill of recreational activities. a-na·- developrn~nt .that pe~t~in t9 'social 
. . 
' . . 
rehabilitation from those that pertain .strictly to the economic 
• • • • • '; • • J • \ , 
~~pects of · tourism d~ve~opme~:t. · ·. A. s;tudy of ~he. feasibility of. 
possib~y. exte~·u:'!ing the ... oper~tional season of the prov,inc.iai-
. . . . ' . : . . . ., " . '\ .. 
. ·.·· parks,· not only for the benefi't for ~esidents of the province 
. . . . . . ' . ; ' . : . .'' . . 
but also as a possib1e factor wh~ch might· ~orit~ibute· furthe7 · 
• . r ., . • • • _..._- . • • 
to ·the e ,con.omy. of t)le provinc~. ·':!:.Pe/ protect_i.on· of' natural · . 
. h:eritage areas ~itid.~ _. the proyi'~~e ·which ar~ .. not · ·no~ th~· 
. . ~ . . • . , . . . • • . • • . ' f ... 
0 
. ' . 
responsibility 'of·. any provincial ageney, . ~uch as l:nterna tionat .· 
•• ' • • • J • • R • ·, • • • • • • • • ' ~ ~ • • • • • :I ' .. : - '. ,· I 
Biolo?~c~l _Pro~.r~ Areas, bird ·sanc~uar.ies~· .. ;_.and ~n~<:N~ :}e~;ndf~~-~·. . · .. . · ·:::,~ 
·: Co~sidera:tion. . ~houid ai-9o· :be given as· .to what ' extent . the : Pfbvin..; : '. . . . ·. ·> .. 
• •: ' ' • ' \ , ·' I "' ... - • ' ', ''. .- ,• ' , : ' " • ; .. "' ,, 
q~al . Parks Service should -b~ re.sponsible ·for non:.:url>an recreational .. . _ ,~ ·", :-. 
I' " · , · ~ • • , ', ' , • ' • r ' ' 0 ' • •' '' ', •, 1, • • ' • _., ~ 0 , ' I ' ' • - . • • ... !_ 1 ,,:·,. ~ ~ 
·use,. development ·and .cont:r;c;>l such as ski . facilities~ ·canoe trails·, : . ···:, · · ; .'\~ 
'· 
... ·· . •, 
. " 
. ~ - . . 
.. -
'. 
. , , 
' I ~ I 
. .. 
. ' ' ~ . 
' . 
' . . 







. : ( . 
and snowmobile trails. · 
At present, the I province is n I t;he enviable p~si tion of 
. . 
just commencing to lay ou~ a provincial paZ:ks ,development · 
' 
sc·h.eme • . Therefore, an ideal opportunity exists tG .rtake · 
. . ' ... ~
. . 
. 
I ol J • ~· • • · 
• ' ' " • I ' • • <? of •• ~ • II l'> 
advantage. of 'the many years experience \·~of Qth.er. provincial: ~nd · 
. . . . ·.r. . . . . 
., . 
state pa~ks systems to deyelop the ·Newfoundland .:system as ·one· 
' · .. ,. 
of the best in North Amer,ica. .· 
Because provincial ·parks are one o'f the· main qomponeiltfl . · 
. . . 
of the· total recreational capacity of Newfoundland,~ their ·, 
· · - I r 
I • " ~ • ' 
·preservation and ' developmer:tt 'should be high on t~e ·list . of . 
.. pr~o,rities of the provincial· authorit~es ·responsible · for · s _ocia_l 
_and e_conomic _P,lann;~q.. 1 Unless .N.ewfoun~la·n~' s provincial, parke 
' • • J I • ~ o\ • 
are . develope~ and manaqed in the best i~terests df . !uture 
generations, one .. _of the pr<?vin~e.' s most· _important- r~~6:urces ' 
- '. • · • t ' • I .. . , • • . ... 
" wil{· be damaged irrepairably. 'It is the responsibflity. of tliC:t 
• ' . · ' ' ... ---- - .. -- - • n 
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MEmaiAL uNivEasrr-Y ~.oF ~EwrouN~LANo;<. 
· : .· St. John's, Newloundland, Canada . 
~ · , 
- .r . . '
. Dtpartm~"t of ~ography . 


















'Dear Park ~~J~itor: "' . . · · •. 
. o ~ :~n tly · y~u-· visite~· a ... p~rk i~ the, Newfoundland P,r~vincfal Park s-ystem~ 
From a~qng ·the thousands _who will vi~it .t'hese parks during 19.70, your n~e has 
'been- chosen at random, in the 'hope that you Will <tissiBt ~8 ·in a ·Very important 
. •' ( . \ " ' 
study being conducted . this ye~r. . . · . 
. • q . 
I • 
• -J ' 
·. 
. · ·This study· is being undertaken to assess. the impacc ·of provincial . 
parks on th.e -ec~nomic life of Ael~cted areas of 'Newfqundland .and the cont.ribut-
" icn of the whole Newfoundland 1>ark sys te~ to the econo!D}'. of the enti>J:·e province • 
It' is hop-~d tHat ,this study 't1ill asaist the Provincial Parks Dept. in . 
' their-plans t 'o -improve the present park system and help them to select new locat-
~ons f~r futu~e parks. Thus every completed.questionnaire treturned will be of 
value.· 
~4).~ 
. ~ · ~ The . quest;;L~nnai're is· de.signecl to answer such questions as what kinds 
of peopl;. use the parks, how +ong they · stay,. how much money a group spends· f'or 
a visit to the · p,arks and where they spend this money.- In answering t;he · questions. · 
' . ' . .. . ... 
0
• about: purchases, only state the amount of. money that can· be directly attributed 
· to the tdp_ to the parks. : Please do not include "puzichases "'whi~h- you have to make 
anyway fo·r day to day living • . For .oex.ilmple ,,. if you orodinarily spend · $20.00 weekly 
o~ groceries..._ but\ in the wee~ you visited · t~e· ·parks' you spent $30.00, only gi~e 
the difference that' can '·be attributed \:o t;he park visit, .in this case $10.00 • 
.. . . ' . 
'Q. -~ . . . 0 • ~ .!) ' . ' • • • I 
, Be assur~d that the answers you giye on.· the questionnaire are strictly " 
confidential am~ 'there is , no mepns of know:ing from· whom the questidnu'aires were 
• • • t' • • • • • 
0 received. ~ · . • · · 0 • • • 
• • ' · • Q • 
. I . r r - • • 0 
• A quiCk rep~y tp the qu~stionnai~e would be 3reatly 'appreciated • 
oo ... 
'· ' . . 








• • • > • ~- -~ ;/ r·· E•W· Jamieson . . . . or-..~· · .' 'Directot, · · .- . · 
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:(""' PROVINCIAL PARKS F.CONOUIC IMPACT SURVEY .- · -·:· 
. ' 
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTUENT MEMORIAL ·mttVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLA~ 
Instructions ' 
1'. If -the nnst~l' to n question is zero, please write "O" 
rather than leaving the spac·~ blank. 
2. When exnct info~mation cannot be recal~ed, p~ease use 
estimates. 
1 
3. One person should nns,~er for all mombers \f ~he _ group. 





. - ' 6. 
Please state age, sex, anrl educational attainment 'of members of your party.. 
. : ' ... 
~ Sex Educational Attai~ment (e.g., grammar school, high school, 
some universi~; university graduate, post graduate~ vocation-

















Please state approximate yearly income of family • 
From whe~e _did 'this trip originilte 1 
. . , 
List the prov:t.ncial park or ·pa.rks in riewfoundland in wl-!ich you stayed or 
visited on this trip aud the .length of time sp<mt in each park. "· 
. . I ., . . 
Park · 
-
) ' . 
... '-· 
Length of· Stay 




,, · , ;·: I, 
~ ; • • ' T' .. • ·, ' 
- · ' . 
'Which ~cr~ ~h~ ' foilawing r~aaonB . f or. yo~ tril' . to, ' .~h~ p~rk(s) 'l Please mar\c. 















"I I . 
,. 
,. II ;_ "· 
- .. · n~ 
' .· 
1.' - ' j. I 
', 1 ' 
1. ilow ma~y tJars·ons '-1ere in you~ party on thin trip?-----------
2. Please ~tate ·age, sex; anrl· cdu~ati)mal attaimnertt))f' members of your party. 




~ Sex Educational Attainment (e.g. 1 ·grammar school, -high school 1 
· some university, university graduate, post graduate, vocatio~· · . 














Please state approximate yearly income1 of family. 
- . . ----------------~----
From wher~ did this trip originatef ------------------
Lis~- t11e provtncial park or parks in Newfoundland in which yoo ·stayed · or . 









6. lfuich 'WCI(! the foll,owlnJ} rea·aona for your tri(l tl"' the p.trk(s) 1 Please mark. . 
· the moat important reasori 11, the next most important reason OZ, the next· 
most important 13, etc. I · , 
. I . ,;_.,..r.-- ~- .. ~ 
.' · . . Camping ·- · Boptin~~· · · · Photography~ ~ 
:· 






. SwiDIIling · _ · . HiltinR· · _ Nature S~udy - · 
' .· 
. · • ~ther (Please s~~cify) ~· ,...· ---'-------..:::"":..·-------------~ 
il 







. ' ·, 
-· I) 





. \ r 





. - ·~ 
., -
·.h 
". ~· " 
' - . - t 
·, .~.: .-.. :::_:::_.;; /: 
, . 
. , .• bj . .. 
- !Z<'w.9".-. ... 
·. 7. Which of the f~lloWing types of vehiclea ' did you use for this trip? . -. 
! . · ' 
Fanily C~r----~~--------------- Bus ----------------~----------·~·--
' " Fami'ly Car witl) Tr.1iler ·rruek 
----------- --------------------------------
Family Car with T.t!nt Trniler Truc:k tJith Trailer 
------ ------------------
·Family · ':::~r ~ith .Tent------- T~uc.R l'li th Ca:nper ·------·-----
•. 
Rentcd.Cnr 
----------..,..Other (Please sp~cify) 
The ne~t few questions arc dcs.'igned tc help you to estimate the expenditures 
·you mad~ on. your trip. to tlw provincial park(e). You l,llily have sp'ent rnon(!y. ~n . 
· the' following places because of thin trip: i) in your home community before· \ · 
· ,your trip't ii). along the way to the pr.rk(s), iii) while you were !.!}. 'or n~r · · 
the park(a), ~v) on the way horne from · the ·park(s), v) After you returned home. 
Each of these possible place9 of expenditure ~ill now be considered. 
.... . . . 
When me act inforroatiol'i cannot· be recalled'~ please usc est11!1Cltes. 
As well, .. pleaoe round yff the arnou.nt of each expenditure · to th~ nearest whole 
dollar. · . . · . · . . . . · · 
8. · Consider only· those l~;<pe._nditurl!S taad<.: .in . yc-ur homu community prior · to the , 
· trip which wao duu .tp your park visit. P·leuse estimate whot you spent for 





ordinarily opct,'t h~d you not m<\de thiu trip: (If zero, ·go to.· number. 9). 
---------------------------
groceries and beverages . 
•. 
_""T" ___ ,__·_...,.. __________ gasolin'! a~(: ~utomobile service.s 
-------------------------
food· and· 'd'rink 'ln restaurants arid dl:,ive-ina 
. 
--------------- photo&rophic '$U~plies 
---------------------- clothing rind shoes 
-----·--:---------- aporting Bt:tO•lG artd emnping su~plies 
•' 
------------------------~ 
hcdth .sqrvicen and drug store suppli~s 
otlH~r (.PleaGc :J{'~cify) · -~------------------ ~------~---------------
9 • . Nl!Xtv consider ouly 
estimate the nrnount 
please go to number 
chase was made. · 
those expenditure!> :'.1·'1de on tha lJey ·to the park(s). Pleane 
ycu sp~nt for. the follmling gOods and. scrvic.es: (~ro." 




. Amount _communi~ 
--------------·-' /roc~rit;s a~~ ~ey~rage~ 
gasoline . and outamobile sorvtceo ------------~~-----
--------------~-----
.. ' . ' 
food 3nd d~ink in r~staurants oncl clrive-t~:a 
.. 
__ ··---------·-· _ phot~grnphic. ~u_ppl:leP. · . >. 
.·.· 
. 
I ' • '-
·_ c 
;-














· . .. 
. . r 
~ . 
... -· 
. ..: .· . ... ~ 
: . : . -~~::. ·r. 
,r · ,1 I, 
' ·: . ' . '. ~ 
' • . .. · . 
.. • ;:, , 
. . , ... 
. 1.:~_,: : ~-; 
. ~ : .. ":-
. i •' .....:. 
,. -
"'' ' • 
. . . ~ . ' ' .... . 
. . 
.,:___......;_~-----;.....-· :clothing aurl s'hocs .- · 
., 
. , -
,' ; . • _I .r.: 
(·:.:.;.. :'' ::. ~·- ·:.: 
,. 
.. . 
' • · .. · 
Rented Car ------------=- ·!"ther (Please sp~cify) 
The next few questions arc designed to help yciu·to estimate the ~penditures · 
you made. on your trfp· to the provincial park(s). You inay have spent money in 
the following· places bC!cause of ·thiG trip:. i) in your home community before 
.your trip, ii) alons.the way to~the park(s), iii) while you were in or neir 
the park(a), iv) on the way home from the park(a), 'v) . after you returned horne. 
Ea~h of these possible plncctt of expenditure will noli lia considered • 
. . 
When · eXact !nformatioa\ cannot b.e ·recalled, pleas~ usc estimates. 
As · well·, . ple_aoe round off the ampunt of each exp~ndi ture to the nearest whole 
dollar •. .: · 
. ' . . 
8. Consider only those t~:<penditurcs r;-,ad ·~ in yrur i}omu community prior to the 
~, trip which vno du£! to your park visit.· Pl.ause ef:itimate what you spent for ....... 
the following goodA and scrv!ceo over and Dbove th€ amount you would havo 
ordinarily opcnt had you not mad~ thia ·t~~~ (If zero, got~ number .9). 
--------~---------------· .r.roccries and be~cr<~cs 
, 
--~--:---------------- gasoliu~ an(: au~6mobile services 
, 
· footl and ~~ink tn restaurants and 'drive-ins ~ ------~------------- . 
..,· __________________ photographic. su{)plies 
clothing and shoe& ·. 
----------------------
·" 
------·-~-r-·-------- 13port~ng g~7~o·.ls 11r.d ' camping supplies 
· heel th .s~rvicen and drun store supplies 
---~-----------~-----
-------------.other. (.Ple.:w~ r•!Cify) 
9. Nmct, consid~r ouly those oxpenditureG :.t.-ade on t\ia ws y ·to th~ park(s). Pleaoe 
estimate the nmount yc~ sp~nt,for. th~ followinG goods ond services: (If. zero, 





--------~------------groceries and beverages 
---------------------- gasoline and automobi~e sarvieeo 
------~--------------




----------------clothing a~ul shoes. 
--------~--~~----
sporting : J;IJO•Js and cnmping· supplies . 
health sc~ic~s.and .d!us. stqrc .supplies 
-------------------- . . . 
------~-------~--:-- ~~r.,pinc en~ trailer fees 
motel, hot;cl,o Jnu :other iodg.ing• .fees 
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,, . . .· . .. 
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fcrr.y~ tolls · 
. ' oth~r (Please sp~cify) ·-------------
Uov consider only those erpenuir.ures m::1de near the park at which you were 
staying., Plcaoe cottmatc the antOilOt you spent for ,the followitlg goods and 
services: (If ::~ro ~ go to numbei 11) o If known, plonse nnme the comr.mnity 
where the: purchaue waa maue ;nd die park nt which ' you were staying during · 






groceries and beverage's 
-------------- g~ooline and automobile services 
food· and·drink ·in restaurants 
------- ancl drive-ins 
_ ph.Jtographic supplies. 
---
clothing and sho~o 
sporting GOOd a and camping supplies ·· · 
-------r- ~ . ·. . 
_ _._ __ .....,:--health s~rvices anrl drug st~rc suppli~s 
camping and trriiler.fees 
-------- . 
motel, hotel, am\ other lodBing fees 
------
--------- c~rios: gifts ·a~d . souvenirs 
·----
other (Please specify) 
. 11. Next ·.consider only tho~c expenditures r.1~de ' on · the way liome from th~ park(s) o 
Plcasa ·estincte the o.-ubunt you nrmnt for the following goods ati!l services; . (if 
zero, go : to number 12). If !att>'l-m, plense nama the comnunity where the purchase 
waot made. ,. . . . '· . : . . . 
.Amount -=C~an•mu;:;:;;;n,__i.;;.ty._ .' 
; . 4 ' ' 
. .., .. --.. 
' ,' 
grocarics and bevc~~gea 
gasoline ,a~~ automobile services 
food ·anJ ctiink in restatirants and drive-ins 
·photogrliphic supplies 
eiothing and shoes ·· 
sportins goods and camping suppl:l.~~ 
heaith se rvicP.G aesl · ilrug store _&UI\plic~ 
·, 











- - . 
. 
, · f 
; ' ·. 
~ -~: _; ~- '" r 
~, p ~use name the comcunity 
~atcre the: purchauc waa made and thu park nt which you were staying during 
this tim~. ~ 
Amount \ ~ommun~~ l'~rk 
---:----- groceries nml ~averages 
______ _;.. gasoline. and' automo~.:!,.le services 
food and ·drink in restaurants 
------ an<l drive-ins n 
---
clothing ·and sho~o 
-:------"'("--· sporting goods and camping supplie-s 
----- health s.arvices nnrl drug store supplies· 
-------- camping and trailer. fees 
---~------motel,- hotel, and otber lod6i::tg fees 
' 
-------
curios, gifts and souvenirs 
---
other (Please specify) 
Next 'consider· only those expenditures made on the ·~ay liome from tho park(s). 
Please estim:lte the lll110lint you np(mt for the following goo<ls and services; (If 
zero, ·go tp . number 12). If !Qto"t.m, p,lense . name the cotm\unity where the purchase 
wn:t made. · 




• ... . ~· ; •"".:·:'...;. ..• --' - ---~';...-..... • -u---~ ~ :. -. 
groc~rics and beverages ----·~· ---
-----sasolino and automobile service;· ' 
foo<l 'anJ drink· in restaurants arul · drive-ins 
phot~graphic suppli~s 
clothing anu shoes 
sportins Ro-ods anu camping suppliati 
h~::n1th serviCP.B ar..J drug store SUpplieS 
ca:nping ntld trail~r fees 
mote~, 'hotel~ and other · lodging · feefi 
fl!rry tolls · 
curios,, gifts and souvenirs 
other (Please spec·ify) 
.~ 
.. :. - .... .... • .. ~ \ I • ·• • 



















·' . - , I . 
' 
• 
.... ; . 
.. . 
12. Lastly, consider . only those ·-·cxpenditures made after ·you returned home from·· 
yovr trip to thE! park(s), which were due to your park(s) :Yi~it. Pleaaa 
estim(lte the amount you sp_ent for each of the following goods and, services& 
(If zero, go to number 13). · 
gasoline and automobile services 
Amount ~ J_ ~ 
7"';;~ F t, _ _j. \ ~ 
groceries and ~verages 
I I 
I food and drink in res~aurants and drive•ins 
photographic: .supplies and development 
clothing and shoes 
\ 
sporting soo~s and c~ping supplies 
.-
health serv~ces-·and d:r:ug store supplies 
' - ----~ . 
~· . 
·other "'(Pleas-e specify) ____________ ~-
. . . 
. ,. ,...,...,. 
13~ l~ile on your -trip 'did any members of your party make use of . public (Crown) 
lands? (Yes or 'Nd). . • 
. • ' . '.'! . f 14. If the ·answer to the above question waa YES, please shov· as precisely as : 
, possible on ~he cnc~o~ed ~ap where these public (Crown) lands, which you ·x·· .. 
used, are located. . · · · · 
. . . . . 
· •15. If the anB\Ier to · question 13 was ~ES, please check the activiti~s in " · . "' 
. whi~n you or members of your party participated on ~hese publi<:- (Cror.m) . . . 
lands". ·-
Camping ___ .- Hiking~------~--- Boating · 
-------
Pic:nic:ing __ _ P'botography ----- Fishing __ .._....__ 
Swimming ·---- Viewing Scenery ___ Nature Study __ _ 
Other {¥lease specify)-:------:---------------------
Are .thcte any improvements or c:hangcs .which you would like .to sec made in · 




. . . 
t . 
~ .. ' i7. Are there any other f acilities for outdoor·recreatio~ in 'Newfoundlan~which 
. .( . - ' . . 
you wou1~· like to . see. intproy.ed or deve loped? {Yes or N~). · ~ If .the 
answer is YES, please apecify them. ________ _.. ________ _ 
. .. 







. ,.. . 
. '18 • . Please otnte' .bcre any, general cortments .which you-mny wish ·tO make : ~boUt · the , :·:., . ... · ·-~~-· r. 
., . . Ne~fou~dlond :t;»rOvincial,-Parl!- a:'Ys,tem_. · · · : . · . · · · · ". · · · ·~ :. ·' : . .. ... ·: ... : 
. . ' . 




photographic supplies and development 
clothing and shoes 
epor~ins goods and camping supplies 
health services "and drug store supplies 
·~~he~ (~asa specify) ____________________________ _ 
· · 13,. 1fuile on your tr:Lp did any members ' of your partY)noke use. of public (CroWJl) 
lands? (Yes or No)~ ~ { 
14, If the answer to the above .question waa YES~ please show as preci~ely os 
pos.sible on the~ enclosed ntap where these -public (Crown) lands, which you 
. used, are located. · · 
15·. If the anmter to question 13 '~as YES, please check the' ac'tivities in 
which you or members of your party participated .on these publi~ (Crown) 
lands. 
Camping lli~ing Boating 
(, 
Picnicing Photosraphy • Fishing · 
.SWillllling Viewing Scenery Natur'e Study 
. . 
Other (Please specify) 
16. ·Are there any improvements or changes which y~u would like to sec made in 
the Newfoundland Provi~cial Park system1 If oo, please state them. · 
17, 
,I • 
Are there any other facilities for o door recreation in Newfoundland which 
you would' like to see improved or developcd'l (Yea or No). • If the 
answer is US, please specify them. _______________ -:---
18. Please state here ariy . gener~l(comments which you moy wish to $Bke about the 
Newfoundland Provincial Park system•--------------------------~--------
' . ~ . . 
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